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Brief of Appellant
Jurisdiction
The Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction over this case pursuant to Utah
Code Ann. § 78A-3-102(3)(a).

Issues and Standards of Review
This Court granted Appellant Lender's Petition for Certiorari to consider the
following question: "Whether the court of appeals erred in holding Petitioner did
not preserve for appeal any of the issues it raised on appeal." Appendix A, Order
Granting Certiorari, 1. "On certiorari, we review the decision of the court of
appeals for correctness. The correctness of the court of appeals' decision turns
on whether that court accurately reviewed the trial court's decision under the
appropriate standard of review.'" State v. Cram. 2002 UT 37, fl 6, 46 P.3d 230,
quoting State v. Visser. 2000 UT 88, U 9, 22 P.3d 1242. See also, Park v.
Stanford. 2011 UT 41, ^ 10, 258 P.3d 566 (on certiorari review, the Court of
Appeals decision is reviewed for correctness with no deference to the lower
court).
The Court of Appeals was faced with an appeal from a trial court ruling on
summary judgment. Lender presented three issues to the Court of Appeals for
review:
1.
Did the trial court err in failing to grant Plaintiff's motion for summary
judgment seeking enforcement of written guaranties executed by the
individual defendants? "Questions of contract interpretation, such as
[commercial guaranties], are questions of law to which we owe no
-1-
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deference but review for correctness." Walter E. Heller Western Inc. v.
U.S. Rock Wool Co. Inc.. 787 P.2d 898, 899 (Utah Ct. App. 1988), citing
Ted R. Brown and Assocs. v. Carnes Corp.. 753 P.2d 964 (Utah Ct. App.
1988). Moreover, appeals from a denial or grant of summary judgment are
questions of law, with no deference accorded to the trial court, and are
reviewed for correctness. Barnes v. Clarkson. 2008 UT App 44, ^[8, 178
P.3d 930. See also, Normandean v. Hanson Equipment. Inc.. 2009 UT 44,
1J9, 215 P.3d 152 (discussion standard of review of denied summary
judgment motions when matter then proceeds to trial). This issue was
preserved in the record in Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment and the
court's memorandum decision. R. at 217-517 (briefing on motions for
summary judgment) and 542-48 (court's memorandum decision).
2.
Did the trial court err in considering the action to be a deficiency
action, including barring a deficiency judgment for commercial
unreasonableness, even though no collateral of Alpine was sold,? This
presents a question of law. Questions of law are reviewed for correctness.
IFG Leasing Co. v. Gordon. 776 P.2d 607, 611 (Utah 1989). Moreover,
appeals from a denial or grant of summary judgment are questions of law,....
with no deferenceaccorded to the trial court, andare reviewed for-— correctness. Barnes v. Clarkson. 2008 UT App 44,1J8, 178 P.3d 930. See
also, Normandeau v. Hanson Equipment Inc.. 2009 UT 44, ^9, 215 P.3d
152 (discussion standard of review of denied summary judgment motions
when matter then proceeds to trial). This issue was preserved in the record
in Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment and the court's memorandum
decision. R. at 217-517 (briefing on motions for summary judgment) and
542-48 (court's memorandum decision).
3.
Did the trial err in failing to grant Plaintiffs motion for summary
judgment and in granting, in part, Defendants' motion for summary
judgment even though Defendants expressly waived the defense of
impairment of collateral in the guaranties. "Questions of contract
interpretation, such as [commercial guaranties], are questions of law to
which we owe no deference but review for correctness." Walter E. Heller
Western Inc. v. U.S. Rock Wool Co. Inc.. 787 P.2d 898, 899 (Utah Ct. App.
1988), citing Ted R. Brown and Assocs. v. Carnes Corp.. 753 P.2d 964
(Utah Ct. App. 1988). Moreover, appeals from a denial or grant of summary
judgment are questions of law, with no deference accorded to the trial
court, and are reviewed for correctness. Barnes v. Clarkson, 2008 UT App
44, Tf8, 178 P.3d 930. See also, Normandeau v. Hanson Equipment. Inc.,
2009 UT 44, fl9, 215 P.3d 152 (discussion standard of review of denied
summary judgment motions when matter then proceeds to trial). This issue
was preserved in the record in Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment and
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the court's memorandum decision. R. at 217-517 (briefing on motions for
summary judgment) and 542-48 (court's memorandum decision).
Lender's Court of Appeals Brief, p. 1-3. Each of these issues presented the
Court of Appeals with issues of law. As these issues arose in the context of
summary judgment, this Court reviews the matter for correctness, without
deference to the trial court or the Court of Appeals.

Dispositive Constitutional or Statutory Provisions
No constitutional or statutory provision is dispositive.

Statement of the Case

~

Nature of the Case:
This action was commenced by Plaintiff Prinsburg State Bank ["Lender"] to
enforce written Guaranties Defendants Abundo, Atwood, Baker and Gold
["Guarantors"] had made of a loan to Defendant Alpine Vision ["Alpine"]. At the
time the action was commenced certain optometrist office equipment was held as
collateral for two loans Lender had made to two entities, Alpine and Defendant
Knighton Optical ["Knighton"]. After the loans were made, the two entities merged
and Alpine ceased to exist. As a result, the collateral was physically held and
legally owned by Knighton alone. After making payments on both loans for a time,
Knighton defaulted in payment on both. Lender commenced this action to enforce
the Guaranties; at that time, the collateral had not been taken by Lender or
otherwise disposed. No party ever asserted any subrogation right. Each
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law-3Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

Guarantor expressly waived all such rights. Several months after this action was
commenced, Lender sold the collateral at a private sale and applied the proceeds
to the Knighton loan, as it was allowed to do under the Guaranties. Lender and
Guarantors filed cross motions for summary judgment: Lender asserting liability
under the plain terms of the Guaranties, and Guarantors asserting a defense of
impairment of coiiaterai and associated Article 9 defenses. The trial court
granted, in part, Guarantor's motion and denied Lender's motion for summary
judgment.
The trial court's summary judgment decision did not resolve all of the
issues in this case. As the trial court analyzed the matter, the existence and
amount of any deficiency and attorney's fees remained outstanding issues. The
parties stipulated to "findings" based upon the summary judgment ruling and
submitted the issue of attorney's fees to the trial court. Once the attorney's fee
issue was resolved, the trial court issued a final, appealable judgment.
The Court of Appeals avoided ruling on the substance of the appeal,
holding, instead that no issue had been preserved for appeal. Preservation of
issues for appeal was raised by the Court of Appeals and the parties were
directed to submit supplemental briefing, which they did. Neither party had raised
the issue of preservation previously.1

1. To be precise, Guarantors raised a minor point that the Lender's third
issue on appeal (regarding the defense of impairment of collateral) was not
preserved. Guarantors Court of Appeals Brief, 3. Lender demonstrated, to the
contrary, that the issue had been presented to the trial court and preserved for
appeal. Guarantor's Court of Appeals Reply Brief, 5-7. Nothing iike the blanket
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
-4- may contain errors.
Machine-generated OCR,

Course of the Proceedings Below:
Lender filed its complaint against the above named Appellees on 5 April
2006. Among other claims, Lender sought enforcement of commercial Guaranties
signed by Defendants Abundo, Atwood, Baker, Gold, and Thurston
["Guarantors"]- Guarantors answered the complaint, but asserted no claim of their
own. Lender moved for summary judgment on 3 October 2007, and Guarantors
filed a cross-motion for summary judgment on 7 November 2007. The trial court
denied Plaintiff Lender's motion for summary judgment, and granted, in part,
Guarantors' motion for summary judgment. The trial court entered an amended
judgment, which was timely appealed to the Utah Court of Appeals,

Disposition by Trial Court and Court of Appeals:
On 4 November 2008, the court issued its Ruling Denying Lender's Motion
for Summary Judgment, Granting in Part and denying in Part Guarantors' Motion
for Summary Judgment, and Granting Guarantors' Motion for Leave to Amend the
Answer, Appendix B, Ruling, R. at 542-48. The Ruling did not resolve all issues
in the lawsuit. To the contrary, it expressly granted Guarantor's the opportunity to
file an amended Answer. Guarantors filed an Amended Answer on 14 January
2009. Since the Ruling left issues unresolved, it was not a final, appealable order.
In particular, the Ruling left open the question of whether the sale in question was

preservation issue raised by the Court of Appeals was argued by or even
suggested by any party.

-5-
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commercially reasonable and what portion of the sales proceeds were
attributable to the Alpine Loan. Though not addressed in the Ruling, under the
commercial guaranties, the issue of attorneys' fees was unresolved.
On 11 December 2009 the court issued Stipulated Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law holding that Guarantors were the prevailing party in the
lawsuit based on the summary judgment, resolving aii other issues and granting
attorney fees and costs pursuant to the Guaranties. Appendix C, Findings, R.
577-583, On 17 August 2010, the Court entered its final Judgment in favor of
Guarantors Abundo, Atwood, Baker, Gold, and Thurston for attorney's fees in the
amount of $61,089.86. Appendix D, Amended Judgment, R. 684-86.
The Stipulated Findings of Fact included the phrase in its introductory
paragraph, "which resolve this matter in its entirety in favor of the Defendants with
the exception of a determination of the amount of reasonable attorney's fees and
costs to be awarded to the Defendants as the prevailing party." Appendix C,
Findings, 1. The context of this statement, however, was the Ruling, under which
Defendants were the "prevailing" party. The Finding, thus, were an
amalgamation of the trial court's ruling (which is the subject of this appeal) and
the parties stipulated resolution of the outstanding issue with application of the
sales proceeds (which, as a stipulated issue, is not part of this appeal). From this
language, however, the Court of Appeals concluded that no issue had been
preserved for appeal.

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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The Court of Appeals issued its decision on 29 July 2011. Lender sought
certiorari review, which this Court granted on 10 November 2011.

Facts
Given the issue upon which this Court granted certiorari-whether issues
were preserved for appeal-the operative facts are primarily procedural, but best
understood in the more particular context of the facts of this case. The underlying
facts and documentation are presented below, in a truncated form. A more
expansive statement of the facts can be had by reviewing the parties' Court of
Appeals briefing, particularly as it relates to the dispute about the Guaranties'
enforceability.
1.

In 1994, Guarantor Atwood and a business partner formed Alpine Vision,
Inc., ["Alpine"] to operate a vision care business. Appendix C, Findings, f 1.
R. at 577-583.

2.

Knighton obtained loans from Lender2 at various times between 1995 and
2000.

3.

In 1997 Knighton purchased a majority ownership interest in Alpine Vision.
App. C, Findings ^ 2.

2. For convenience sake, throughout this brief the term "Lender" is intended
to include Plaintiff's predecessors-in-interest, First Security Bank and Wells Fargo
Bank.

-7-
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4.

Defendants each executed personal guaranties for the Alpine Loans, on
July 28, 1999. Copies of these Guaranties are attached as Appendices. E,
F, G, H. App. C, Findings U 5. R. at 7-12, 16-21.

5.

On or about 15 February 2001, with Guarantors' express consent, Knighton
purchased Guarantors' remaining interest in Alpine. A copy of this
agreement is attached as Appendix i to Appeiianf s Brief. App. C, Finding
of Fact H 7. R. at 387-91.

6.

Following the stock purchase, Knighton absorbed the Alpine operation into
its own and paid Alpine's debts as its own. Guarantor Atwood testified:
When Alpine Vis
[KnigtitorTwas] using thT)^& assets thatweTeiDledgedla
[Lender] prior to and redoing those loan documents, that
should have made everything null and void. We did not
sign on the secondary loan after Alpine Vision not being
renewed as a corporation. And I would like to see those
loan documents on behalf of [Lender] for the equipment
that they're trying to say that we owe money on from
Alpine Vision which is a corporation no longer in
existence.
Guarantor Atwood's Deposition, 34:1-10, attached as App. J .

7.

At the time Knighton and Alpine defaulted on their loans, all of the collateral
securing either ioan remained was the sole property of Knighton, not
Alpine. App. C, Finding of Fact, Ifif 2, 7, 9.

8.

At the time of the commencement of this action, all of the collateral
securing either loan remained in the hands of Knighton and belonged to
Knightiy "soieiy". App. C, Findings, ffl[ 2, 7, 9.

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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9.

On 4 April 2006 Lender filed suit against Guarantors to enforce the
personal guaranties on the Alpine loan. See Court docket, attached as
Appendix K to Appellant's Brief.

10.

Nearly five months later, following 25 August 2006, Lender sent written
notice of intent to dispose of Knighton's collateral. A copy of the Notice of
Disposition is attached as Appendix L. R. at 468-473. App. C, Finding of

Fact If 9.
11.

Lender received proceeds of $80,000 from the disposition of Knighton's
collateral. Lender applied the proceeds from the private disposition to
Knighton's debts. App. C. FindingsI113,

12.

At no point has any Guarantor asserted any right or claim in the collateral.
Guarantors filed no counterclaim or cross-claim in this action to establish
any right in the collateral or priority thereto. Docket, App. K. See also,
Defendants' Answer, attached as App. M.3 R. at 40-49.

13.

Only after the commencement of this action-and after Guarantors failed to
assert any right in the collateral, any claim to priority in the collateral, or any
subrogation right to the collateral-did Lender exercise any of its rights in
the collateral. Compare App. K (trial court docket showing filing dates for

3. Guarantors were granted leave to file an amended Answer to assert a
defense based their claim of lack of notice of the disposition of collateral. They
still made no claim to the collateral nor any determination of priority to the
collateral. The amended Answer is attached as Appendix N.

-9-
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Complaint and Answer) with App. L (showing date of disposition of
collateral).
In the fall of 2007, the parties each moved for summary judgment. R. at
217-517. The trial court issued its Ruling denying Lender's motion for
summary judgment and granting, in part, Guarantor's motion on 4
November 2008. Appendix B, Ruiing, R. at 542-48.
The Ruling granted Guarantors the right to file an amended answer which
they did. id-; Appendix M, Answer and Amended Answer
The Ruiing also left issues unresolved and was therefore not a final,
appealable order. The Ruling left open, the question of whetherthe saje in.
question was commercially reasonable and what portion of the sales
proceeds were attributable to the Alpine Loan. Appendix B, Ruling. Also,
though not addressed in the Ruling, under the commercial guaranties, the
issue of attorneys' fees was unresolved, idThe parties recognized however that given the status of the facts in the
case (including both facts known to the parties and the largely undisputed
facts presented to the court with the summary judgment motions) that there
was likely not a real issue of fact for trial, but only a dispute of law.
Accordingly, the parties determined to conclude the matter so as to allow
the trial court's Ruiing to be tested on appeal.
The operative language of the Stipulated Findings of Fact, upon which the
Court appears to have concern, is the phrase "which resolves this matter in

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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its entirety in favor of the Defendants with the exception of a determination
of the amount of reasonable attorney's fees and costs to be awarded to the
Defendants as the prevailing party." The context of this statement,
however, was a legal dispute, mostly resolved by the summary judgment
Ruling, under which Defendants were the "prevailing" party. The Finding,
thus, were an amalgamation of the trial court's ruling (which is the subject
of this appeal) and the parties stipulated resolution of the outstanding issue
with respect to the application of the sales proceeds.
19.

Importantly, the basis of the Appellant's appeal was preserved in the
Findings. For example, the trial court simply didn't analyze a_ny of the
actual language of the Guaranties. The lack of any analysis is apparent in
the Findings. The Findings also recognize the dispute regarding the
ownership of the collateral:
"In or around 1997 Knighton Optical purchase a majority
interest in Alpine Vision and within a couple of years was the
sole owner of Alpine Vision, including Alpine Vision's personal
property, which including Alpine Visions eye examination
equipment."
"On or about February 15, 2001, Knighton Optical purchased
the remaining interest in Alpine Vision and became the sole
owner of Alpine Vision's assets, including the collateral
securing the Alpine Vision Loan."
Appendix C, Findings,fflf2, 7. See also Appellant's Reply Brief, pp. 4-5
(discussing the preservation of Appellant's Issue No. 3).

20.

Following a substantive briefing on the issues identified above, the Utah
Court of Appeals requested supplemental briefing: "(1) given that the
-11Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law
Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

December 11, 2009 Stipulated Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
appears to be a stipulated resolution of all issues except attorney's fees
and costs, was the basis of this appeal preserved and exempted from out
of the stipulation; and f not, what is the effect of the stipulation on the ability
to raise the issues argued on appeal." Each of the parties submitted a
supplemental brief and a supplemental reply brief in response to this
question.
Of particular note, is the Appellee's concession as to the parties' intended
effect of the findings and conclusions. The appellee wrote:
The •findings and conclusions, however, is a significant
•._ _..
document trlaffif essencewasTan acknowledgment by the ~ ~
parties of what the court had ruled in its Memorandum
Decision and what the court expected it would find and
conclude on the remaining issue for trial, the commercial
reasonableness of the sale by Prinsburg. Although the
Defendants understood that Prinsburg would likely appeal the
trial court's determination in the Memorandum Decision that
Utah's Uniform Commercial Code applied to its sale of Alpine
Collateral, Defendants did not understand that Prinsburg
would, or could, challenge any agreed finding of fact.
Guarantors Reply Memorandum to Supplemental Brief of Appellant, 1.
Guarantors also expressly acknowledged that "[i]t was the Defendants'
belief and understanding, however, that Prinsburg desired to challenge the
Trial Court's conclusions of law that UCC Article 9 applied to its private
disposition of collateral and its efforts to collect on the guaranties for the
secured obligation." Guarantor's Court of Appeals Supplemental
Memorandum, 4.

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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23.

Guarantors further acknowledged that "[t]he Findings and Conclusions,
however, is a significant document that in essence was an
acknowledgment by the parties of what the [trial] Court had ruling in its
[Ruling] and what the parties expected that the Court would find and
conclude on the remaining issue for trial, the commercial reasonableness
of the collateral sale by Prinsburg." Guarantor's Reply Memorandum to
Supplemental Brief, 1.

24.

The Court of Appeals issued its decision on 29 July 2011. A copy of this
decision is attached as Appendix N.

,25,

Xepders sought review of this matter by aPeiitioafoi Writ of Certiorari on
29 August 2011. The Petition was granted by this Court on 10 November
2011. Appendix A.

Summary of Argument
The Court of Appeals avoided the merits of this case by concluding the
issues presented had not been preserved for review. The basis of this conclusion
was a single phrase in the stipulated Findings stating that, in light of the trial
court's summary judgment Ruiing, all other issues had been resolved. The Court
of Appeals conclusion was erroneous and inconsistent with this Court's
subsequent holding on preservation. The matter should be reversed and
reviewed on the merits.

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law-13Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Argument
I.

Preservation of Issues for Appeal Is Not Implicated in This Case
The Court of Appeals predicated its ruling on the notion that Lender had

not preserved its issues for appeal, in refusing to enforce the Guaranties as
written. The Guaranties are valid, enforceable contracts and no reason existed for
ignoring their plain terms. In reaching this conclusion, the Court of Appeals
seized on a single sentence, wrested from context, in the introductory paragraph
to the stipulated Findings: "which resolves this matter in its entirety in favor of the
Defendants with the exception of a determination of the amount of reasonable
attorney's fees and Goststo be awarded--to 4he£>efen^^
party." Appendix C, Findings.
The parties each indicated to the Court of Appeals that the Findings were
not intended to preclude review. Facts, fflj 20-23, above. Nevertheless, the
Court of Appeals rejected the point and refused to review the substance of the
matter holding that the matter had not been preserved for appeal.
In denying Lender's motion for summary judgment and granting
Guarantors' motion, the trial court refused to enforce the Guaranties as written;
treating this case, strangely, as a deficiency action under Article 9. The Court of
Appeals, in turn, compounded the error rather than correcting it. The
chronological progression of the case was first, the parties moved for and orally
argued the summary judgment motion; second, the trial court issued its Ruiing
which denied Lenders motion and partially granted Guarantor's motion. The
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR,
-14-may contain errors.

Ruling left undecided whether the sale was commercially reasonable with respect
to Alpine and attorney's fees. If Alpine had had any interest in the collateral, a
commercially unreasonable sale may have occurred. The Findings were an
attempt to place on the record two things: (1) the undisputed facts forming the
predicate for summary judgment-facts undisputed to such a degree that the
parties could stipulate to them; and (2) a resolution of the remaining issues so
that a final judgment could issue and an appeal commence.
The Court of Appeals seized, however, on the introductory language in the
Findings that the parties "stipulate to the following findings of fact and conclusions
of lawT which resolve this matter in its entirety in iavor of Defendants," Appendix
C, Findings, 1. The Ruling on the summary judgment motions is not divorced
from these Findings (as the Court of Appeals appears to have thought), but
instead was the factual and legal predicate for the Findings. Guarantors
conceded as much in the supplemental briefing to the Court of Appeals. Facts,
fflf 20-23.4
Since the Court of Appeals decision, this Court has explained in detail the
doctrine of preservation of an issue for appeal and clarified its purpose and
underlying rationale. Patterson v. Patterson. 2011 UT 68,

P.3d

. As a

4. A powerful, if not conclusive, indication that neither party saw preservation
as an issue on appeal is that it was not raised by Guarantors in their substantive
briefing. Guarantors did claim that one legal issues was not preserved, and
Appellant demonstrated that, in fact, the very issues had been briefed and
presented to the trial court. Compare, Guarantors' Court of Appeals Brief, 1-3,
with Lender's Court of Appeals Reply Brief, 3-12.
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general matter, "[a]n issue is preserved for appeal when it has been 'presented to
the district court in such a way that the court has an opportunity to rule on it.'" ]dH12, quoting J.M.W v. T.I.Z. (In Re Adoption of Babv E.Z.). 2011 UT 38, fl 25,
P.3d.

. Preservation of issues for appeal, grounded in economy and

fairness, is a prudential doctrine, not jurisdictional. Patterson, fflf 12-13; State v.
Low. 2008 UT 58, fl 17, 192 P.3d 867.
Here, there is neither doubt nor dispute that all aspects of the issues
presented for appeal were presented to the trial court for resolution. Lender
moved for summary judgment, contending that the Guaranties should be

enforced as written, 4n Guarantors'^spojnse and in -the Lender ls-replyT the
parties reviewed the waivers of defenses of recoupment and rights in the
collateral.5 Guarantors argued that Article 9 governed the case and the fact that
Article 9 was not complied with, as regarded them, was fatal. Indeed, the parties
brief the two leading Utah cases, FMA Financial Corp. v. Pro Printers. 590 P.2d
803 (Utah 1979)(refusing to enforce a guaranty in the face of a violation of Article
9) and Strevell-Paterson Co. v. Francis. 646 P.2d 741, 743 (Utah
1982)(recognizing the force of a guaranty of payment). Waivers of the rights of
subrogation and recoupment or the defense of impairment of collateral were

5. It is difficult to understand Guarantors' claims with respect to the collateral
in question. At the commencement of this action, no disposition of collateral had
occurred; it was available to Guarantors to assert a claim, to the extent they had
one. Guarantors made no claim to the collateral in their Answer. Appendix M.
Even after the disposition of collateral and its application to the Knighton loan,
Guarantors were given an opportunity to amend their complaint; again they made
no assertion of any right to the collateral. Appendix M.
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discussed in the summary judgment materials. R. 407, 509-14 (parties summary
judgment briefing discussing waivers of defenses and related matters). The trial
court disregarded these matters and held the Guaranties to be unenforceable.
Faced with this development, which Lender viewed as erroneous, the parties
moved the matter to resolution and a final, appealable order.6 The Findings can
be understood only in the context of a judgment memorializing the trial court's
Ruling. The phrase in the Findings ("which resolves this matter in its entirety")
thus comes into focus as a resolution of the issues left outstanding following the
summary judgment proceeding. The entire summary judgment process-with the
exception of challenging Jhe-stipulated facts-remainedj?pen4^
Notions of judicial economy are most deeply offended when unpreserved
claims are presented without the required factual predicate. Patterson. ^ 15.
"For this reason, the preservation rule should be more strictly applied when the
asserted new issue or theory 'depends on controverted factual questions whose
relevance thereto was not made to appear at trial.'" jd-. quoting James v. Preston.
746 P.2d 799, 801 (Utah Ct. App. 1987). Here, the facts from the stipulated
Findings are accepted by Lender without challenge or question.

6. While not, perhaps, dispositive, the fact that the language of the Findings,
resolving all remaining issues, is notably absent from the Amended Judgment.
Cf. Appendix C, Findings with Appendix D, Amended Judgment. This is strongly
suggestive that the broad preclusion the Court of Appeals read into the Findings
was not intended by any party or the trial court, when the final judgment includes
no such language.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law
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However, the Findings preclude a ruling in Guarantors' favor. The Findings
clearly hold that at all relevant times, Knighton was the "sole owner" of the
collateral. Guarantors have so stipulated; this is both undisputed and
affirmatively stipulated. Appendix C, Findings,fflj2, 7, and 9. Since the collateral
was owned by Knighton, it did not secure the Alpine loan. When Lender sold the
collateral and applied the sales proceeds to the Knighton loan, it acted properly
and within its rights under the Guaranties. Appendix E, F, G and H.
The trial court had not one, but two opportunities to correctly rule on this
matter. First, these facts were undisputed in the summary judgment pleadings.
R. 217-51-7 {the parties respective summary judgment pleadingsr statements of^
undisputed facts and supporting documentation). Nevertheless the trial court
found the matter to be a deficiency action governed by Article 9.7 When the
stipulated Findings were presented, the trial court had a second opportunity to
correct the error. Neither chance was taken; but to say that the issue was
unpreserved, as the Court of Appeals held, is simply wrong. Patterson, fl 16
("Notions of fairness dictate that a party should be given an opportunity to
address the alleged error in the trial court.").
The facts of Patterson are instructive. The trial court was faced with a trust
prepared by the parties' mother, naming, her two sons as beneficiaries, jd- H 2.

7. It is difficult to understand how this matter was a deficiency action when the
collateral had not been seized and sold under months after the commencement
of this action. Facts, fflf 9-10 (discussing timing of commencement of action and
disposition of collateral). The correct analysis was to treat this matter as an action
on a guaranty of an unsecured loan.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Subsequently, the mother amended the trust to disinherit one son. id. fl 3. After
the mother died, the disinherited son filed an action to avoid the trust amendment,
claiming it violated the terms of the trust and was void under Banks v. Means.
2002 UT 65, 52 P.3d 1190. The other brother responded and the brothers filed
cross motions for summary judgment. The disinherited brother's argument was
predicated on Banks. The beneficiary brother, while asking the trial court to
distinguish or "overturn" Banks, failed to address the fact that Banks was
overruled by Utah's adoption of the Utah Uniform Trust Code. id. ^ 4.
The trial court concluded that it was bound by Banks, and granted
sjjmjiwyju^m

brother* avoidingteeamendment.

The trial court denied the beneficiary brother's motion for summary judgment. Id.
*[{ 5. This Court granted permission for an interlocutory appeal. Preservation for
appeal was the threshold issue in Patterson. This Court concluded that, on
appeal, the beneficiary brother was able to argue the applicability of the Utah
Uniform Trust Code, though he had not presented the issue to the trial court.
Preservation has never been seen to prevent consideration of new authority
relevant to issues properly preserved. The policy considerations addressed in
Patterson militate in favor of reversing the Court of Appeals here.
The Court of Appeals opinion does violence to the parties resolution of the
case as well as to the preservation doctrine itself. Maintaining "a sound and
uniform body of precedent" is a central concern of this Court. Id. % 20. This
matter-both the preservation issue and the substance of the appeal-are
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susceptible to resolution as a matter of law; no factual predicate remains for
determination, id. The issue was actually raised below and should be reviewed
on appeal, on the merits.
Both parties acknowledged the Court of Appeals that it was understood
that the legal issues arising from the trial court's resolution of the summary
judgment matter were open for appeal. Supplemental Brief of Appellant, 4, 6-8;
Supplemental Brief of Appellee, 2-6; Supplemental Reply Brief of Appellant, 3-6;
Appellee's Reply Memorandum to Supplemental Brief of Appellant, 1-2. Certainly
the stipulated facts are not subject to appeal.8 The Court of Appeals, however,
.-erroneously^conclucled-otherwise, jgflcrinq the stateroe^^
and refusing to reach the merits. Given the statements each of the parties, such
a resolution was inappropriate under the facts of this case.
In light of Patterson, the Court of Appeals decision in this case should be
reversed.9 An issue is preserved for appeal when it is put before a trial court in a
8. Lender does not challenge any of the stipulated facts. To the contrary, the
stipulated facts tend to establish lender's position in this case. See, e.g., Brief of
Appellant, 24-31; Reply Brief of Appellant (discussing import of trial court's factual
findings, 3-12).
9.
Alternatively, either plain error or exceptional circumstances justifies
appellate review. Here, the trial court committed plain error in its review of the
Guaranties. The very defenses it relied upon as the predicate for its Ruling were
expressly waived by the Guarantors. The ruiing is plainly erroneous under the
numerous Utah cases analyzing guaranties presented by the Appellant in its
substantive briefs.
Alternatively, exceptional circumstances justifies review. "Rare procedural
anomoiies" is the ordinary basis to apoly the exceptional circumstance analysis.
Hill v. Estate of Alired. 2009 UT 28, fl 25, 216 P.3d 929. Here, the non-final
memorandum decision, reduced to judgment only by the Findings was never
intended to be insulated from appellate review. The parties may have employed
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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way that the trial court has a meaningful opportunity to rule on the matter. Here,
there can be little doubt that this was done. Both parties provided extensive
briefing to the trial court on cross-motions for summary judgment. Facts, ffll 1416, R. 217-517. No party intended to preclude appellate review; in context, the
Findings do not support the conclusion that the issue was not preserved. The
Court of Appeals decision should be reverse and the matter reviewed on the
merits, as briefed by the parties.

II.

The Findings Themselves Preclude a Judgment in Favor of
Guarantors
Central to the summary judgment was Lender's request to have the

Guaranties enforced as written. Guarantors responded, arguing that the
disposition of the collateral after the commencement of the action precluded a
judgment against them under UCC Article 9. Preservation of an issue for appeal
was raised, sua sponte, by the Court of Appeals, after the substantive briefing
was complete. The heart of the dispute in this case is the fact-undisputed and
stipulated to by all parties-that the collateral which was ultimately disposed,
belonged to Knighton, not Alpine. Appendix B, Findings,fflj2, 7 and 9.
Guarantors' position was that since Lender disposed of collateral, the
Lender was precluded from recovery because the proprieties of Article 9 were not
observed. As a matter of both undisputed and stipulated fact, however, the

somewhat artless language, but the intent was to advance the case for review,
not to preclude review by any agreement.
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collateral was solely the property of Knighton, not Alpine. The parties stipulated
to the following factual findings:
In or around 1997 Knighton Optical purchased a majority interest in Alpine
and within a couple of years was the sole owner of Alpine, including Alpine
Vision's personal property, which included Alpine Visions eye examination
equipment.
On or about February 15, 2001, Knighton Optica! purchased the remaining
interest in Alpine Vision and became the sole owner of Alpine Vision's
assets, including the collateral securing the Alpine Vision loan.
Appendix B, Findings, fflf 2 and 7 (emphasis added).
The Alpine loan documents, including the Guaranties, expressly authorized
Lender to waive or release its interest in the Alpine security. Appendices E, F, G
and H. Upon a waiver, explicit or implicit, Lender was then free to proceed
against the security, to apply it to the Knighton loan-which included the
equipment acquired by Knighton from Alpine. Lender did exactly this. Guarantors
expressly agreed that Lender could freely release the collateral without lessening
their guaranteed obligations.
A.

Since the Alpine Loan Was Effectively Unsecured, Article 9 Had
No Application

The Uniform Commercial Code-Revised Article 9 or old Article 9-has
nothing meaningful to say about this chain of events. However, the trial court
concluded that this action was a deficiency action on Alpine's debt and wrongly
applied provisions of revised Article 9. The cited statutes govern a creditor's
ability to pursue a deficiency judgment on a debt after a disposition of collateral.
Lender has not at any time attempted to pursue a deficiency on any debt of
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Guarantors. Rather, Lender held a sale of collateral in an attempt to collect on the
Knighton loan months after bringing an action to enforce personal guaranties
securing the Alpine Vision loan.
Guarantors have attempted to liken this matter to FMA Financial Corp. v.
Pro Printers. 590 P.2d 803 (Utah 1979). In Pro Printers, several officers of a
corporation executed personal guaranties on a secured loan. id. at 804. When
the corporation subsequently defaulted on the debt, the creditor repossessed and
sold the collateral at a price far below its value, and without giving notice to the
guarantors. id- at 805. Creditor then proceeded against the guarantors for the
-riflfir4ftrtGy-.-4d. "The court held that as-a "secondary^eb^^uog^rArticlej, the_
guarantor was entitled to notice of disposition of collateral, id. at 807. Where Pro
Printers differs from the present case is that it involved an action against
guarantors to collect a deficiency on the same debt for which the collateral was
disposed.
Rather than a deficiency action, the present case was a case proceeding
against a guarantor on an unsecured debt. Lender did not merely seize and sell
the collateral, taking the proceeds for itself without applying the proceeds against
an indebtedness. After Guarantors asserted no claim, right or priority to the
collateral in this action, Lender rightly and effectually released the collateral as to
the Alpine loan, sold it, and applied the proceeds to the Knighton loan. The trial
court erred in treating this matter as a deficiency action. This conclusion and all
the mischief from which it flows were erroneous and should be reversed.
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B.

No Deficiency Existed Upon Filing as No Collateral Had Been
Seized or Sold Upon Commencement of This Action

Moreover, the timing of events in this matter lends strong support to
Lender. The action to collect on the Guaranties was commenced in early April
2006, whereas the Knighton foreclosure sale was held in late 2006. At the time
this action -was commenced, Guarantors were free to assert such subrooation
rights as they might have had against Alpine. Century 21 Products. Inc. v. Glacier
Sales. 918 P.2d 168, 170 (Wash. 1996)("a guarantor has the right to step into the
shoes of the creditor and sue the debtor for collateral securing the debt").
Guarantors have never asserted any subrogation or recoupment rights.
The only connection between the Alpine and Knighton debts is the integration
engineered by the Guarantors and the result that, by the time of default, the same
collateral secured both debts. Because Guarantors have never asserted any
subrogation rights, and since it is undisputed that the collateral was available at
the commencement of this action for subrogation (as it might have existed under
the Guaranties), as a matter of law, no impairment of collateral occurred.
Lanaeveld v. L.R.Z.H. Corp.. 376 A.2d 931, 936-37 (N.J. 1977).

C.

Ordinary Legal Principles Relating to Guaranties Lead to a
Reversal
Basically, Guarantors' position is that they should be entitled to determine

the manner of application of the payments. Of course, the Guarantors granted
Lender the right "to determine how, when and what application of payments and
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credits shall be made on the Indebtedness."10 Appendices E, F, G, and H.
Characterizing this action as a deficiency action is tantamount to allowing
secondary obligors-Guarantors-to require Lender to apply the proceeds in a way
that is to Guarantors' benefit without regard to the parties' contractual rights and
obligations. See, generally, Park v. Stanford. 2011 UT 41, ffl[ 13-26, 258 P.3d
566 (discussing "rationale basis" test to determine the application of guarantor's
payments).
In a similar case, this Court reached a similar conclusion. In Continental
Bank & Trust Co. v. Utah Security Mortgage. Inc.. 701 P.2d 1095 (Utah 1985), a
-bank^ade^4oan ; ultimate^
institution, id. at 1096-97. The bank failed to perfect its security interest in the
trust deed to facilitate their sale and failed to sell the thrift company stock before
the thrift crashed and the stock was worthless, id- at 1097. The guarantors urged
a defense of impairment of collateral. The Supreme Court held that the defense
had been properly waived, id- at 1098. It would be incongruous to hold that a
bank had a duty to perfect a security interest or sell stock and that its failure to so
act would discharge the guarantors, when the bank could have simply released
the collateral "'with impunity.'" id., quoting American Bank of Commerce v.
Covolo. 540 P.2d 1294, 1299 (N.M. 1975). This Court held that there was nothing
unreasonable about such provisions and held that any defense of impairment of

10. This Court recently noted that parties are free to contract regarding the
application of payments. Park v. Stanford. 2011 UT 41, n.3, 258 P.3d 566.
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collateral had been waived. The New Mexico Supreme Court, in Covolo.
explained further:
The Bank has the right to "waive and release" the security at any time
without the waiver or release affecting the Guarantor's obligation to pay.
We find nothing inherently unreasonable in the terms of the guaranty
agreement.
*

*

*

Where a guarantory [sic] or surety expressly and unequivocally consents to
a waiver or release of his rights in the collateral, he will not be heard to
complain of the failure of he guarantee to perfect the security interest
therein in the first instance.
Covolo. 540 P.2d at 1298-99. See also, Continental Bank N.A. v. Everett. 760
F.Supp. 713, 722 (N.D.IIl. 1991)("By consenting to the release or surrender of the
-i_~

mliateralTdefendanis-Ganr^

_..

interest."). In this case, the Guaranties are more carefully, broadly and explicitly
framed, though to the same effect. Guarantors expressly and unequivocally
consented to the right to waive or release the collateral; they should not now be
heard to complain.
As a matter of fact the Findings, on their face, demonstrate the trial court's
legal error. The predicate for Guarantor's entire argument is that collateral of
Alpine's, securing the debt they guaranteed, was sold, but that the proceeds were
not applied to the loan they secured, in violation of Article 9 of the Uniform
Commercial Code. However, the trial court expressly found that Knighton, not
Alpine, was the owner of the property at the time of the sale. App. B, fflf 2, 7.
Accordingly, under the Findings, the trial court erred in holding that the proceeds
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should have been applied to Alpine's loan. At the very least, ignoring this issue
on the basis of a preservation argument was wrong.

III.

No Party Intended the Findings to Preclude Review of This Matter
As a matter of fact, none of the parties understood or believed that the

Stipulated Findings of Fact precluded any appeal of the trial court's decision on
summary judgment. Indeed, the best indication of this is to review the scope of
the argument Guarantors assert with respect to what the affect of the stipulated
findings was. In Guarantors' Court of Appeals Brief, section 1 of the arguments,
mads-m-its entirety a^fotiows; -

—

—

—

— —

-

-

—

By stipulating to the facts set forth in the Stipulated Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law, Prinsburg is barred from appealing or
otherwise disputing those facts. [R. at 577-583]. Based on those
stipulated facts, as fully set forth above, it has been established that
(1) the Alpine Vision Loans were secured by collateral in the
possession of Knighton Optical at the time of the private disposition
of collateral; (2) Prinsburg did not provide notice to the Defendants of
the private disposition of collateral; (3) the property disposed of at
the private disposition of collateral was comprised at least in part of
the Alpine Vision Collateral; (4) Prinsburg received $80,000 for all of
the property disposed of at the private disposition; (5) Prinsburg
received $80,000 for all of the property disposed of at the private
disposition of collateral were applied to the Alpine Vision Loans; and
(6) Prinsburg did not sell the Alpine Vision Collateral in a
commercially reasonable manner.
As a result, Prinsburg's Appeal should be limited to the narrow legal
issue of whether, under the facts as stipulated to by the Parties, UCC
Article 9 applies to its private disposition of collateral and, if so, whether the
facts support a determination that Prinsburg violated provisions.
Guarantors'Court of Appeals Brief, 13-14.
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Significantly, Guarantors did not claim that Lender'sfirstissue ("Did the trial
court err in failing to grant Lender's motion for summary judgment seeking
enforcement of written guaranties executed by the individual defendants.") was in
any sense not preserved for review. Guarantors claim that the second issue
(whether the trial court erred by treating the matter as a deficiency action) was
precluded under the express language of the Findings. However, as
demonstrated, the Findings did resolve the issue, but in Lender's favor. The
parties stipulated, at the time of disposition, that the collateral belonged to
Knighton, not Alpine. Lender's Court of Appeals Reply Brief, 3-5.

Guarantor's express waivers of defenses) that Guarantors even raised the
preservation issue. Tellingly, however, Guarantors did not contend that the
Findings precluded preservation, they pointed to the record. Guarantor's Brief, p.
3. Moreover, they claim only that the stipulated Facts preclude review, not that
the issue was not preserved, jd-at 13-14.
The parties presented cross-motions for summary judgment to the trial
court. The trial court resolved these motion by denying Plaintiff's motion and
granting in part Defendants' motion. The net result this resolution was to leave
two unresolved issues: (1) the commercial reasonabiiity of the saie, and (2)
attorney's fees. Because these two issues remained unresolved by the trial
court, its resolution of the summary judgment of the cross-motions for summary
judgment was not a final appealable order. Bradbury v. Valencia, 2000 UT 50, ffll
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8-9, 5 P.3d 649. The parties concluded these two issues in the Findings, which
"resolved the matter in its entirety." Appendix C, Findings. The issues presented
for appeal were preserved. The Court of Appeals decision should be reversed
and the matter resolved on the merits.

Conclusion
Lender, Alpine and Guarantors entered into a carefully-and ordinarilystructured loan transaction. They bargained for the balancing of risks and benefits
that the loan and the Guaranties mutually provided to each of the parties. They
-

---bar^affled^^^
funds, predicated upon their broad and express undertaking to guarantee
payment to Lender. Both the conceptual and legal basis for liability is clear and
essentially undisputed.
Moreover, Guarantors bargained for and accepted the risk that the loan
might end up as unsecured, as it did. They granted express authority to Lender to
release or waive collateral; authority Lender relied upon and utilized. They
expressly waived the right to dictate the application of payments. More
importantly, Guarantors expressly waived the right to rely on any impairment of
collateral or subrogation defense. Notwithstanding Guarantors grants of authority
to Lender and their express waivers, the trial court entered judgment based
squarely on an impairment of collateral defense and Article 9.
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To memorialize that decision, to facilitate appellate review, the parties
agreed to stipulated Findings, which the trial court entered. The stipulated
Findings did indeed resolve all outstanding issues remaining after the summary
judgment Ruling. No party intended the Findings to have any effect remotely like
the Court of Appeals found. The Court of Appeals erred in refusing to reach the
merits of this case.
Moreover, the merits present exclusively legal issues. This Court should
reverse the Court of Appeals, and review the matter on the substance of the
claims briefed before the Court of Appeals. The trial court's decision should be
reversed aiid^suromaryjucl^
remanded to the trial court for entry of judgment.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this ^ £ day of December, 2011.
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APPENDIX A
Order Granting Certiorari
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH
FILED
UTAH APPELLATE COURTS

-00O00—

NOV i C 2011

Prinsburg State Bank,
Plaintiff and Petitioner,
Case No. 20110755-SC

v.
Roland E. Abundo; Lindsay T.
Atwood; Robert Thurston; Donald
W. Baker; Jeffrey Gold; Knighton
Optical, Inc.; and Alpine Vision, Inc.,
Defendants and Respondents.

ORDER
This matter is before the court upon a Petition for Writ of
Certiorari, filed on August 29, 2011.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to Rule 51 of the Utah Rules
of Appellate Procedure, the Petition for Writ of Certiorari is granted as
to the following issue.
Whether the court of appeals erred in holding Petitioner did not
preserve for appeal any of the issues it raised on appeal.
A briefing schedule will be established hereafter.

For The Court:

Dated

/{/#•//
Matthew B. Durra
Associate Chief Justice
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on November 10, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing ORDER was deposited in the United States mail or placed in the
Interdepartmental mail service, or hand delivered to the parties listed below:
p p A n r c"K/rrri_r

STEVENSON & SMITH PC
3986 WASHINGTON BLVD
OGDEN UT 84403
BLAKE D. MILLER
JOELTZENGER
MILLER GUYMON PC
165 REGENT ST
SALT-LAKE-CITY UT 8411-1
LISA COLLINS
COURT OF APPEALS
450 S STATE ST
PO BOX 140230
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84114-0230
SECOND DISTRICT, OGDEN DEPT
ATTN: DIANE/ ROXANNE/ STELLA/ BRADY
2525 GRANT AVE BX 0448
OGDEN UT 84401
Dated this November 10,2011.

/">

Judicial Assistant
Utah Supreme Court Case No. 20110755
SECOND DISTRICT, OGDEN DEPT Case No. 060901846
Court of Appeals Case No. 20100712
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APPENDIX B
Memorandum Decision
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL D I S T R I C T C O U R T ' O F WEBER COLFN
OGDEN D E P A R T M E N T , STATE OE U T A H

PFLINSBURG STATE, BANK
Plaintiff.

ROLAND E. ABUNDO, LINDSAY T
ATWOOD, ROBERT THURSTON
DONALD W. BAICER, JEFFREY GOl
KNIGHTON OPTICAL, INC., AND
ALPINE VISION, INC.,
Defendants.

RULING DENYING
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT,
GRANTING IN PART AND
DENYING IN PART
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, AND
GRANTING DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND THE- ANSWER
Civil No. 060901846
ludee Scott M. Hadlev

On September 3, 2007, the Plaintiff, Pririsburg State Bank, filed a motion for
summary judgment. On November 7, 2007, the Defendants, Roland E. Abundc, Lindsay
T. Acwood, Donald W. Baker, and Jeffrey Gold, filed a cross-motion for summary
judgment. The Defendants also filed a motion for leave to amend the answer on June 18,
2007. Havinc carefully considered the parties' memoranda and accompanying material,
and the oral arguments.offered on .August 26, 2008, the Court denies Plaintiffs motion,
grants in parr and denies in part the Defendants' motion for summary judgment, and
'•rants Defendants' motion for leave to amend the answer,
STATEMENT OF FACTS
In approximately 1?°4, Deieiidair. Lindsay T. Atwooc and s business oartner
formed Ainine 'vision, inc., wm.cn. operated a vision care nusmess ar a number of
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Nc.-O60901846
Past 2iocations along me Wasatch Front
in or around 1997. Kmgmon Optica! purchased a majority interest m Alpine
Vision.
Knighton Optical causea Alpine Vision tc. enter into rwo loan agreements, on
March. 30,1998 and .August 27, 1999,, wich First Security Bank, Plaintiff's
predecessor in interest.
The combined Alpine Vision loan agreements totaied £150,000, and were secured
by ALpine Vision's equipment, inventory, accounts, and general intangibles.
Defendants Acwood, Abundo, and Baker each executed personal guaranties for
Loan, on ..or about ]uiy.2£J.,1999..;_
6.

_

On or about .February 15, 200 V Knighton Optical purchased the.remaining
interest in Adpine Vision and became trie sole owner of Alpine Vision's assets,
including the collateral securing the Alpine Vision Loan.

7.

On or about January 24, 2005, Knighton Optical made their last payment on the
.Alpine Vision Loan.

8.

in or around late 2006, Plaintiff and Vision Experts, dba Knighton Vision, held a
private disposition of property in the possession of Knighton Optical including the
collateral securing the Alpine Vision Loan.

9.

Plaintiff received $80,000 for the property in Knighton OpucaTs possession.

10.

No proceeds from the private disposition were applied to the Alpine Vision Loan,
rather., the oroceecis were applied to iuugnton Onticai debts.
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The Plaintiff provided notification of die disposition no Knight Optical and Alpine
Vision. Inc.; bur failed to notify Defendants Atwood. Anundc, and Baker.
ANALYSIS
Summary judgment is appropriate when chere is no genuine issue as ro an-

material face and me moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Utah R.
Civ, P. 56(c). On these motions, the Court views the evidence in the light most favorable
to the nonmovmg party.
The Plaintiff contends thai because the 'guarantees signed by Defendants waived
the Plaintiffs obligation to principally proceed against the collateral and because the
Alpine Vision Loan collateral was transferred to Knighton Optical the guarantees are nor
secured Transactions and therefore outside the purview of Article 9a of the Uniform
Commercial Code (UCC 9). According to the Utah Code, (<a security interest
continues in collateral notwithstanding sale, lease, license, exchange, or other disposition
thereof unless the secured party authorized the disposition free of the security interest. . V
Utah Code Ann. § 7QA-9aol5(a), The transfer of collateral to Knighton Optica! does
not destroy the security of the Alpine Vision Loan. Furthermore, the fact that
Defendants' guarantees waived Plaintiffs obligation to principally proceed against the
collateral does nor negate Plaintiffs duti.es under UCC 9 with regard to the Alpine Vision
Loan. Plaintiff misses the mark , it is immaterial that Plaintiff was nor. required to dispose
of the collateral before collecting against Defendants, what is material is that thev did
diSDOse of the collateral and are therefore subject to the requirements of UCC 9.
The next question before the Court is which version of UCC 9 should be applied.
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/he current version took effect July V 2001, aiter :he Alpine Vision Loan-and
Derenclants1 guarantees were signed. According to Utah Code Annotated § ?0A-9a701(1;, trie "act applies to a transaction or iier. \\nthin irr. scope, even if die transaction or
iien was entered into or created before [rhtrj ac: cakes efree:," 'The present case does no:
rah under any of tne exceptions to this rule cine rhereiore cne current version of UCC 9
wui oe applied to tnis case. . ne Uourt notes m a : even uncer trie repealed UCC 9 the
'Analysis and outcome would remain unchanged.
Section. 70A-9a-611 of the Utah Code requires that a secured party that disposes
of collateral must send notification to any secondary obligor, Utah Code Ann. § 70A.-9&611(2). The Plaintiff notified both Knighton Optical and Alpine Vision but failed to
no tin-' the Defendants, who are secondary obligors. Plaintiff claims tha: notification was
waived as part of the. guarantee agreements. However, a secondary obligor may only
waive the right to notification of disposition oi collateral after default and therefore the
waivers are ineffectual The. Defendants were entitled to notification of the disposition of
m.
The Defendants contend that they are indemnified from a deficiency judgment:
because Plaintiff failed to notify them of the disposition, the disposition was not
commercialiy reasonable, and the proceeds rrom the disposition should be applied to the
Alpine Vision Loan. Failure to give nonce "is but one factor to be considered in
determining whether the disposition was commercialiy reasonable" and alone is
insufficient to indemnify Defendants, riaggi:'iVianagemeniv. Tunte Managerrt^rc ld~ P.2d
442, -44 ('Utah 1985). However/'? secured party who fails to dispose of collateral in a
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commercially reasonable manner is barred irom recovering a deficiency judgment." id. If
me Plaintiff's disposition of the collateral was commercially .unreasonable, they are barred
from recovering against the Defendants, While che buraen to prove the disposition was
commercially reasonable is upon the Plaintiff m.ere remains a genume issue of materia;

3

fact. The Court, has not been oresenteci with defmitivt evidence of the value of the
Alpine Vision Loan collateral at the time oi the disposition, or the amount of the sale
price attributable to the Alpine Vision Loan collateral.
The Plaintiff is also required by law to apply the proceeds of the disposition of
collateral to the obligation secured by that collateral Utah Code Ann, § 70A-9a-608(T).
The Plaintiff in this_case applied, the entire proceeds to Knighton Optical loans and none
to the, Alpine Vision Loan, As state previously, the Court does not have evidence of the
amount of the sale price attributable to the Alpine Vision Loan coliateraL and therefore
-as?

does not know the amount of the proceeds that should be applied to the Alpine Vision
Loan. The burden is upon the Plaintiff to determine the Alpine Vision portion of the
disposition and to prove that the disposition was commercially reasonable.
The Defendants have also moved for leave.to amend the answer, adding the
defenses mentioned above. The Plaintiff argued the defenses were futile, and admitted
during oral argument that the motion should be granted in the event the Court denied
their motion for summary judgment. The Defendants added defenses are not futile and
therefore the motion, for leave to amend, the answer is granted.
The Court denies the Plaintiffs motion to tor summary judgment. The Court
grants Derendants1 motion for leave to amend, me answer. Tne Court grants in part the
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lfendanI:^, morion for summary judgment and rules thai UCC 9 applies and'Defendants
were entitled no notiiicaaor; 01 the aisposiaon. i ne Court aenies in par: the ueienaants
motion for i;ummarv ludcrmeri: ar LO indemnLiicacLon nrom deficiency judgment because a
LI'j C l L S D U t ' ; : .

leaned nhis ,<?? ^

day of October. 2008

' ^ ^ ^

Scon: jvi. Radiev. jud^e
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Tec: ZDVV oi' die loreG'om.c ruling :.o enunse. as xoilows:

i i.

i ilV.JLLl.aCi
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Benjamin C. Rasmusser
Attorneys for Plaintitr
3986 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, UT 84403

Blake D, Miller
joelT. Zenger
Lindsay T. Atwood, Donald FL. Baker, and Jeffrey Gold
\'z~> P^e^ent bcreet
salt Lake lwity; L i o t u i

^\A^q<^
Depurv Court: Clerk
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Blake D. Miller (4090)
Joel T. Zenger (8926)
MILLER GUYMON, P.C.

165 Regent Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: 801.363.5600
Facsimile: 801.363.5601
Attorneys for Defendants Roland E Abundo,
Lindsay T. Atwood, Donald R. Baker, and Jeffrey Gold
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
PRTNSBTJRG STATE BANK,

-

- -

Plaintiffs,
vs.
ROLAND E. ABUNDO, LINDSAY T.
ATWOOD, ROBERT THURSTON,
DONALD R. BAKER, JEFFREY
GOLD, KNIGHTON OPTICAL, INC.
AND ALPINE VISION, INC.

]

STIPULATED FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Civil No. 060901846
Honorable Scott M. Hadley

Defendants.
Plaintiff Prinsburg State Bank and Defendants Roland E. Abundo, Lindsay T. Atwood,
Donald R. Baker, and Jeffrey Gold (collectively "Defendants"), by and through their respective
counsel, stipulate to the following findings of fact and conclusions of law, which resolve this
matter in its entirety in favor of Defendants with the exception of a determination of the amount
of reasonable attorneys fees and costs to be awarded Defendants as the prevailing party.
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FINDINGS O F FACT
1.

In approximate!}7 1994 Defendant Lindsay Atwood and a business partner formed

Alpine Vision, Inc., which operated a vision care business at a number of locations along the
Wasatch Front.
2.

In or around 1997 Knighton Optical purchased a majorit}7 interest in Alpine Vision

and within a couple of years was the sole owner of Alpine Vision, including, Alpine Vision's
personal property, which included Alpine Visions eye examination equipment.
3.

Knighton Optical caused Alpine Vision to enter into two loan agreements on March

30, 1998 and August 27, 1999 with First Security Bank ("Alpine Vision Loan"), Plaintiffs
predecessor in interest.
4.

The Alpine Vision Loan totaled $150,000, and was secured by Alpine Vision's

equipment, inventory, accounts, and general intangibles.
5.

Defendants Atwood, Abundo, and Baker each executed personal guaranties for the

Alpine Vision Loan, on or about July 28, 1999.
6.

Although Defendant Gold has no recollection of signing any guaranty in relation to

the Alpine Vision Loan, for purposes of resolving this dispute, Defendant Gold stipulates that he
is a guarantor of the Alpine Vision Loan.
7.

On or about February 15, 200L Knighton Optical purchased the remaining interest

in Alpine Vision and became the sole owner of Alpine Vision's assets, including the collateral
securing the Alpine Vision Loan.
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8.

On or about January 24. 2005. Knighton Optical made their last payment on the

Alpine Vision Loan.
9.

In or around late 2006 and without providing notice to Defendants, Plaintiff and

Vision Experts, dba Knighton Vision, held a private disposition of collateral in possession of
Knighton Optical including the collateral securing the Alpine Vision Loan.
10. No evidence of the value of the disposed collateral was presented to the Court.
11.

Plaintiff received $80,000 for the property, including the collateral securing the

Alpine Vision Loan, in Knighton Optical's possession.
12. No evidence was presented regarding the amount of the disposition proceeds that
were attributable to the Alpine Vision Loan collateral.
13.

Plaintiff did not apply any of the proceeds from the private disposition to the Alpine

Vision Loan but, instead, applied the entire amount to Knighton Optical's debts.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

Article 9 (Secured Transactions) of the Uniform Commercial Code as adopted by

Utah ("Article 9") governs the transactions at issue in this case.
2.

Pursuant to Section 70A-9a-702(.l) of the Utah Code, the current version of

Article 9 of the UCC applies to Plaintiffs disposition of coUatarel rather than the version in
effect at the time the guaranties were signed.
3.

Article 9 governs Plaintiff s private disposition of the collateral securing the

Alpine Vision Loan.
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4.

Any transfer of the Alpine Vision collateral to Knighton Optical did not destroy

the security of the Alpine Vision Loan.
5.

The fact that the guaranties authorized Plaintiff to proceed against the collateral

does not negate Plaintiffs duty to comply with the requirements of Article 9.
6.

Pursuant to 70A-9a-l 02(71), the Defendants are secondary obligors of the Alpine

Vision Loan.
7.

Pursuant to Section 70A-9a-611(2), as secondary obligors, the Defendants are

entitled to notice of the disposition of any collateral securing the obligation.
8.

Therefore, Plaintiff was required to provide notice to the Defendants of the

private disposition of collateral.
9.

Plaintiff violated Section 70A-9a-611 (2) by failing to provide notice of the private

disposition of collateral to Defendants.
10.

Pursuant to Section 70A-9a-624, secondary obligors cannot waive their right to

notice until after default of the obligations.
11.

Defendants did not waive their right to notice after Knighton Optical's default on

the Alpine Vision Loan.
12.

Pursuant to Section 70A-9a-608, any proceeds from the sale of the Alpine Vision

Collateral in excess of the reasonable expenses of collection and enforcement should have been
applied to the obligation secured b}7 the collateral.
13.

Plaintiff failed to apply any of the proceeds from the sale of the Alpine Vision

Collateral to the Alpme Vision Loam in violation of Article 9.
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14.

Pursuant to Section 70A-9a-610(2). any disposition of collateral must be

performed in a commercially reasonable manner.
15.

If the disposition of collateral is not conducted in a commercially reasonable

manner, the creditor is barred from recovering a deficiency judgment against any guarantors.
16.

In light of the above facts and conclusions, including the lack of any evidence of

the value of the collateral sold, Plaintiffs private disposition of collateral was not conducted in a
commercially reasonable manner and. therefore, Plaintiff is barred from recovering deficiency
judgments from Defendants.
17.

Defendants are the prevailing party in this lawsuit and pursuant to the attorney fee

provision in the subject guaranties, are entitled to an award of their reasonable attorney fees and
costs incurred in defending against Plaintiff s claims.
ADDITIONAL ISSUES
Defendants shall submit an application for attorney fees for the Court's consideration.
Defendants shall also submit a proposed Final Judgment and Order consistent with these findings
of fact and conclusions of law. The proposed Final Judgment and Order shall not be entered
prior to a determination of the amount of reasonable attorney fees and costs to be awarded
Defendants.
//
//
//
//
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DATED this

dav of

2009.
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT

Honorable Scott M. Hadley

SO STIPULATED:
MILLER GUYMON, P. C.

Joel T. Zer
Attorneys for Defendants Roland E. Abundo,
Lindsay T. Atwood, Donald R. Baker, and Jeffrey Gold

STEVENSON & SMITH, P.C.

Brad C. Smith
Attorneys for Plaintiff Prinsburg State Bank
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the ^-fcJ"~clay of Nnvfrnhfr.--™00 1 caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing STIPULATED FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAM7 upon the following by first-class mail, postage prepaid:

Brad C. Smith
Stevenson & Smith. P.C.
3986 Washington Blvd.
Osden. Utah 84403
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Amended Final Judgment and Order
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Prepared and submitted by:

SECOHD DISTRICT

Blake D. Miller (4090)
Joel T. Zenger (8926)

09/03/^0

MILLER GUYMON, P.C.

165 R.e^e^t Street
Salt L ^ C i t y Utah 84111
Telephone: 801.363.5600
Facsimile: 801.363.5601
Attorneys for Defendants Roland E Abundo,
Lindsay T. Atwood. Donald R. Baker, and Jeffrey Gold
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
PRINSBURG STATE BANK,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
ROLAND E. ABUNDO, LINDSAY T.
ATWOOD, ROBERT THURSTON,
DONALD R. BAKER, JEFFREY
GOLD, KNIGHTON OPTICAL, INC.
AND ALPINE VISION, INC.

AMENDED FINAL JUDGMENT
AND ORDER

Civil No. 060901846
Honorable Scott M. Hadley

Defendants.
The Court, having entered its December 11, 2009 Stipulated Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law and its June 19,2010 Memorandum Decision on Attorney Fee Affidavits,
and good cause appearing, hereby enters this AMENDED FINAL .JUDGMENT and ORDER as
follows:
1.

Judgment is denied on all of Plaintiff s claims.
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2.

As the prevailing parties, Defendants Roland E. Abundo, Lindsay T. Atwooi

Donald R. Baker and Jeffery Gold are awarded a judgment of their attorney fees and costs
incurred in the defense of Plaintiff s claims in the amount of $61,089.86 against Plaintiff
Prinsburg State Bank.
3.

This Judgment shall be augmented to include any and all reasonable costs and

attorney fees incurred in collecting and otherwise enforcing this Judgment. Any dispute as to the
amounts of such costs and fees, if not resolved by the parties, shall be resolved by hearing.
DATED this J2_ day oUf ^^^ y/

,2010.

_—

„ „tA

Honorable Scott M. Hadley

Approved as to form:
STEVENSON

& SMITH, P.C.

!

KS«JJ&«SH°r* i

iradCTSmim
Attorneys for Plaintiff Prinsburg State Bank

o
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Abundo Guaranty
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COMMERCIAL GUARANTY
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References in the shaded area are for Lender's use only and do not limit the applicability of This documeni to any particular loan or item.
Borrower:

Alpine Vision, Inc.
c/o Knighton Optical Inc. 4 0 4 Washington Blvd
Ogden, UT 8 4 4 0 4

Lender:

First Security Bank, N . A .
Ogden BFC
2404 Washington Blvd
Ogden, UT 84401

QANNED
NOV

Guarantor:

I i 2002

Roland E. Abundo^

404;VVashihgton Blvd.
Ogden, UT

B4404

A M O U N T OF G U A R A N T Y . The principal amount of this Guaranty is O n e Hundred Fifty Thousand 8. 00/100 D o l l a r s : ( - £ & 5 0 ^ 0 Q p j ^
CONTINUING G U A R A N T Y . For good and valuable consideration, Roland E. Abundo ("Guarantor") absolutely and unconditionally guarantees and
promises to pay to First Security Bank, N . A . ("Lender") or its order, in legal tender of the United States of America, the Indebtedness (as that
term is defined below) of Alpine V i s i o n , inc. ("Borrower") to Lender o n the terms and conditions set forth in this Guaranty. T h e obligations of
Guarantor under this Guaranty are continuing.
DEFINITIONS. The following words shall have the following meanings w h e n used in this Guaranty:
Borrower. The word "Borrower" means Alpine Vision, Inc..
Gggrantgr jphg-Mfgrd.. "Guarantor " m e a n s Roland E. Abundo.

_^

Guaranty. The word "Guaranty" means this Guaranty made by Guarantor for the benefit ol Lender dated July 28, 1999.
Indebtedness* The word "Indebtedness" ts used in its most comprehensive sense and means and includes any and all of Borrower's
liabilities, obligations, debts, and indebtedness to Lender, now existing or hereinafter incurred or created, including, without limitation, all
loans, advances, interest, c o s t s , deb'tsT overdraft indebtedness, credit card indebtedness, lease obligations, other obligations, and liabilities
Of Borrower, or any of them, and any present or future judgments against Borrower, or any of them; and whether any s u c h Indebtedness is
voluntarily or involuntarily incurred, due or not due, absolute or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, determined or undetermined; whether
Borrower may be liable individually or jointly with others, or primarily or secondarily, or as guarantor or surety; whether recovery on the
Indebtedness may be or may become barred or unenforceable against Borrower for any reason whatsoever; and whether the Indebtedness
arises from transactions w h i c h may be voidable on account of infancy, insanity, ultra vires, or otherwise.
Lender. The word "Lender" means First Security Bank, M.A., its successors and assigns.
Related Documents. The words "Related Documents' mean and include without limitation all promissory notes, credit agreements, loan
agreements, environmental agreements, guaranties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust, and all other instruments, agreements
and documents, whether n o w or hereafter existing, executed in connection with the indebtedness.
M A X I M U M LIABILITY. The maximum liability of Guarantor under this Guaranty shall not exceed at any one time the sum of the principal amount
of $150,000.00, plus all interest thereon, plus all of Lendor s costs, expenses, and attorneys' tees incurred in connection w i t h or relating to (a)
the collection of the Indebtedness, (b) the collection and sale of any collateral for the Indebtedness or this Guaranty, or jc) the enforcement of
this Guaranty. Attorneys' fees include, without limitation, attorneys' fees whether or not there is a lawsuit, and If there is a lawsuit, any fees
and costs for trial and appeals.
The above limitation on liability is not a restriction on the amount of the indebtedness of Borrower to Lender either in the aggregate or at any
one time. If Lender presently holds one or more guaranties, or hereafter receives additional guaranties from Guarantor, the rights of Lender
under all guaranties shall be cumulative. This Guaranty shall not (unless specifically provided below to the contrary) affect or invalidate any
such other guaranties. The liability of Guarantor will be the aggregate liability of Guarantor under the terms o1 this Guaranty and any such other
unterminated guaranties.
N A T U R E OF G U A R A N T Y . Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty shall be open and continuous for so long as this Guaranty remains in force.
Guarantor intends to guarantee at al! times the performance and prompt payment when due, whether at maturity or earlier by reason of
acceleration or otherwise, of all Indebtedness within the limits set forth in the preceding section of this Guaranty. Accordingly, no payments
made upon the Indebtedness will discharge or diminish the continuing liability of Guarantor in connection with any remaining portions of the
Indebtedness or any of the indebtedness w h i c h subsequently arises or is thereafter incurred or contracted.
DURATION OF G U A R A N T Y . This Guaranty will take effect when received by Lender without the necessity of any acceptance by Lender, or any
notice to Guarantor or to Borrower, and will continue in full force until all indebtedness incurred or contracted before receipt by Lender of any
notice of revocation shall have been fully and finally paid and satisfied and all other obligations of Guarantor under this Guaranty shall have been
performed in full. If Guarantor elects to revoke this Guaranty, Guarantor may only do so in writing. Guarantor's written notice of revocation
must be mailed to Lender, by certified mail, ai the address of Lender listed above or such other place as Lender may designate in writmp.
Written revocation of this Guaranty will apply only to advances or new Indebtedness created after actual receipt by Lender of Guarantor's
written revocation. For this purpose and without limitation, the term ' n e w Indebtedness" does not include indebtedness w h i c h at the time of
notice of revocation is contingent, unliquidated, undetermined or not due and which later becomes absolute, liquidated, determined or due. This
Guaranty will continue to bind Guarantor for all Indebtedness incurred by Borrower or committed by Lender prior to receipt of Guarantor's
written notice of revocation, including any extensions, renewals, substitutions or modifications oi the Indebtedness. All renewals, extensions,
substitutions, and modifications of the Indebtedness granted after Guarantor's revocation, are contemplated under this Guaranty and,
specifically will not be considered to be new Indebtedness. This Guaranty shall bind the estate of Guarantor as to indebtedness created both
...foefore and after the death or incapacity of Guarantor, regardless of Lender's actual notice of Guarantor's death. Subject to the foregoing,
'Guarantor's executor or administrator or other legal representative may terminate this Guaranty in the same manner in w h i c h Guarantor might
have terminated it and with the same effect. Release of any other guarantor or termination of any other guaranty of the Indebtedness shall not
affect the liability of Guarantor under this Guaranty. A revocation received by Lender horn any one or more Guarantors shall not afteci-the
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{Continued)
liability o( ?»ny remaining Guarantors under this Guaranty. It is anticipated that fluctuations may occur in the aggregate amount of Indebtedness
covered" by this Guaranty, and it is specifically acknowledged and a g r e e d by Guarantor that reductions in the amount of indebtedness, e v e n to
zero dollars ($0.00}. prior to written revocation of mis Guarantv by Guarantor shall not constitute a termination of this Guaranty. This Guaranty
is binding upon Guarantor and Guarantor's heirs, successors and a s s i g n s so long as any of the guaranteed indebtedness remains unpaid and
even though the indebtedness guaranteed may from lime to time be z e r o dollars {$0.00|.
G U A R A N T O R ' S AUTHORIZATION TO LENDER. Guarantor authorizes Lender, either before or after any revocation hereof, without notice or
demand and without lessening Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty, from time to time: (a) prior to revocation as set forth above, to make
one or more additional secured or unsecured loans to Borrower, to lease equipment or other goods to Borrower, or otherwise to extend
additional credit to Borrower; (b) to alter, compromise, renew, extend, accelerate, or otherwise change one or more times the time for payment
or other terms of the Indebtedness or any pari of the Indebtedness, including increases and decreases of the rate of interest on the
Indebtedness; extensions may be repeated and may he ior longer t h a n the original loan term; |c) to take and hold security tor the payment of
this Guaranty or the Indebtedness, and exchange, enforce, waive, subordinate, fall or decide not to perfect, and release any such security, with
or without the substitution of new collateral; (d) lo release, substitute, agree not to sue, or deal with any one or more of Borrower s sureties,
endorsers, or other guarantors on any terms or in any manner Lender may chocce
t») to determine how, when and what application of
payments and credits shall be mode on the indebtedness: (f) to apply such security and direct the order or manner of sale thereof, including
without limitation, any nonjudicial sale permitted by the terms of the controlling security agreement or deed of trust, as Lender in its discretion
may determine; Ig) to sell, transfer, assign, or grant participations i n all or any part of the Indebtedness; and (h) to assign or transfer this
Guaranty in whole or in part.
G U A R A N T O R ' S REPRESENTATIONS A N D WARRANTIES.
Guarantor represents and warrants to Lender that
(a) no representations or
agreements of any kind have been made to Guarantor which would limit or qualify in any way the terms of this Guaranty; (b) this Guaranty is
executed at Borrower's request and not at the request of Lender; |c) Guarantor has full power, right and authority to enter into this Guaranty;
(dl the provisions of this Guaranty do not conflict with or result in a default under any agreement or other instrument binding upon Guarantor
and do not result in a violation of any law, regulation, court decree or order applicable 10 Guarantor; |e) Guarantor has not and will not, without
the prior written consent of Lender, sell, lease, assign, encumber, hypothecate, transfer, or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of
Guarantor's assets, or any interest therein; (I) upon Lender's irequest, Guarantor will provide to Lender financial and credit information in form
acceptable to Lender, and all such financial information which currently has been, anc all future financial information which will be provided to
Lender is and will be true and correct in all material respects and fairly present the financial condition of Guarantor as of the dates the financial
information is provided; (g) no material adverse change has occurred in Guarantors financial condition since the date of the most recent
iinoncja^starements provided to Lender and no event has occurred w h i c h may maienalty adversely aflect Guarantor's financial condition; (h> no
frmjraTjcny clairn, mversrio;at ium ffdmirristretivF pro ce edrngr OT~T;Jmitar WGWJTlwlSti&fW-TBaseL" J O X J ^ ^
threatened; (i) Lender has made no representation to Guarantor as to the creditworthiness of Borrower; and (j) Guarantor has established
adequate means of obtaining from Borrower on a continuing oasis information regarding Borrower's financial condition. Guarantor agrees to
keep adequately informed from such means of any facts, events, or circumstances which might in any w a y affect Guarantor's risks under this
Guaranty, and Guarantor further agrees that, absent a request for information. Lender shall have no obligation to disclose to Guarantor any
information or documents acquired by Lender in the course of its relationship with Borrower.
G U A R A N T O R ' S WAIVERS. Except as prohibited by applicable law, Guarantor waives any right to require Lender (a) to continue lending money
or to extend other credit to Borrower; (b) to make any presentment, protest, demand, or notice of any kind, including notice of any nonpayment
of the Indebtedness or of any nonpayment related to any collateral, or notice of any action or nonaction on the part of Borrower, Lender, any
surety, endorser, or other guarantor in connection with the Indebtedness or in connection with the creation of new or additional loans or
obligations; ic) to resort for payment or to proceed directly or at once against any person, including Borrower or any other guarantor; id) to
proceed directly against or exhaust any collateral held by Lender from Borrower, any other guarantor, or any other person; (e) to give notice of
the terms, time, and place of any public or private sale of personal property security held by Lender from Borrower or to comply with any other
applicable provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code; if) to pursue any other remedy within Lender's power; or (g) to commit any act or
omission of any kind, or at any time, with respect to any matter whatsoever.
Guarantor also waives and agrees not to assert or take advantage of (a) any right (including the right, if any, under Utah s one-action rule as set
forth in Utah Code Annotated, 1953, Section 78-37-1) to require Lender to proceed against or exhaust any security held by Lender at any time
or to pursue any other remedy in Lender's power before proceeding against Guarantor; (b) the release or surrender of any security held ior the
payments of the Indebtedness; or le) any defense based upon an election of remedies (including, if available, an election of remedies to proceed
by non-judicial foreclosure) by Lender which destroys or otherwise impairs the subrogation rights of Guarantor or the right of Guarantor to
proceed against Borrower for reimbursement, or both.
Guarantor further waives and agrees not to assen or claim at any time any deductions to the amount guaranteed under this Guaranty for any
claim of setoff, counterclaim, counter demand, recoupment or simitar right, whether such claim, demand or right may be asserted by the
Borrower, the Guarantor, or both.
G U A R A N T O R ' S UNDERSTANDING WITH RESPECT TO WAIVERS. Guarantor warrants and agrees that each of the waivers set forth above is
made with Guarantor's fuli knowledge of its significance and consequences and that, under the circumstances, the waivers are reasonable and
not contrary to public policy or law. If any such waiver is determined to be contrary to any applicable law or public policy, such waiver shall be
effective only to the extent permitted by law or public policy.
**'"
SUBORDINATION OF B O R R O W E R ' S DEBTS TO G U A R A N T O R . Guarantor agrees that the Indebtedness of Borrower to Lender, whether n o w
existing or hereafter created, shall be prior to any claim that Guarantor may now have or hereafter acquire against Borrower, whether or not
Borrower becomes insolvent. Guarantor hereby expressly subordinates any claim Guarantor may have against Borrower, upon any account
whatsoever, to any claim that Lender may now or hereafter have against Borrower, in the event of insolvency and consequent liquidation of the
assets of Borrower, through bankruptcy, by an assignment for the benefit of creditors, by voluntary liquidation, or otherwise, the assets of
Borrower applicable to the payment of the claims of both Lender and Guarantor shall be paid to Lender and shall be first applied by Lender to the
Indebtedness of borrower to Lender. Guarantor does hereby assign to Lender all claims which it may have or acquire against Borrower or
against any assignee or trustee in bankruptcy o! Borrower; provided however, that such assignment shall be etleciive only tor the purpose of
assuring to Lender full payment in legal tender of the Indebtedness. If Lender so requests, any notes or credit agreements now or hereafter
evidencing any debts or obligations of Borrower to Guarantor shall be marked with a legend that the same are subiect to this Guaranty and shall
be delivered to Lender. Guarantor agrees, and Lender hereby is authorized, in the name of Guarantor, from time to time to execute and file
financing statements and continuation statements and to execute s u c h other documents and to take such other actions as Lender deems
necessary or appropriate to perfect, preserve ano enforce its rights under this Guaranty.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of this Guaranty:
Amendments. This Guaranty, together with any Related Documents, constitutes the entire understanding and agreement of the parties as
to tne matters set forth in this Gu;
*y. No alteration of or amendment to this Guaranty shall be effective unless given in writing and
signed by the party or parties sough
be charged or bound by the alteration or amendrr
__
——•
•-
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Applicable Law. This Guaranty has been delivered to Lender and accepted by Lender in the State of Utah. If there is a lawsuit, Guarantor
agrees upon Lender's lequest to submit to the jurisdiction o( the courts of Weber County, State of Utah. This Guaranty shall be governed
by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Utah.
Attorneys' Fees; Expenses. Guarantor agrees to pay upon demand all of Lender's costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees
and Lender's legal expenses, incuned in connection with the enforcement of this Guaranty. Lender may pay someone else to help enforce
this Guaranty, and Guarantor shall pay the costs and expenses of such enforcement. Costs and expenses include Lender's reasonable
attorneys' fees and legal expenses whether or HOT a salaried employee of Lender and whether or not mere is a lawsuit, including reasonable
attorneys' (ees and legal expenses for bankruptcy proceedings (and including efforts to modify or vacate any automatic stay or injunction),
appeals, and any anticipated post-judgment r.oller.rion services. Guarantor also shall pay all court costs and such additional fees as may be
directed by The court.
Notices. All notices required to be given by either party TO the other under this Guaranty shall be in writing, may be sent by telefacsimile
(unless otherwise required by taw), and, except tor revocation notices by Guarantor, shall be effective when actually delivered or when
deposited with a nationally recogniznd overnight courier, or when deposited in the United States mail, first class postage prepaid, addressed
to the party to whom the notice is to be given at the address s h o w n above or TO such other addresses as either party may designate to The
other in writing. All revocation notices by Guarantor shall be in writing and shall be effective only upon delivery to Lender as provided
above in the section titled " D U R A T I O N OF G U A R A N T Y . " If there is more than one Guarantor, notice to any Guarantor wilt constitute
notice to all Guarantors. For notice purposes, Guarantor agrees to keep Lender inlormed at all times of Guarantor's current address.
Interpretation. In all cases where there is more than one Borrower or Guarantor, then all words used in this Guaranty in the singular shall
be deemed to have been used in the plural where the context and construction so require; and where there is more than one Borrower
named in this Guaranty or when This Guaranty is executed by more than one Guarantor, the words "Borrower" and "Guarantor"
respectively shall mean all and any one or morf; of them. The words "Guarantor," "Borrower," and "Lender" include the heirs, successors,
assigns, and transferees of each of them. Caption headings in this Guaranty are for convenience purposes only and are not to be used to
interpret or define the provisions of this Guaranty. If a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Guaranty to be invalid or
unenforceable as to any person or circumstance, such finding shall not render that provision invalid or unenforceable as to any other
persons or circumstances, and all provisions of this Guaranty in all other respects shall remain valid and enforceable. If any one or more of
Borrower or Guarantor are corporations or partnerships, it is not necessary for Lender to inquire into the powers of Borrower or Guarantor
or of the officers, directors, partners, or agents acting or purporting to act on their behalf, and any Indebtedness made or created in reliance
upon the professed exercise of such powers shall be-guar-anteed under this Guaranty.
Waiver. Lender shall not be deemed to hove waived any rights under this Guaranty unless such waiver is given in writing and signed by
Lender. No delay or omission on the part of Lender in exercising any right shall operate as a waiver of such right or any other right. A
waiver by Lender of a provision of this Guaranty shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lender's right otherwise to demand strict
compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Guaranty. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing between
Lender and Guarantor, shall constitute a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of Guarantor's obligations as to any future transactions.
Whenever the consent of Lender is required under this Guaranty, the granting of such consent by Lender in any instance shall not
constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances where such consent is required and in ail cases such consent may be granted or
withheld in the sole discretion of Lender.
E A C H UNDERSIGNED GUARANTOR A C K N O W L E D G E S HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS G U A R A N T Y A N D AGREES T O ITS
T E R M S . IN ADDITION. EACH G U A R A N T O R U N D E R S T A N D S THAT THIS G U A R A N T Y IS EFFECTIVE U P O N G U A R A N T O R ' S EXECUTION AND
DELIVERY OF THIS G U A R A N T Y TO LENDER A N D T H A T THE G U A R A N T Y WILL CONTINUE UNTIL T E R M I N A T E D IN THE MANNER SET FORTH
IN T H E SECTION TITLED "DURATION OF G U A R A N T Y . " NO FORMAL A C C E P T A N C E BY LENDER IS N E C E S S A R Y TO MAKE THIS GUARANTY
EFFECTIVE. THIS G U A R A N T Y IS DATED J U L Y 2 8 , 1999.
GUARANTOR:
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COMMERCIAL GUARANTY
: Principal

law Date

Maturity

Loan NQ

cair

JQoliat^raf

Amount
0Q34B6S

Officer
.26947 :

mtm.

References in the shaoed aiea are for Lender's use only and do n o ; umit the applicability of this document to any particular loan or item
Borrower:

Alpine Vision, inc.
c/o Knighton Optical Inc. 404 Washington Bivd
Ogden, UT 84404

Lender:

First Security Bank, N.A.
Ogden BFC
2404 Washington Blvd
Ogden, UT B4401

SCANNED

ill
Guarantor:

N0V

Lindsay T , A t w o o d *
4<D^Washington Blvd.
Ogden, UT 84-404

A M O U N T OF G U A R A N T Y .

-1 I 20O2

• J ..-i»oi-, M . ' * . . ,

The principal amount of this Guaranty is O n e Hundred Fifty Thousand & 0 0 / 1 0 0 Dollars ($150,000.00).

CONTINUING G U A R A N T Y . For good and valuable consideration, Lindsay T. Atwood ("Guarantor"! absolutely and unconditionally guarantees
and promises to pay to First Security Bank, N.A. ("Lender") or its order, in legal tender of the United States of America, the Indebtedness las
that term is defined below) of Alpine Vision, Inc. ("Borrower"! to Lender on the terms and conditions set forth in this Guaranty. The obligations
of Guarantor under this Guaranty are continuing.
DEFINITIONS. The following words shall have the following meanings w h e n used in this Guaranty:
Borrower. The word "Borrower" means Alpine Vision, Inc^.

_ „._

—

-

-

-

--

Guarantor. The word "Guarantor" means Lindsay T. Atwood.
Guaranty. The word "Guaranty" means this Guaranty made by Guarantor lor the benefit of Lender dated July 2 8 , 1999.
Indebtedness. The word "Indebtedness" is used in its most comprehensive sense and means and includes any and ail of Borrowers
liabilities, obligations, debts, and indebtedness to Lender, now existing or hereinafter incurred or created, including, without limitation, all
loans, advances, interest, costs, debts, overdraft indebtedness, credit card indebtedness, lease obligations, other obligations, and liabilities
of Borrower, or any of them, and any present or future judgments against Borrower, or any of them; and whether any such Indebtedness is
voluntarily or involuntarily incurred, due or not due, absolute or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, determined or undetermined; whether
Borrower may be liable individually or jointly with others, or primarily or secondarily, or as guarantor or surety; whether recovery on the
Indebtedness may be or may become barred or unenforceable against Borrower for any reason whatsoever; and whether the indebtedness
arises from transactions which may be voidable on account of infancy, insanity, ultra vires, or otherwise.
Lender. The word "Lender" means First Security Bank, N.A., its successors and assigns.
Related Documents. The words "Related Documents*" mean and include without limitation ail promissory notes, credit agreements, loan
agreements, environmental agreements, guarnnties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust, and all other instruments, agreements
and documents, whether now or hereafter existing, executed in connection with the indebtedness.
M A X I M U M LIABILITY. The maximum liability of Guarantor under this Guaranty shall not exceed at any one time the sum of the principal amount
of $150,000.00, plus all interest thereon, plus all of Lender's costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred in connection with or relating to (a)
the collection of the Indebtedness, (b) the collection and sale of any collateral for the indebtedness or this Guaranty, or (c) the enforcement of
this Guaranty. Attorneys' fees include, without limitation, attorneys' fees whether or not there is a iawsurt, and if there is a lawsuit, any fees
and costs tor trial and appeals.
The above limitation on liability is not a restriction on the amount of the Indebtedness of Borrower to Lender either in the aggregate or at any
one time. If Lender presently holds one or more guaranties, or hereafter receives additional guaranties from Guarantor, the rights of Lender
under all guaranties shall be cumulative. This Guaranty shall not iunless specifically provided below to the contrary) affect or invalidate any
such other guaranties. The liability of Guarantor will be the aggregate liability of Guarantor under the terms of this Guaranty and any such other
unterminated guaranties.
N A T U R E OF G U A R A N T Y . Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty shall be open and continuous for so long as this Guaranty remains in force.
Guarantor intends to guarantee at all times the performance and prompt payment when due, whether at maturity or earlier by reason of
acceleration or otherwise, of all Indebtedness within the limits set forth in the preceding section of this Guaranty. Accordingly, no payments
made upon the indebtedness will discharge or diminish the continuing inability of Guarantor in connection with any remaining portions of the
Indebtedness or any of the Indebteaness which subsequently arises or is thereafter incurred or contracted.
DURATION OF G U A R A N T Y . This Guaranty will take effect when received by Lender without the necessity of any acceptance by Lender, or any
notice to Guarantor or to Borrower, and will continue in lull force untii all Indebtedness incurred or contracted before receipt by Lender of any
notice of revocation shall have been fully and finally paid and satisfied and all other obligations of Guarantor under this Guaranty shall have been
performed in lull. If Guarantor elects to revoke this Guaranty, Guarantor may only qo so in writing. Guarantor's written notice of revocation
must be mailed to Lender, by certified mail, at the address of Lender listed above or such other place as Lender may designate in writing•
Written revocation of this Guaranty will apply oniy to advances or new Indebtedness created after actual receipt by Lender of Guarantor's
written revocation. For this purpose and without limitation, the term "new indebtedness" does not include Indebtedness which at the time of
notice of revocation is contingent, unliquidated, undetermined or not due and which later becomes absolute, liquidated, determined or due. This
Guaranty will continue to bind Guarantor tor all indebtedness incurred by borrower or committed by Lender prior to receipt of Guarantor's
written notice of revocation, including any extensions, renewals, substitutions or modifications of the indebtedness. All renewals, extensions,
substitutions, and modifications of the Indebtedness granted after Guarantor's revocation, are contemplated under this Guaranty and,
specifically will not be considered to bo new indebtedness. This Guaranty shall bind the estate of Guarantor as to indebtedness created both
before and after the death or incapacity of Guarantor, regardless of Lender's actual notice of Guarantor's death. Subject to The foregoing,
Guarantor's executor or administrator or other legal representative may terminate this Guaranty in the same manner in which Guarantor might
have terminated it and with tne same effect. Release of any other guarantor or termination of any other guaranty of the indebtedness shall not
Digitized
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liability of any remaining Guarantors under this Guaranty. It Is anticipated that fluctuations mBy occur in the aggregate amount of indebtedness
covered by this Guaranty, and it is specifically acknowledged and agreed by Guarantor that reductions in the amount of indebtedness, even to
zero dollars {$0,001, prior to written revocation of this Guaranty by Guarantor shall not constitute a termination of this Guaranty. This Guaranty
is binding upon Guarantor and Guarantor's heirs, successors and assigns so long as eny of the guaranteed Indebtedness remains u n p a i d and
even though the Indebtedness guaranteed may from time to time be zero dollars ($0.00).
G U A R A N T O R ' S AUTHORIZATION TO LENDER. Guarantor authorizes Lender, either before or after any revocation hereof, without notice or
demand and without lessening Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty, horn time to time: (a} prior to revocation as set forth above, t o make
one or more additional secured or unsecured louns to Borrower, to lease equipment or other goods to Borrower, or otherwise to extend
additional credit to Borrower; (b) to alter, compromise, renew, extend, accelerate, or otherwise change one or more times the time for payment
or other terms of the Indebtedness or any part of the Indebtedness, including increases and decreases of the rate of interest on the
indebtedness; extensions may be repeated and may be for longer t h a n the original loan term; (c) to take and hold security for the payment of
this Guaranty or the indebtedness, and exchange, enforce, waive, subordinate, faii or decide not to perfect, and release any such security, with
or without the substitution of new collateral; fd) to release, substitute, agree not to sue, or deal with any one or more of Borrower's sureties,
endorsers, or other guarantors on any terms or in any manner Lender may choose; (el to determine how, w h e n and what application of
payments and credits shall be made on the Indebtedness; If) to apply such security and direct the order or manner of sale thereof, including
without {imitation, any nonjudicial sale permitted by the terms of the controlling security agreement or deed of trust, as Lander in its discretion
may determine; (g) to sell, transfer, assign, or grant participations in ail or any part of the Indebtedness; and (hi to assign or transfer this
Guaranty in whole or in part.
G U A R A N T O R ' S REPRESENTATIONS A N D W A R R A N T I E S .
Guarantor represents and warrants to Lender that
(a) no representations or
agreements of any kind have been made to Guarantor which would limit or Qualify in any way the terms of this Guaranty; (b) this Guaranty is
executed at Borrower's request and not at the request of Lender; (cl Guarantor has full power, right and authority to enter into this Guaranty;
fd) the provisions of this Guaranty do not conflict with or result in a default under any agreement or other instrument binding upon Guarantor
and do not result in a violation of any law, regulation, court decree or order applicable to Guarantor; fe) Guarantor has not and will not, without
the prior written consent of Lender, sell, lease, assign, encumber, hypothecate, transfer, or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of
Guarantor's assets, or any interest therein; (f) upon Lender's request, Guarantor will provide to Lender financial and credit information in form
acceptable to Lender, and all such financial information w h i c h currently has been, and all future financial information w h i c h will be provided to
Lender is and will be true and correct in all material respects and fairly present the financial condition of Guarantor as of the dates the financial
information is provided; (g) no material adverse change has occurred in Guarantor's financial condition since the date of the most recent
financial statements provided to Lender and no-event _has< occurred w h i c h may niaterially adversely affect Guarantor's financial condition; Ihl...na....
litigation, claim, investigation, administrative proceeding or similar action (including those for unpaid taxes) against Guarantor is pending or
threatened; (i) Lender has made no representation to Guarantor a s to the creditworthiness of Borrower; and lj) Guarantor has established
adequate means of obtaining from Borrower on a continuing basis information regarding Borrower's financial condition. Guarantor agrees to
keep adequately informed from such means of any tacts, events, or circumstances which might in any way affect Guarantor's risks under this
Guaranty, and Guarantor further agrees that, absent a request for information, Lender shall have no obligation to disclose to Guarantor any
information or documents acquired by Lender in the course of its relationship with Borrower.
G U A R A N T O R ' S WAIVERS. Except as prohibited by applicable law. Guarantor waives any right to require Lender (a) to continue lending money
or to extend other credit to Borrower; (b) to make any presentment, protest, demand, or notice Df any kind, including notice of any nonpayment
of the Indebtedness or of any nonpayment related to any collateral, or notice of any action or nonaction on the part of Borrower, Lender, any
surety, endorser, or other guarantor in connection with the Indebtedness or in connection with the creation of new or additional loans or
obligations; (c) to resort for payment or to proceed directly or at once against any person, including Borrower or any other guarantor; Id) to
proceed directly against or exhaust any collateral held by Lender from Borrower, any other guarantor, or any other person; (e) to give notice of
the terms, time, and place of any public or private sale of personal property security held by Lender from Borrower or to comply with any other
applicable provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code; If) to pursue any other remedy within Lender's power; or ig) to commit any act or
omission of any kind, or at any time, with respect to any matter whatsoever.
Guarantor also waives and agrees not to assert or take advantage of la) any right (including the right, if any, under Utah's one-action rule as set
forth in Utah Code Annotated, 1953, Section 78-37-1) to require Lender to proceed against or exhaust any security held by Lender at any time
or to pursue any other remedy in Lender's power berore proceeding against Guarantor; (b) the release or surrender of any security held for the
payments of the indebtedness; or ic) any defense based upon an election of remedies (including, if available, an election of remedies to proceed
by nonjudicial foreclosure) by Lender which destroys or otherwise impairs the subrogation rights of Guarantor or the right of Guarantor to
proceed against Borrower for reimbursement, or both.
Guarantor further waives and agrees not to assert or claim at any time any deductions to the amount guaranteed under this Guaranty for any
claim of setoff, counterclaim, counter demand, recoupment or simitar right, whether such claim, demand or right may be asserted by the
Borrower, the Guarantor, or both.
G U A R A N T O R ' S UNDERSTANDING WITH RESPECT TO WAIVERS. Guarantor warrants and agrees that each of the waivers set forth above is
made with Guarantor's full knowledge of its significance and consequences and that, under the circumstances, the waivers are reasonable and
not contrary to public policy or law. If any such waiver is aetermined to be contrary to any applicable law or public policy, such waiver shall be
effective onry to the extent permitted by law or public policy.
SUBORDINATION OF BORROWER'S DEBTS T O G U A R A N T O R . Guarantor agrees that the Indebtedness of Borrower to Lender, whether now
existing or hereafter created, shall be prior to any claim that Guarantor may now nave or hereafter acquire against Borrower, whether or not
Borrower becomes insolvent. Guarantor hereby expressly subordinates any ciaim Guarantor may have against Borrower, upon any account
whatsoever, to any claim that Lender may now or hereafter have against Borrower, in the event of insolvency and consequent liquidation of the
assets of Borrower, through bankruptcy, by an assignment for the benefit of creditors, by voluntary liquidation, or otherwise, the assets ol
Borrower applicable to the payment of the claims of both Lender and Guarantor shall be paid to Lender and shall be first applied by Lender to the
Indebtedness of Bonower to Lender. Guarantor does hereby assign to Lender al! claims which it may have or acquire against Borrower or
egamst any assignee or trustee in bankruptcy of Borrower; provided however, tha; such assignment shall be effective only tor the purpose ol
assuring to Lender lull payment in legal tender of the Indebtedness. If Lender so requests, any notes or credit agreements now or hereafter
evidencing any debts or obligations of Borrower to Guarantor shall be marked with a legend that the same are subject to this Guaranty and shall
be delivered to Lender. Guarantor agrees, and Lender hereby h authorized, in the name of Guarantor, from time to time to execute and file
financing statements and continuation statements and to execute such other documents and to take such other actions as Lendet deems
necessary or appropriate to perfect, preserve and enforce its rights under this Guaranty.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of this Guaranty;
Amendments. This Guaranty, together with any Related Documents, constitutes the entire understanding and agreement of the parties as
to the matters set forth in this Gua
v. No alteration of or amendment to this Guarar* • shall be effective unless given in writing and
signed by the party or parties sought
j e charged or bound by the alteration or amendm.
'
—.
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Applicable Law. This Guaranty has been delivered to Leader and accepted by Lender in the State of Utah. If there is a lawsuit, Guarantor
agrees upon Lender's request to submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of Weber County, State of Utah. This Guaranty shall be governed
by and construed in accordance with the laws, ol the State of U t a h .
Attorneys' Fees; Expenses. Guarantor agrees to pay upon demand all of Lender's costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees
and Lender's legal expenses, incurred in connection with The enforcement of this Guaranty. Lender may pay someone else to help enforce
this Guaranty, and Guarantor shall pay the costs and expenses of such enforcement. Costs a n d expenses include Lender's reasonable
attorneys' fees and iegal expenses whether or not a salaried employee of Lender and whether or not there is a lawsuit, including reasonable
attorneys' lees and legai expenses tor bankruptcy proceedings (and including efforts to modify or vacate any automatic stay or injunction),
appeals, and any anticipated post-judgment collection services. Guarantor also shall pay all court costs and such additional fees as may be
directed by the court.
Notices. All notices required to be given by either party to the other under this Guaranty shall be in writing, may be sent by telefacsimile
(unless otherwise required by law), and, except 1or revocation notices by Guarantor, shall be effective w h e n actually delivered or when
deposited with a nationally recognized overnight courier, or when deposited in the United States mail, first class postage prepaid, addressed
to the party to whom the notice is to be given at the address s h o w n above or to such other addresses as either party may designate to the
other in writing. All revocation notices by Guarantor shall be in writing and shall be effective only upon delivery to Lender as provided
above in the section titled " D U R A T I O N OF G U A R A N T Y . " If there is more than one Guarantor, notice to any Guarantor will constitute
notice to all Guarantors. For notice purposes, Guarantor agrees to keep Lender informed at all times of Guarantor's current address.
Interpretation. In all cases where there is more than one Borrower or Guarantor, then alJ words used in this Guaranty in the singular shall
be deemed to have been used in the plural where the context and construction so require; and where there is more than one Borrower
named in this Guaranty or when this Guaranty is executed by more than one Guarantor, the words "Borrower" and "Guarantor"
respectively shall mean all and any one or more of them. The w o r d s "Guarantor," "Borrower," a n d "Lender" include the heirs, successors,
assigns, and transferees of each of them. Caption headings in this Guaranty are for convenience purposes only and are not to be used to
interpret or define the provisions of this Guaranty. If a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Guaranty to be invalid or
unenforceable as to any person or circumstance, such finding shall not render that provision invalid or unenforceable as to any other
persons or circumstances, and all provisions of this Guaranty in all other respects shall remain valid and enforceable. If any one or more of
Borrower or Guarantor are corporations or partnerships, it is not necessary for Lender to inquire into the powers of Borrower or Guarantor
or of the officers, directors, partners, or agents acting or purporting to act on their behalf, and any indebtedness made or created in reliance
upon the professed exercise of such p o w e r s shall be guaranteed under this Guaranty.
W a i v e d Lender shall not be deemed to have waived any rights tinder this Guaranty unless such waiver is given in writing and signed by
Lender. No delay or omission on the part of Lender in exercising any right shall operate as a waiver of such right or any other right. A
waiver by Lender of a provision of this Guaranty shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lender's right otherwise to demand strict
compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Guaranty. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing between
Lender and Guarantor, shall constitute a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of Guarantor's obligations as to any future transactions.
Whenever the consent of Lender is required under this Guaranty, the granting of such consent by Lender in any instance shall not
constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances where such consent is required and in all cases such consent may be granted or
withheld in the sole discretion of Lender.
E A C H UNDERSIGNED GUARANTOR A C K N O W L E D G E S HAVING R E A D ALL THE PROVISIONS OF T H I S G U A R A N T Y A N D AGREES T O ITS
T E R M S . IN ADDITION, EACH G U A R A N T O R U N D E R S T A N D S T H A T THIS GUARANTY IS EFFECTIVE U P O N G U A R A N T O R ' S EXECUTION A N D
DELIVERY OF THIS G U A R A N T Y T O LENDER A N D T H A T THE G U A R A N T Y WILL CONTINUE UNTIL T E R M I N A T E D IN T H E MANNER SET FORTH
IN T H E SECTION TITLED "DURATION OF G U A R A N T Y . " NO FORMAL ACCEPTANCE BY LENDER IS N E C E S S A R Y T O M A K E THIS G U A R A N T Y
EFFECTIVE. THIS G U A R A N T Y IS D A T E D J U L L 2 E L J 9 9 9 .
GUARANTOR
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References in the shaded area are for Lender's use only and do not
Borrower:

First Security Bank, N.A.
Ogden BFC
2404 Washington Blvd
Ogden, UT 84401

lllllllllllll
Guarantor:

i^iISlS

IPiS^

^^^S^mS^^^^^^M
limit the applicability of this document to any particular loan or i t e m

Lender:

Alpine Vision, Inc.
c/c Knighton Optical inc. 404 Washington Blvd
Ogden, UT 84404

IKSWitj©

SCANNED
NOV j. j ?oo2

Donald ;Baker
404 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, UT 8 4 4 0 4

A M O U N T OF G U A R A N T Y . The principal amount of this Guaranty is O n e Hundred Rtty Thousand & OO/IOO Dollars ($150,000,00).
CONTINUING G U A R A N T Y . For good and valuable consideration, Donald Baker ("Guarantor") absolutely and unconditionally guarantees and
promises to pay to First Security Bank, N . A . ("Lender") or its order, i n legal tender of the United States of America, the indebtedness (as that
term is defined below) of Alpine Vision, Inc. ("Borrower") to Lender o n the terms and conditions set forth in this Guaranty. Tine obligations of
Guarantor under this Guaranty are continuing.
DEFINITIONS. The following words shall have the following meanings w h e n used in this Guaranty:
Borrower. The word "Borrower" means Alpine Vision, inc.
^-

^

Donald Baker.

-

Guaranty. The word "Guaranty" means this Guaranty m3de by Guarantor tor the benefit of Lender dated July 28, 1999.
Indebtedness. The word "Indebtedness" is used in its most comprehensive sense and means and includes any and all of Borrower's
liabilities, obligations, debts, and indebtedness to Lender, now existing or hereinafter incurred or created, including, without limitation, all
loans, advances, interest, costs, debts, overdraft indebtedness, credit card indebtedness, lease obligations, other obligations, and liabilities
of Borrower, or any of them, and any present or future judgments against Borrower, or any of them; and whether any such Indebtedness is
voluntarily or involuntarily incurred, due or noT due, absolute or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, determined or undetermined; whether
Borrower may be liable individually or jointly with others, or primarily or secondarily, or as guarantor or surety; whether recovery o n the
Indebtedness may be or may become barred or unenforceable against Borrower for any reason whatsoever; and whether the indebtedness
arises from transactions w h i c h may be voidable on account of infancy, insanity, ultra vires, or otherwise.
Lender. The word "Lender" means First Security Bank, N.A., its successors and assigns.
Related Documents. The words "Related Documents" mean and include without limitation all promissory notes, credit agreements, loan
agreements, environmental agreements, guaranties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust, and all other instruments, agreements
and documents, whether now or hereafter existing, executed in connection with the indebtedness.
M A X I M U M LIABILITY. The maximum liability of Guarantor under this Guaranty shall not exceed at any o n e time the sum of the principal amount
of $150,000.00, plus atl interest thereon, plus all of Lender s costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred in connection with or relating to fa)
the collection of the Indebtedness, (b) the collection and sale of any collateral for the Indebtedness or this Guaranty, or (c) the enforcement of
this Guaranty. Attorneys' fees include, without limitation, attorneys' fees whether or not there is a lawsuit r and if there is a lawsuit, any fees
and costs for trial and appeals.
The- above limitation on liability is not a restriction on the amount of the Indebtedness of Borrower to Lender either in the aggregate or at any
one time. If Lender presently holds one or more guarantiee, or hereafter receives additional guaranties from Guarantor, the rights of Lender
under all guaranties shall be cumulative. This Guaranty shall no1 (unless specifically provided beiow t o the contrary) affect or invalidate any
s u c h other guaranties. The liability of Guarantor will be the aggregate liability of Guarantor under the terms of this Guaranty and any such other
unterminated guaranties.
N A T U R E OF G U A R A N T Y . Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty shall be open and continuous ior so long as this Guaranty remains in force
Guarantor intends to guarantee at all times the performance and prompt payment when due, whether at maturity or earlier by reason of
acceleration or otherwise, of alt indebtedness within the limits sot forth in the preceding section of this Guaranty. Accordingly, no payments
made upon the Indebtedness will discharge or diminish the continuing liability o1 Guarantor in connection with any remaining portions of the
indebtedness or any of the Indebtedness which subsequently arises or is thereafter incurred or contracted.
DURATION OF G U A R A N T Y . This Guaranty will take effect when received by Lender without the necessity of any acceptance by Lender, or any
notice to Guarantor or to Borrower, and will continue in lull force until all Indebtedness incurred or contracted before receipt by Lenaer of any
notice of revocation shall have been iully and finally paid and satisfied and all other obligations of Guarantor under this Guaranty shall have been
performed in lull. If Guarantor elects to revoke this Guaranty, Guarantor may oniy do so in writing. Guarantor's written notice oi revocation
must be mailed to Lender, by certified mail, at the address of Lender listed above or such other place as Lender may Designate in wining.
Written revocation of this Guaranty will apply only to advances or n e w Indebtedness created after actual receipt by Lender of Guarantor's
written revocation. For this purpose and without limitation, the term " n e w indebtedness" does not include Indebtedness which at the time of
notice of revocation is contingent, unliquidated, undetermined or not due and which later becomes absolute, hquidated, determined or oue. This
Guaranty will continue to bind Guarantor for all Indebtedness incurred bv Borrower or committed by Lender prior to receipt oi Guarantor's
written notice of revocation, including any extensions, renewals, substitutions or modifications of the indebtedness. All renewals, extensions,
substitutions, and modifications of the Indebtedness granted .after Guarantor's revocation, are contemplated under this Guaranty and,
specifically will not be considered to be new indebtedness. This Guaranty shall bind the estate of Guarantor as to Indebtedness created both
before and after the death or incapacity of Guarantor, regaidless of Lender's actual nottce of Guarantor's death. Subject to the foregoing,
Guarantor's executor or administrator or other iega! representative may terminate this Guaranty in the same manner in which Guarantor rniaht
have terminated it and with the same effect. Release of any other guarantor or termination of any other guaranty of the Indebtedness shall not
affect the liability of Guarantor under this Guaranty. A revocation receiyed by Lender from any one or more Guarantors shall not affect the
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(Continued)
liability of any remaining Guarantors under this Guaranty. It is anticipated that fluctuations may occur in the aggregate amount of I n d e b t e d ^ . . . ,
jnes s
covered by this Guaranty, and it is specifically acknowledged and a9reed by Guarantor that reductions in the amount of indebtedness, e v e n T o
zero dollars ($0,001, prior to written revocation of this Guaranty by Guarantor shall not constitute o termination of this Guaranty. This Guaranty
is binding upon Guarantor and Guarantor's heirs, successors and assigns so long as any of the guaranteed Indebtedness remains unpaid and
even though the Indebtedness guaranteed may horn time to time be z e r o dollars {$0,001.
GUARANTOR'S AUTHORIZATION TO LENDER. Guarantor authorizes Lender, either before or after any revocation hereof, without notice or
demand and without lessening Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty, from time to time: (a) prior to revocation as set forth above, to make
one or more additional secured or unsecured loans to Borrower, to l«ase equipment or other goods to Borrower, or otherwise to extend
additional credit to Borrower; (b) to alter, compromise, renew, extend, accelerate, or otherwise change one 01 more times the time for payment
or other terms of the indebtedness or any pan of the Indebtedness, including increases and decreases of the rate of interest on th*=>
Indebtedness; extensions may be repeated and may be lor longer than the original loan term; (c) to take and hold security tor the payment o-f
this Guaranty or the indebtedness, and exchange, enforce, wnive, subordinate, fait or decide not to perfect, and release any s u c h security, with
or without the substitution of new collateral; Id) to release, substitute, agree not to sue, or deal with any one or more of Borrower's sureties
endorsers, or other guarantors on any terms or in any manner Lender may choose; jej to determine how, when and what application ot
payments and credits shall be made on the Indebtedness; (!) to apply such security and direct the order or manner of sale thereof, including
without limitation, any nonjudicial sale permitted by the terms of the controlling security agreement or deed of trust, as Lender in its discretion
may determine; |g) to sell, transfer, assign, or grant participations in alt or any part of the indebtedness; and (h) to assign or transfer this
Guaranty in whole or in part
GUARANTOR'S REPRESENTATIONS A N D W A R R A N T I E S .
Guarantor represents and warrants to Lender that
(a) no representations or
agreements of any kind have been made to Guarantor which would limit or qualify in any way the terms or this Guaranty, lb) this Guaranty is
executed at Borrower's request and not at the request of Lender; (c) Gunrnntnr has full power, right and authority to enter into this GuarantyId] the provisions of this Guaranty do not conflict with or result in a default under any agreemem or other instrument binding upon Guarantor
and do not result in a violation of any l a w , regulation, court decree or order applicable to Guarantor; (e) Guarantor has not and will not, without
the prior written consent of Lender, sell, lease, assign, encumber, hypothecate, transfer, or otherwise dispose of all or substantially alt of
Guarantor's assets, or any interest therein; if) upon Lender's request, Guarantor will provide to Lender financial and credit information in form
acceptable to Lender, and all such financial information which currently has been, and all future financial information w h i c h will be provided to
Lender is and will be true and correct in all material respects and fairiy present the financial condition of Guarantor as of the dates the financial
information is provided; (g) no material adverse change has occurred in Guarantor's financial condition since the date of the most recent
financial statements provided to Lender and no event has occurred w h i c h may materially adversely affect Guarantor's financial condition; (h) no
t i M a i i q r r claim, myesti^atioh,idTTfimsTratiye MtX}tttt\n$~W
&mtey skciidnilmBuffi
pending or
threatened; (i) Lender has made no representation to Guarantor as to the creditworthiness of Borrower; and (j) Guarantor has established
adequate means of obtaining from Borrower on a continuing basis information regarding Borrower's financial condition. Guarantor agrees to
keep adequately informed from such means of any facts, events, or circumstances wnich might in any way affect Guarantor's risks under this
Guaranty, and Guarantor further agrees that, absent a request lor information, Lender shall have no obligation to disclose to Guarantor any
information or documents acquired by Lender in the course of its relationship with Borrower.
GUARANTOR'S WAIVERS. Except as prohibited by applicable taw, Guarantor waives any right to require Lender (a) to continue lending money
or to extend other credit to Borrower; lb) to make any presentment, protest, demand, or notice of any kind, including notice of any nonpayment
of the Indebtedness or of any nonpayment related to any collateral, or notice of any action or nonaction on the part ol Borrower, Lender, any
surely, endorser, or other guarantor in connection with the Indebtedness or in connection with the creation of new or additional loans or
obligations; (c) to resort for pavment or to proceed directlv or at once against any person, including Borrower or any other guarantor; Id) to
proceed directly against or exhaust any collateral held by Lender from Borrower, any other guarantor, or any other person; |e) to oive notice o!
the terms, time, and place of any public or private sale ol personal property security held by Lenaer from Borrower or to comply with any other
applicable provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code; (f) to pursue any other remedy within Lender's power; or (g) to commit any act or
omission of any kind, or at any time, with respect to any matter whatsoever.
Guarantor also waives and agrees not to assert or take advantage of (a) any right (including the right, if any, under U t a h ' s one-action rule as set
forth in Utah Code Annotated, 1953, Section 78-37-1) to require Lender to proceed against or exhaust any security held by Lender at any time
or to pursue any other remedy in Lender's power beiore proceeding against Guarantor; (b) the release or surrender of any security held for the
payments of the Indebtedness; or Ic) any defense based upon an election of remedies (including, if available, an election of remedies to proceed
by non-judicial foreclosure) by Lender which destroys or otherwise impairs the subrogation rights of Guarantor or the right of Guarantor to
proceed against Borrower for reimbursement, or both.
Guarantor further waives and agrees not to assert or claim at any time any deductions to the amount guaranteed under this Guaranty for any
Claim of setoff, counterclaim, counter demand, recoupment or similar right, whether such claim, demand or right may be asserted by the
Borrower, the Guarantor, or both,
GUARANTOR'S UNDERSTANDING W I T H RESPECT TO WAIVERS. Guarantor warrants and agrees that each of the waivers set forth above is
made with Guarantor's full knowledge of its significance and consequences and that, under the circumstances, the waivers ore reasonable and
not contrary to public policy or law. If any such waiver is determined to be contrary to any applicable law or public policy, such waiver shall be
effective only to the extent permitted by law or public pohcy.
SUBORDINATION OF B O R R O W E R ' S DEBTS T O G U A R A N T O R . Guarantor agrees that the Indebtedness of Borrower to Lender, whether now
existing or hereafter created, shall be prior to any claim that Guarantor may now have or hereafter acquire against Borrower, whether or not
Borrower becomes insolvent. Guarantor hereby expressiy subordinates any claim Guarantor may have against Borrower, uoor, any account
whatsoever, to any claim that Lender may now or hereafter have against Borrower, in the event of insolvency and consequent iiouiaation of the
assets of Boirower, through bankruptcy, by an assignment for the benefit of creditors, by voluntary liquidation, or otherwise, the assets of
Borrower applicable to the payment of the claims of both Lender and Guarantor shall be paid to Lender and shall be ftrst applied by Lender to the
indebtedness of Borrower to Lender. Guarantor does hereby assign to Lender all claims which it may have or acquire againsi Borrower or
against any assignee or trustee in bankruptcy ol Borrower; provided however, that such assignment shall be effective only lor the purpose of
assuring to Lender tttl! payment in legal tender of the Indebtedness. If Lender so requests, any notes or credit agreements now or hereafter
evidencrng any debts or obligations of Borrower to Guarantor shall be marked with a legend that the same are subject to this Guaranty and shall
be delivered to Lender. Guarantor agrees, and Lender hereDy is authorized, in the name of Guarantor, from time to time to execute and file
financinp statements and continuation statements and to execute such other documents and to take such other actions as Lenaer deems
' necessary or appropriate to perfect, preserve and enforce its rights under this Guarant,.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of this Guaranty.
Amendments. This Guaranty, together with any Related Documents, constitutes the untire understanding and agreement of the parties as
to the matters set forth in this Gu?
y. Nc alteration of or amendment to this Guaran' • shall be effective unless given in writing and
signed by the party or parties s o u g h .
j e charged or bound by the'alteration or amentim
'
'
•k.

w
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(Continued)
Applicable L a w . This Guaranty has been deliveied to Lender a n d accepted by Lender in the State of Utah,. If there is a tawsutt, Guarantor
agrees upon Lender's request to submit 10 the jurisdiction of tl>e courts of Weber County, State of Utah. This Guaranty shall he governed
by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of U t a h .
Attorneys' Fees: Expenses. Guarantor agrees to pay upon demand all of Lender's costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' ieBs
and Lender's legal expenses, incurred in connection with ihe enforcement of this Guaranty. Lender may pay someone else to heip enforce
this Guaranty, and Guarantor shall pay the costs and expenses of such enforcement. Costs and expenses include Lender's reasonable
attorneys' lees and legal expenses whether or not a salaried employee ol Lender and whether or not there is a lawsuit, including reasonable
attorneys' lees and legal expenses for bankruptcy proceedings land including efforts to modify or vacate any automatic stay or injunction),
appeals, and any anticipated post-|udgmeni collection service:;. Guarantor also shall pay all court costs and such additional fees as m a y b e
directed by the court.
Notices. All notices required to be given by either party to the other under this Guaranty shall be in writing, may be sent by telefacsimile
(unless otherwise reouired by law), and., except for revocation notices by Guarantor, shall be effective when acuiaiiy delivered or w h e n
deposited with a nationally recognized overnight courier, or w h e n deposited in the United States mail, first class postage prepaid, addressed
to the party to whom the notice is to be given at the address s h o w n above or to such other addresses as either party may designate to the
other in writing. All revocation notices by Guarantor shall be tn writing and shall be effective only upon delivery to Lender as provided
above in the section titled "DURATION OF G U A R A N T Y . " If there is more than one Guarantor, notice to any Guarantor will constitute
notice to all Guarantors. For notice purposes, Guarantor agrees to keep Lender informed at all times of Guarantor's current address.
Interpretation. In all cases where there is more than one Borrower or Guarantor, then all words used in this Guaranty in the singular shall
be deemed to have been used in the plural where the context and construction so require; and where there is more than one Borrower
named in this Guaranty or when this Guaranty »s executed by more than one Guarantor, the words "Borrower" and "Guarantor"
respectively shall mean all and any one or more of them. The words "Guarantor," "Borrower," and "Lender" include the heirs, successors,
assigns, and transferees of each of them. Caption headings in this Guaranty are for convenience purposes only and are not to be used to
interpret or define the provisions of this Guaranty. If s court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Guaranty to be invalid or
unenforceable as to any person or circumstance, such finding shall not render that provision invalid or unenforceable as to any other
persons or circumstances, and all provisions of rhis Guaranty in all other respects shall remain valid and enforceable. If any one or more of
Borrower or Guarantor are corporations or partnerships, it is not necessary for Lender to inquire into the powers of Borrower or Guarantor
or of the officers, directors, partners, or agents acting or purporting to act on their behalf, and any indebtedness made or created in reliance
upon the professed exjercise of such powers shall be guaranteed under this Guaranty;
Waiver. Lender shall not be deemed to have waived any rights under this Guaranty unless such waiver is given in writing and signed by
Lender. No delay or omission on the part of Lender in exercising any right shall operate as a waiver of such right or any other right. A
waiver by Lender of a provision of this Guaranty shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lender's right otherwise to demand strict
compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Guaranty. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing between
Lender and Guarantor, shall constitute a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of Guarantor's obligations as to any future transactions.
Whenever the consent of Lender is required under this Guaranty, the granting of such consent by Lender in any instance shall not
constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances where s u c h consent is required and in all cases such consent may be granted or
withheld in the sole discretion of Lender,
E A C H UNDERSIGNED GUARANTOR A C K N O W L E D G E S HAVING R E A D ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS G U A R A N T Y A N D AGREES TO ITS
T E R M S , IN ADDITION, EACH GUARANTOR U N D E R S T A N D S THAT THIS G U A R A N T Y IS EFFECTIVE U P O N G U A R A N T O R ' S EXECUTION A N D
DELIVERY OF THIS G U A R A N T Y TO LENDER A N D T H A T T H E G U A R A N T Y WILL CONTINUE UNTIL T E R M I N A T E D IN THE M A N N E R SET FORTH
!N T H E SECTION TITLED "DURATION OF G U A R A N T Y . " NO FORMAL ACCEPTANCE BY LENDER IS N E C E S S A R Y TO M A K E THIS G U A R A N T Y
EFFECTIVE. THIS G U A R A N T Y IS DATED J U L Y 28, 1 9 9 9 .
GUARAJWR:
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Relerences in the shaded area are for Lender's use only and do n o t limit the applicability of this document to any particular loan or item.
Borrower:

Alpine Vision, Inc.
c/o Knighton Optica! inc. 404 Washington Blvri
Ogden, UT B4404

Lender:

First Security Bank, N.A.
Ogden BFC

2404 Washington Bivd
Ogden, UT 84401

SCANNED
Guarantor:

NOV i i imi

Jeffrey D. Gold ^
4 pte^a^hmgtdn A l vd?f
OgcJeh, UT B4404
'

A M O U N T OF G U A R A N T Y .

The principal amount of this Guaranty is O n e Hundred Fifty Thousand & 0 0 / 1 0 0 Dollars ($150,000.00).

CONTINUING G U A R A N T Y . For good and valuable consideration, Jeffrey D. Gold {"Guarantor") absolutely and unconditionally guarantees and
promises to pay to First Security Bank, N . A . ("Lender") or its order, in legal tender of the United States of America, the Indebtedness (as that
term is defined below) of Alpine Vision, Inc. ("Borrower") to Lender o n the terms and conditions set forth in this Guaranty. The obligations of
Guarantor under this Guaranty are continuing.
DEFINITIONS. The following words shall have the following meanings w h e n used in this Guaranty:
Borrower, The w o r d "Boerower" .means Alpine Visjorv, jnc..
Guarantor. The w o r d "Guarantor" means Jeffrey D. Gold
Guaranty. The w o r d "Guaranty" means this Guaranty made by Guarantor for the benefit of Lender dated July 28, 1999.
Indebtedness. The word "Indebtedness" is used in its most comprehensive sense and means and includes any and all of Borrower's
liabilities, obligations, debts, and indebtedness to Lender, now existing or hereinafter incurred or created, including, without limitation, all
loans, advances, interest, costs, debts, overdraft indebtedness, credit card indebtedness., lease obligations, other obligations,, and liabilities
of Borrower, or any of them, and any present or future judgments against Borrower, or any of Uie-rn; and whether any such Indebtedness is
voluntarily or involuntarily incurred, due or not due, absolute or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, determined or undetermined; whether
Borrower may be liable individually or jointly with others, or primarily or secondarily, or as guarantor or surety; whether recovery on the
Indebtedness may be or may become barred or unenforceable against Borrower for any reason whatsoever; and whether the Indebtedness
arises from transactions which may be voidable on account of infancy, insanity, ultra vires, or otherwise.
Lender. The word "Lender" means First Security Bank, N.A., its successors and assigns.
Related Documents. The words "Related Documents" mean and include without limitation all promissory notes, credit agreements, loan
agreements, environmental agreements, guaranties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust, and all other instruments, agreements
and documents, whether now or hereafter existing, executed in connection with the indebtedness.
M A X I M U M LIABILITY. T h e maximum liability of Guarantor under this Guaranty shall not exceed at any one time the sum oi the principal amount
of $150,000.00, plus all interest thereon, plus all of Lender's costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred in connection with or relating to (a)
the collection of the indebtedness, (b) the collection and sale of any collateral for the Indebtedness or this Guaranty, or (c) the enforcement of
this Guaranty. Attorneys' fees include, without limitation, attorneys* fees whether or not there is a lawsuit, and if there is a lawsuit, any fees
and costs tor trial and appeals.
The above limitation on liability is not a restriction on the amount of the Indebtedness of Borrower to Lender either in the aggregate or at any
one time. If Lender presently holds one or more guaranties, or hereafter receives additional guaranties from Guarantor, the rights of Lender
under all guaranties shall be cumulative. This Guaranty shall not {unless specifically provided below to the contrary) affect or invalidate any
such other guarantiee. The liability of Guarantor will be the aggregate liability of Guarantor under the terms of this Guaranty and any such other
unterminated guaranties.
N A T U R E OF G U A R A N T Y . Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty shall be open and continuous for so long as this Guaranty remains in force.
Guarantor intends to guarantee at all times the performance and prompt payment when due, whether at maturity or earlier by reason of
acceleration or otherwise, of all indebtodness within the limits set forth in the preceding section of this Guaranty. Accordingly, no payments
made upon the Indebtedness will discharge or diminish the continuing liability of Guarantor in connection with any remaining portions of the
indebtedness or any of the Indebtedness which subsequently arises or is thereafter incurred or contracted.

»b. ij

DURATION OF G U A R A N T Y . This Guaranty will take effect when received by Lender without the necessity of any acceptance by Lender, or any
notice to Guarantor or to Borrower, and will continue in full force until alt Indebtedness incurred or contracted before receipt by Lender of any
notice of revocation shall have been fully and finally paid and satisfied and all other obligations of Guarantor under this Guaranty shall have been
performed in full. If Guarantor elects to revoke this Guaranty, Guarantor may only do so in writing. Guarantor's written notice of revocation'^
must be mailed to Lender, by certified mail, al the address of Lender listed above or such other place as Lender may designate in writing.
Written revocation of this Guaranty will apply only to advances or new Indebtedness created after actual receipt by Lender of Guarantor's
written revocation. For this purpose and without limitation, the term " n e w Indebtedness" does not include Indebtedness which at the time of
notice of revocation is contingent, unliquidated, undetermined or not due and which later becomes absolute, liquidated, determined or due. This
Guarantv will continue to bind Guarantor tor all indebtedness incurred by Borrower or committed by Lender prior to receipt of Guarantor's
written nonce oi revocation, including any extensions, renewals, substitutions or modifications of the Indebtedness. All renewals, extensions,
substitutions, and modifications of the indebtedness granted after Guarantor's revocation, are contemplated under this Guaranty and,
specifically will not be considered to be new Indebtedness. This Guaranty shall bind the estate of Guarantor as to Indebtedness created both
before and after the death or incapacity of Guarantor, regardless of Lender's actual notice of Guarantor's death. Subject to the foregoing,
^ Guarantor's executor or administrator or other legal representative mav terminate this Guaranty in the same manner in which Guarantor miaht
, J have terminated it and wfth the same effect. Release of any other guarantor or termination of any other guaranty of the indebtedness snail not
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
afiect the liability of Guarantor under this Guaranty. A revocation received by Lender from any one or more Guarantors shall not afiect the
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liability of any remaining Guarantors under this Guaranty. It is anticipated that fluctuations may occur in the aggregate amount of indebtedness
covered by this Guaranty, and it is specifically acknowledged and agreed by Guarantor that reductions in the amount of Indebtedness, even to
zero dollars ($0.00), prior to written revocation of this Guaranty by Guarantor shali not constitute a termination of this Guaranty, This Guaranty
is binding upon Guarantor and Guarantor s heirs, successors and assigns so long as any of the guaranteed Indebtedness remains unpaid and
even though the indebtedness guaranteed may from time to lime be zero dollars ($0.00).
G U A R A N T O R ' S AUTHORIZATION TO LENDER
Guaranior authorizes Lender, either beforn or after any revocation hereof, without notice or
demand and without lessening Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty, from lime to time: fa) prior to revocation as set forth above, to make
one or more additional secured or unsecured loans to Borrower, to lease equipment or other goods to Borrower, or otherwise to extend
additional credit to Borrower; fb) to atter, compromise renew, extend, accelerate, or otherwise chznge one or more times the time for payment
or other terms of the indebtedness or any part or the indebtedness, including increases and decreases of the rate of interest on the
Indebtedness; extensions may be repeated and may be for longer than the original loan term; (c) to take and hold security for the payment of
this Guaranty or the Indebtedness, and exchange, enforce, waive, subordinate, fail or decide not to perfect, and release any s u c h security, with
or without the substitution of new collateral; Id; to release, substitute, agree not to sue, or deal with any one or more of Borrower's sureties,
endorsers, or other guarantors on any terms or in any manner Lender may choose; (e) to determine how. w h e n and w h a t application of
payments and credits shall be made on the indebtedness; (f) to apply such security and direct the order or manner of sale thereof, including
without limitation, any nonjudicial sale permitted by the terms of the controlling security agreement or deed of trust, as Lender in its discretion
may determine; |g) to sell, transfer, assign, or grant participations in all or any part of the Indebtedness; and fh) to assign or transfer this
Guaranty in whole or in pari.
G U A R A N T O R ' S REPRESENTATIONS AND W A R R A N T I E S .
Guarantor represents and warrants to Lender thai
(a) no representations or
agreements of any kind have been made to Guarantor which would lirnii or qualify in any way ihe terms of this Guaranty; (b) this Guaranty is
executed at Borrower's request and not at the request of Lender; Ic) Guarantor has lull power, right and authority to enter into this Guaranty;
(dl the provisions of this Guaranty do noi conflict with or result in a default under any agreement or other instrument binding upon Guarantor
and do not result in a violation of any law, regulation., court decree or order applicable to Guarantor; ie) Guarantor has not and will not, without
the prior written consent cl Lender, sell, lease, assign, encumber, hypothecate, transfer, or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of
Guarantor's assets, or any interest thefein; (f) upon Lender's request, Guarantor will provide to Lender financial and credit information in form
acceptable to Lender, and all such financial information which currently has been, and all future financial information which will be provided to
Lender is and will be true and correct in all material respects and fairly present the financial condition of Guarantor as of the dates the financial
information is provided; jq) no mateipl adverse change has occurred in Guarantor's financial, condition since the-dam JDI. i h e . mosi^eeem
irnaaEialsraiemeriis^^
which may materially adversely affect Guarantor's financial condition; fh) no
litigation, claim, investigation, administrative proceeding or similar action (including those for unpaid taxes) against Guarantor is pending or
threatened; li) Lender has made no representation to Guarsntor as to the creditworthiness of Borrower; and (]) Guarantor has established
adequate means of obtaining from Borrower on s continuing basis information regarding Borrower's financial condition. Guarantor agrees to
keep adequately informed from such means of any facts, events, or circumstances which might in any w a y affecT Guarantor's risks under this
Guaranty, and Guarantor further agrees that, absent a request for information, Lender shall have no obligation to disclose to Guarantor any
information or documents acquired by Lervier in the course of its relationship wirh Borrower.
G U A R A N T O R ' S WAIVERS. Except as prohibited by applicable law. Guarantor waives any right to require Lender (a) to continue lending money
or to extend other credit to Borrower; (L»; \o make any presentment protest, demand, or notice of any kind, including notice of any nonpayment
of the Indebtedness or of any nonpayment related to any collateral, or notice of any action or nonaction on the Dart of Borrower, Lenaer, any
surety, endorser, or other guarantor in connection with the Indebtedness or in connection with the creation of new or additional loans or
obligations; ic) to resort lor payment or to proceed directly or at once against any person, including Borrower or any other guarantor; |d) to
proceed directly against or exhaust any collateral held by Lender from Borrower, any other guarantor, or any other person; (e) to give notice of
the terms, time, and place of any public or private sale ol personal property security held by Lender from Borrower or to comply with any other
applicable provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code; (0 to pursue any other remedy within Lender's power; or |g} to commit any act or
omission of any kind, or at any time, with respect to any matter whatsoever.
Guarantor also waives and agrees not to assert or take advantage of la) any right (including the right, if any, under Utah's one-action rule as set
forth in Utah Code Annotated, T 9 5 3 , Section 78-37-1) to require Lender to proceed against or exhaust any security held by Lender at any time
or to pursue any other remedy in Lender's power before proceeding against Guarantor; (b) the release or surrender of any security held for the
payments of the Indebtedness; or |c) any defense based upon an election of remedies (including, if available, an election of remedies to proceed
by non-judicial foreclosure) by Lender which destroys or otherwise impairs the subrogation rights of Guarantor or the right of Guarantor to
proceed against Borrower for reimbursement, or both,
Guarantor further waives and agrees not to assert or claim at any time any deductions to the amount guaranteed under this Guaranty for anv
claim of setoff, counterclaim, counter demand, recoupment or similar tight, whether such claim, demand or right may be asserted by the
Borrower, the Guarantor, or both.
G U A R A N T O R ' S UNDERSTANDING WITH RESPECT TO W A I V E R S . Guarantor warrants and agrees that each of the waivers set forth above is
made with Guarantor's full knowledge of its significance and consequences and that, unaer the circumstances, the waivers are reasonable and
not contrary to public policy or Inw. If any such waiver is determined to be contrary to any applicable law or public policy, s u c h waiver shall be
effective oniy to the extent permitted by law or public policy.
SUBORDINATION OF BORROWER'S DEBTS T O G U A R A N T O R . Guarantor agrees that tne Indebtedness of Borrower to Lender, whether now
existing or hereafter created, shall be prior to any claim that Guarantor may now have or hereafter acquire against Borrower, whether or not
Borrower becomes insolvent. Guarantor hereby expressly subordinates any claim Guarantor may have against Borrower, upon any account
wnatsoever, to any claim that Lender may now or hereafter have against Borrower. In the event of insolvency and consequent liquidation ol The
assets of Borrower, through bankruptcy, by an assignment ior the benefit of creditors, by voluntary liquidation, or otherwise, the assets of
Borrower applicable to the payment of the claims of both Lender and Guarantor shall be paid to Lenaer and shall be first applied by Lender to the
Indebtedness of Borrower to Lender. Guarantor does hereby assign to Lender all claims which it may have or acquire against Borrower or
against any assignee or trustee in bankruptcy of Borrower; provided however, thai such assjynmem snail be effective only for the purpose of
assuring to Lender full payment in legal tender of the Indebtedness. If Lender so requests, any notes or credit agreements n o w or hereafter
evidencing any debts or obligations of borrower to Guarantc shall be marked wirh a legend that the same are subject to this Guaranty and shall
be delivered to Lender. Guarantor agrees, and Lender hereny is a u t h o r e d , in the name of Guarantor, from time to time to execute and file
financing statements and continuation statements and to execute such other aocuments and to take such other actions as Lender deems
necessary or appropriate to perfect, preserve and enforce its rights under this Guaranty,
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of this Guaranty;
Amendments. This Guaranty, together with anv Related Documents, constitutes the entire understanding and agreement of the parties as
to the matters set forth in this Gu?
y. No alteration of or amendment to this Guaranty shall be effective unless given in wrhmc and
signed by the party or parties sough
j e charged or bound by the alteration or arnendrn
——
*
r
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(Continued)
Applicable L a w . This Guaranty has been delivered to Lender and accepted by Lender in ihe Stale of Utah. If there is a lawsuit, Guarantor
agrees upon Lender's request to submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of Weber County, State of Utah. This Guaranty shall be governed
by and construed in accordance with the taws of the State of Utah.
Attorneys' Fees; Expenses. Guarantor aorees to pay upon demand all of Lender's costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees
and Lender's legal expenses, incurred in connection with the enfotcemeni of this Guaranty. Lender may pay someone else to help enforce
this Guaranty, and Guarantor shall pay the costs and expenses of such enforcement. Costs and expenses include Lender's reasonable
attorneys' fees and legal expenses whether or nor o salaried employee of Lender and whether or not there is 2 lawsuit, including reasonable
attorneys' fees and legal expenses for bankruptcy proceedings (and including efforts to modify or vacate any automatic stay or injunction) r
appeals, and any anticipated posi-judgment collection services. Guarantor also shall pay all court costs and such additional fees as may be
directed by the court.
Notices. All notices required to be given by either party to the other under this Guaranty shall be in writing, may be sent by telefacsimile
(unless otherwise required by law), and, except for revocation notices by Guarantor, shall be effective when actually delivered or w h e n
deposited w i t h a nationally recognized overnight courier, or when deposited in the United States mail, first class postage prepaid, addressed
to the party to whom the notice is to be given at the address s h o w n above or to such other addresses as either party may designate to the
other in writing. All revocation notices by Guarantor shall be in writing and shall be effective only upon delivery to LenOer as provided
above in the section titled "DURATION OF G U A R A N T Y . " If there is more than one Guarantor, notice to any Guarantor will constitute
notice to alt Guarantors. For notice purposes, Guarantor agrees to keep Lender informed at all times of Guarantor's current address.
Interpretation. In all cases where there is more than one Borrower or Guarantor, then all wouis used in this Guaranty in the singular shall
be deemed to have been used in the piural where the context and construction so require; and where there is more than one Borrower
named in this Guaranty or when this Guaranty is executed by more than one Guarantor, the words "Borrower" and "Guarantor"
respectively shall mean all and any one or more of them. The words "Guarantor," "Borrower,* and "Lender" include the heirs, successors,
assigns, and transferees of each of them. Caption headings in this Guaranty are for convenience purposes only and are not to be used to
interpret or define the provisions of this Guaranty. If a court of competent jurtsrjiction finds any provision of this Guaranty to be invalid or
unenforceable as to any person or circumstance, such finding shall no; render that provision invalid or unenforceable as to any other
persons or circumstances, and alt provisions of this Guaranty in alt Dther respects shall remain valid and enforceable. If any one or more of
Borrower or Guarantor are corporations or partnerships, it is not necessary for Lender to inquire into the powers of Borrower or Guarantor
or of the officers, directors, partners, or agents acting or purporting to act on their behalf, and any Indebtedness made or created in reliance
upon the professed exercise of such powers shall be guaranteed under this Guaranty.
Waiver. Lender shall not b e d e e n n d to have waived any rights under this Guaranty unless such waiver is given in writing and signed by
Lender. No delay or omission on Ihe part of Lender in exercising any right shall operate as a waiver of such right or any other right. A
waiver by Lender of a provision of this Guaranty shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lender's right otherwise to demand strict
compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Guaranty. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing between
Lender and Guarantor, shall constitute a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of Guarantor's obligations as to any future transactions.
Whenever the consent of Lender is required under this Guaranty, the granting of sucn consent by Lender in any instance shall not
constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances where such consent is required and intall cases such consent may be granted or
withheld in the sole discretion of Lender.
E A C H UNDERSIGNED G U A R A N T O R ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL T H E PROVISIONS OF THIS G U A R A N T Y A N D AGREES TO ITS
T E R M S . IN ADDITION, EACH GUARANTOR UNDERSTANDS THAT THIS G U A R A N T Y IS EFFECTIVE U P O N G U A R A N T O R ' S EXECUTION A N D
DELIVERY OF THIS G U A R A N T Y T O LENDER A N D T H A T T H E G U A R A N T Y WILL CONTINUE UNTIL TERMINATED IN THE M A N N E R SET FORTH
IN THE SECTION TITLED "DURATION OF G U A R A N T Y . " NO F O R M A L A C C E P T A N C E BY LENDER IS N E C E S S A R Y TO M A K E THIS G U A R A N T Y
EFFECTIVE. THIS G U A R A N T Y IS DATED J U L Y 28, 1999.
GUARANTOR:

^
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AGKBMCTT.
kt; Alpine Vision, Ins,
This agreement is entered lata this / ^ d a v ofFebruary soot, by and between the #
shareholders of Alpine Virion, inck The agreement U pursuant io a shareholder* moetbg of Alpine
Vision, Inc. which wai hold on February Zt 2001, All Shareholder* of Alpine Vision, inc. were
notified of this shareholder* meeting, there was a majority of the iharoholder* present which
constituted a quorum. At the shareholder* meeting the option* or Alpmc Vision, Ine were
dijeussed between the shareholders and the poiiiWe dilution oflhe stock of Alpine Vision, Inc.,
During the moiling a motion m i made that til stock of Alpine Vision, Ins, be acquired by
Knighton Optioai, Ino. Consequently, Knighton OplioaIf Inc. would assume al! outstanding debt
of Alpine Vision, Joe, In addition, a motion wis made that Knighton Optical, Inc would hold
harmless the shareholders of Alpine Vision, Inc in the event of any Chapter 7 bankruptcy filing
WHEREFORE, it is stipulated between the parties at follow*;
J^febmary^tftOT^^
Vision. Inc.;
2) Thare were * sufficient number of shareholder? present to constitute a (juorurn;
3) Upon a proper motion being presented, and such i&oiipn being seconded, Alpine
Vision, Inc. shareholder* shall surrender the entire stock of Alpine VWon, Inc. to Kiughton
Optical, Ino.;-

4) Knighton Optical Inc. shall aasume all outstanding debts of AJplno Vulon, Inc. and
hold harmless the shareholders of Alpine Vision, Inc, of any personal exposure regarding the
debt* of Alpine Vision, Inc.;
•
5) TJiis agreement shall be binding upon heirs, successors or purchasers of Knighton
Optloal, tec;
6) Knighton Optical, Inc. shall hold hannloss the shareholders of Alpine Vision, inc. in the
evcal of Knighton Optical, Inc. filing a Chapter 7 bankruptcy petition.;
7) In transfer of the stock of Alpine Vision, lnc by its shareholder shall be made
immediately to Knighton Optics!, Inc.;
Agreement
BJt: Shareholder* Alpine Vision, inc,
Pageil
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8) Attached her as exhibit "A" is a listing of the outstanding debts of Alpine Vision, Inc.
which shall be acquired by Knighton Optical, Inc.;
9)This constitutes the entire agreement of the undersigned.

fl^ltUr

K^JJU^.

Noall C. Knighton; for Knighton Optical, Inc,

Lindsay Atwood

JeffcryGo!d;M.D.

Rob Thurston

lAiM

Donald Baker, OD.

Michele Shiroozano; O.D.

Agreement
*&<
Re: Shareholders Alpine Vision, inc,
Pa£.e:2
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B) Attached her *s e>chil»t "A" is a lilting of tht outsttutding dabt* of Alpine Vision, Ina.
whichfchallbe acquired by Knighton Optiwd, Inc.;
9)Thit conititutw ilia emit* asreement ofthc undersigned.

4 i

(l^tU^r

,}

KL,dtj^

Noatl C, JCnightor; fcrKiughton Opibtl, Inc,

Jaffery Gbfa; M,D

Kob Thurston

Donald Baker; D.D,

Michtic ShlxnozArvQ; O.D.

Agrocmom
ft$: Shareholders Alpine Vision, inc,
?age:2

n

'? j \ ** p
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8) Attached her as exhibit BA" is l fisting of the outstanding debts of Alpine Vision, Inc.
which shall be acquired by Knighton Optical, Inc.;
9)This constitutes the entire agreement cf the undersigned.

/

/

M(kt<

tv

NoeJ) C, Knirirton; for Knighton Optical, In:

Lindaay Atwood

JefferyGold;M.D.

1-

Rob Thurston

Donald Baker; Q.D.

Michete Shimozana; O.D.

Agreement
Rt: Shareholders Alpine Viaian, Inc

VE01111
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AloiM VWonr Inc.
Eiwbti 'A'
£fid±
Aooovmr* Pay*bii BB ot 12*14-2001
Hrst Soouflky Bartk*Lin* of Credit
KniQhion Optical, \r\t
Knighton optical inc
Ftoi Btourhy Bank
HPSC
Cfcpafco
First S*&urty Bar*
Rrst Security Bunk
Flrrt Security BorvW
FWoMy

W0Q1 Uft,a7B.93
C^5

8002
SO337001
WB461
1tiO
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH
PRINSBURG STATE BANK,

)
Civil No. 060901846 .
Judge Scott M. Hadley

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROLAND E. ABUNDO, LINDSAY T.)
ATWOOD, ROBERT THURSTON,
)
DONALD R. BAKER, JEFFREY
)
GOLD., KNIGHTON OPTICAL, INC.)
AND ALPINE VISION, INC.,
)
Defendants.

Deposition of:
ROLAND E. ABUNDO

)

May 18, 2007
9:45 a.m.
Location:

LAW OFFICES OF MILLER GUYMON
165 Regent Street
Salt Lake City, Utah

Reporter: Melinda J. Andersen
Certified Shorthand Reporter
Notary Public in and for the State of Utah
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Bank did rhat wrongfully increased your exposure under the
guarantee?
MR. ZENGER:

Objection, calls for a legal

conclusion.
THE WITNESS:

I don't know what Prinsburg Bank did

aside from the interactions I've had thus far.
Q.

What interactions would those be?

A.

Through legal interactions.

Q.

Is it your testimony chen that in fact Prinsburg

Bank has done nothing to wrongfully increase your potential
exposure?
MR. ZENGER:

Objection, misstates testimony.

. THE WITNESS:

I can't fully confirm that.

Q.

Can you partially confirm that?

A.

It's more of a feeling.

Q.

Tell me what you feel.

A.

As I stated before I feel other options should

have been seeked out as in equipment and properties prior to
going this route.
Q.

Do you have any knowledge as to whether or not

Prinsburg Bank was even aware of Alpine Vision's shares being
sold to Knighton Optical?
A.

I don't have uhat knowledge.

Q.

Just to make sure I understand, you never informed

First Security Bank or Prinsburg Bank rhac you were no longer
30
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with Alpine Vision?
A.

That is correct.

Q.

You never attempted to disclaim rhe guarantees you

signed?
A.

That is correct.

Q.

Is there anvthin^ else that w ou think Prinsburc

may have done that wrongfully increased your potential
exposure under the guarantee?
A.

Not that I can think of at this time.

Q.

Can you think of anything that would help you?
MR. ZENGER:

Objection, vague.

THE WITNESS:
MR. STEVENSON:

Not at this time. .'•

•

Let's take a break so I can go

over my notes.
(Off the record.)
Q.

Do you know who Rob Thurston is?

A.

Yes.

Q.

When was the last time you spoke with Rob?

A.

It was I believe in November of 2006.

Q.

Was this litigation discussed?

A.

No.

Q.

Do you know where he is employed these days?

A.

I don't.

Q.

What occasion did you have to speak to him?

A.

It was at a shareholder signing for True Vision
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, STATS OF UTAH
PRINSBURG STATE BANK,
Plaintiff,

Civil No. 060901846
Judge Scott M. Kadley

vs .
ROLAND E. ABUNDO, LINDSAY T.
ATWOOD, ROBERT THURSTON,
DONALD R. BAKER, JEFFREY
GOLD, KNIGHTON OPTICAL, INC
AND ALPINE VISION, INC.

Deposition of:
LINDSAY T. ATWOOD

Defendants.

May 1 8 , 2007
1:30 p.m.
vocation:

LAW OFFICES OF MILLER GUYMON
165 R e g e n t S t r e e t
, S a l t LaJce C i t y , Utah

Reporter:
Melinda J. Andersen
Certified Shorthand Reporter
N o t a r y P u b l i c i n and f o r t h e S t a t e of

Utah
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A.

Been doing it for a while.

Q.

Tell me what gave rise to the loans -with First

3

Security Bank.

4

A.

5

Optical.

6

majority ownership in Alpine Vision and within a year acquired

7

the entire Alpine Vision Corporation from us.

We sold our company Paradise Optical to Knighton
1 believe it was in 1997.

They also acquired the

8

Q.

You say within a year of 1997?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

We T ll look at some documents- later on today that

11

seem to suggest that doesn't take place until 2001.

12

A.

It may have been.

13

Q.

I want to find out what you recall first of all.

14
15
16
17
18

But at this point you think it was earlier than 2001?
A.

At least the majority ownership position took

place in probably 1998.
Q.

Were you paid in full for selling Paradise Optical

to Knighton?

19

A.

No, I was not.

20

Q.

Was that part of the claim that you had I guess in

21

federal court or state court here in Salt Lake?

22 1

A.

Against Knighton Optical and the principals, ves .

23 i

Q-

And as I recall a large default judgment?

24

A.

A,million dollars.

Q.

Which quickly resulted in any even: of their

9
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document prepared by Prinsburg Bank that you guys have nor
produced for us yet based on a deposition comment that was
made by Noall Knighton about a year and a half to two years
ago.
Q.

A new loan document?

A.

There was a loan redone for Knighton Optical by

Prinsburg Bank after the date of this loan on the guarantors.
Q.

It's a loan to Knighton Optical as opposed to

Alpine Vision?
A.

Correct, for all the equipment because Alpine

Vision was no longer in existence and Knighton Optical rolled
it all into one.
Q.

I understand your concern that there might be

something out there that you haven't seen.
follow up with my client on that.

I'll certainly

As it relates to the

substance of the concern I'm assuming it's not that a loan
hasn't been produced, but by the existence or the fact that a
new loan was made that is your concern?
A.

A new loan was made just as the new loan was made

without notification to the guarantors with Knighton Vision on
the equipment that we were guaranteed on.
Q.

Is it fair to say then that your concern that a

new loan made solely to Knighton Optical you should have been
given notice of even though you were part of and over an
Aloine Vision dispute or Alpine Vision cruarantee?
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A.

When Alpine Vision was no longer a corporation and

they were using those assets that were pledged to First
Security Bank prior to and redoing those loan documents, that
should have made everything null and void.

We did not sign on

the secondary loan after Alpine Vision not being renewed as a
corporation.

And I would like to see those loan documents

produced that were done to Knighton Optical on behalf of
Prinsburg Bank for the equipment that they're trying to say
that we owe money on from Alpine Vision which is a corporation
no longer in existence.
Q.

I will make the commitment to you that I made to

your counsel previously that I provided everything in my
possession and I believe 1 provided everything that exists.
I'm happy to go back and -A.

What I'm concerned —

we're talking Alpine Vision.

I would like to see the loan documents for Knighton Optical in
regards to the equipment being pledged as collateral from
Knighton Optical, not from Knighton Vision.
(Off the record.)
Q.

Going back to interrogatory 16, is there anything

A.

Nothing that I can think of at this time.

Q.

Can you think of anything that would help you?

.A.

I would just like to see the records and loan

else?

documents as I stated between Knighton Optical and Prinsburg
34
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MR. ZENGER:

Objection to the extent it calls for

a legal conclusion.
THE WITNESS:
Q.

I don't understand the question.

You see your answer here.

Let me just read it.

It says, without waiving objeerions Baker states chat this
defense is based on acts and conduct of Prinsburg Bank and/or
its predecessors, the original obligation allegedly applicable
to the guarantee was altered, modified, novated, satisfied or
replaced.

Do you see that?

A.

Yes.

•Q.

Could you tell me how that alteration,

modification, novation, satisfaction or replacement intervened
with your obligations under the guarantee if you know?
MR. ZENGER:
THE WITNESS:

Same objection.
Honestly I don't know.

This is why

I hired the attorney to heip me write the responses.
Q.

Fair enough.

At the time you transferred your

shares to Knighton Optical did you contact First Security Bank
and let them know?
A.

No.

Q.

Did you ever contact First Security Bank and let

them know that you were no longer going to honor your
guarantee?
A.

No.

Q.

Was rhere any discussion at rhe time you
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transferred your shares of anyone doing that?
A.

No, not that I recall.

Q.

Let me have you turn to page interrogatory 10 and

your response.

Your answer seems re suggest that somehow

Prinsburg Bank breached a covenant of good faith and fair
dealing.

What I would like you to do is tell me every factual

reason you think that's the case.
MR. ZENGER:

Objection to the extent it calls for

a legal conclusion whether he even understands what the breach
of covenant of good faith and fair dealing means.

These are

contention interrogatories and I think they should be viewed
in that context.
MR. STEVENSON:
THE WITNESS:

The objection is noted.
From what I understand here we're

concerned that Prinsburg Bank when they foreclose on Knighton
Optical and the loans that they had assumed from us, they
still are using that equipment.
Q.

That Knighton Optical is still using the

equipment?
A.

Yes.

That was collateralized debt and I don't

understand why they still have the equipment, particularly
since they foreclosed on it.
Q.

Is there anything else?

I want to follow up with

some questions, but I want your full answer.
A.

That and the fact that -from the other exhibits
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SECOND DISTRICT COURT - OGDEN
WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
APPEALED: CASE #20100712
PRINSBURG STATE BANK vs. ROLAND E ABUNDO
CASE NUMBER 060901846 Contracts

CURRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE
SCOTT M HADLEY
PARTIES
Plaintiff - PRINSBURG STATE BANK
Represented by: BRAD C SMITH
Defendant - ROLAND E ABUNDO
Represented by: BLAKE D MILLER
Represented by: JOEL T ZENGER
Defendant - LINDSAY T ATWOOD
Represented by: BLAKE D MILLER
"Represented by:" JOEL T ZENGER
Defendant - ROBERT "THURSTON
Defendant - DONALD W BAKER
Represented by: BLAKE D MILLER
Represented by: JOEL T ZENGER
Defendant - JEFFREY GOLD
Represented by: BLAKE D MILLER
Represented by: JOEL T ZENGER
Defendant -

KNIGHTON OPTICAL INC

Defendant -

ALPINE VISION INC

Defendant - BLAKE D MILLER
ACCOUNT SUMMARY
TOTAL REVENUE

Amount Due
Amount Paid
Credit
Balance

BAIL/CASH BONDS

Posted
Forfeited
Refunded
Balance

470.50
470.50
0.00
0.00
300.00
0.00
0.00
300.00
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REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COMPLAIINT 1OK-MORE
Amount Due:
155.00
Amount Paid:
155.00
0.00
Amount Credit:
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: JURY DEMAND - CIVI1
75.00
Amount Due:
75.00
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
0.00
0.00
Balance:
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERT IF ZED COPIES
1.50
Amount Due
1.50
Amount Paid
0.00
Amount Credit
0.00
Balance
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFICATION
Amount Due
Amount Paid
Amount Credit
Balance

4.00
4.00
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFIED COPIES
Amount Due:
1.00
Amount Paid:
1.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAI

- TYPE: CERTIFICATION
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

4.00
4.00
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFIED COPIES
Amount Due:
1.00
Amount Paid:
1.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFICATION
Amount Due:
4.00
Amount P a i d :
4.00
Amount C r e d i t :
0.00
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0.00

Balance:
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: APPEAL
Amount Due
Amount Paid
Amount Credit
Balance

225.00
225.00
0.00
0.00

BAIL/CASH BOND DETAIL - TYPE: CASH BOND: Appeals
STEVENSON & SMITH PC
Posted By
300.00
Posted
0.00
Forfeited
0.00
Refunded
300.00
Balance
CASE NOTE

PROCEEDINGS
04-05 -06
04-05 -06
04-05-06
04-05-06
04-05 06
04-25-06

04-27-06

05-09-06

05-16-06

06-12- 06
06-12- 06

Filed: Complaint
Case filed
Judge SCOTT M HADLEYassigned.
Fee Account created
Total Due:
15 5.00
COMPLAINT 1OK-MORE
Payment Received:
155.00
Note: Code Description: COMPLAINT 10K-MORE
Filed return: SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT
LEFT COPY WITH
ALISSA DAUGHTER
Party Served: ATWOOD, LINDSAY T
Service Type: Personal
Service Date: April 22, 2006
Filed return: Summons and Complaint
Party Served: ABUNDO, ROLAND
Service Type: Personal
Service Date: April 22, 2 006
Filed return: SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT
(20 DAY)
Party Served: BAKER, DONALD W
Service Type: Personal
Service Date: May 04, 2006
Filed return: SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT (3 0 DAY)
Party Served GOLD, JEFFREY
Service Type Personal
Service Date May 08, 2006
Filed: Demand Civil Jury
Filed: Answer to Complaint and Demand for Jury Trie
ROLAND E ABUNDO
LINDSAY T ATWOOD
DONALD W BAKER
JEFFREY GOLD
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CASE NUMBER 060901846 Contracts

06-20-06 Fee Account created
Total Due:
75.00
06-20-06 JURY DEMAND - CIVIL .
Payment Received:
75.00
Note: Code Description: JURY DEMAND - CIVIL, Mail Payment;
07-07-06 Filed: Certificate Of Service
07-11-06 Filed return: Return Of Service / Subpoena Duces Tecum. Serv
Rachel Evans
Parry Served Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Service Type Personal
Service Date July 05, 2006
07-19-06 Note: received Attorney's Planning Meeting Report/Scheduling
Order
07-20-06 Note: file sent to SMH
07-21-06 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE scheduled on August 16, 2006 at 08:45 AM
in 2nd Floor Southwest with Judge HADLEY.
07-21-06 Filed order: SCHEDULING ORDER
Judge SCOTT M HADLEY
Signed July 21, 2 006
07-21-06 Filed NOTICE OF PHONE CONF (MEDIATION)
08-02-06 Filed Certificate of Service
08-03-06 Filed Certificate of Mailing-Plaintiff's Rule 26(a)(1)
Disclosures
08-08-06 Filed: Certificate of Service
08-11-06 Filed: CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
(PLAINTIFTS RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS FIRST REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION)
08-16-06 Minute Entry - Minutes for TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
Judge:
SCOTT M HADLEY
Clerk:
marykd
PRESENT
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): H THOMAS STEVENSON
Defendant's Attorney(s): CHRISTINE GREENWOOD
Video
Tape Number:
H081606
Tape Count: 0845

HEARING
The Court having signed the Stipulated Discovery Plan and
Scheduling Order and pursuant to a telephone conference with
counsel, the Court orders mediation to be completed by 03/31/07.
The mediation component will only be removed by Order of the Coui
08-16-06 Minute Entry - Minutes for TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
Judge:
SCOTT M HADLEY
Clerk:
carier
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
PRESENT
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): H THOMAS STEVENSON
Defendant's Attorney(s): CHRISTINE GREENWOOD
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Video
Tape Number:

H081606

Tape Count: 845

HEARING
This is time set for telephone conference. Attorney H. Thomas
Stevenson is present, via telephone, on behalf of the plaintiff.
Attorney Christine Greenwood is present, via telephone, on behalf
of the defendant.
Court indicates to the parties that mediation is encouraged to be
-attempted to move this matter along more effectively.
Counsel stipulates to the parties being agreeable to attend
mediation and indicates discovery is not completed and requests it
be set out about 90 to 120 days for completion. Court grants.
Court orders, mediation to be attempted by 3/31/2007.
08-28-06 Filed order: MEDIATION ORDER (MINUTE ENTRY FROM 8/16/06)
Judge SCOTT M HADLEY
Signed August 24, 2 006
09-18-06 Filed: CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE (PLAINTIFFS ANSWERS TO DEFENDANTS
ROLAND E ABUNDO, LINDSAY T ATWOOD, DONALD R BARKER AND JEFFREY
GOLD'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES)
09-25-06 Filed: Certificate of Service
09-25-06 Filed: Certificate of Service
09-29-06 Filed: Certificate of Service
11-09-06 Filed: Notice of Withdrawal of Counsel
11-13-06 Filed: Notice of Appearance of Counsel
12-18-06 Filed: Certificate of Service
12-21-06 Filed: Rule 30(b)(6) Notice of Deposition of Plaintiff
Prinsburg State Bank
01-23-07 Filed: Stipulated Motion for Extension of Time to Respond to
Discovery Requests and Modification of the Scheduling Order
01-23-07 Note: received Order Granting Stipulated Motion for Extension
of Time to Respond to Discovery Requests and Modification of
the Scheduling Order
01-25-07 Note: sent Stipulated Motion for Extension of Time to Respond
to Discovery Requests and Modification of the Scheduling Order,
Order Granting Stipulated Motion for Extension of Time to
Respond to Discovery Requests and Modification of the
Scheduling Order
01-25-07 Note: to SMH
01-26-07 Filed order: ORDER GRANTING STIPULATED MO FOR EXTENSION OF TIME
TO REPOND TO DISCOVERY REQUESTS & MODIFICATION OF THE
SCHEDULING ORDER
Judge SCOTT M HADLEY
Signed January 26, 2007
01-29-07 Filed: Certificate of Service of Defendant Donald Baker's
Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests
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01-29-07 Filed: Certificate of Service of Defendant Jeffrey Gold's
Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests
01-29-07 Filed: Certificate of Service of Defendant Ronald Abundo's
Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests
01-29-07 Filed: Certificate of Service of Defendant Lindsay T. Atwood's
Responses to Plaintif's First Set of Discovery Requests
01-31-07 Filed: Second Amended Rule 30(b)(6) Notice of Deposition of
Plaintiff Prinsburg State Bank
01-31-07 Filed: Certificate of Service
04-25-07 Filed: Notice of Oral Deposition
06-18-07 Filed: Motion for Leave to File Amended Answer
Filed by: MILLER, BLAKE D
06-18-07 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Leave to
File Amended Answer
07-03-07 Filed: Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants'
Motion for Leave to File Amended Answer and Request for Hearing
07-20-07 Filed: Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for
Leave to File Amended Answer (Hearing Requested)
10-03-07 Filed: Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment
Filed by: STEVENSON, H THOMAS
10-05-07 Filed: Request to Submit for Decision and Hearing on
Defendants' Motion for Leave to file Amended Answer
10-11-07 Note: file sent to SMH
10-31-07 Note: PER ATTY. JOEL ZENGER AND H. THOMAS STEVENSON, A HRG ON
DEF'S MO FOR LEAVE TO FILE AMENDED ANSWER IS NOT NEEDED AT THIS
TIME. THE PLAINTIFF IS GOING TO FILE A MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT AND WILL REQUEST A HRG ON THAT MOTION. COUNSEL
STIPULATE TO
10-31-07 Note: HEAR BOTH MOTIONS AT THE SAME TIME. REQ. TO SUBMIT FOR
MO TO FILE AMENDED ANSWER CAN BE FILED AWAY W/O A RULING AT
THIS TIME.
11-07-07 Filed: Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for
Summary Judgment and in Support of Defendants' Cross-Motion for
Summary Judgment
11-07-07 Filed: Defendant's Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment
Filed by: MILLER, BLAKE D
11-30-07 Filed: Plaintiff's Memorandum in Reply on its Motion for
Summary Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment Request for Hearing
12-31-07 Filed: Request to Submit for Decision and Hearing on
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and Defendants'
Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment
12-31-07 Filed: Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Cross-Motion
for Summary Judgment
01-07-08 Note: file sent to SMH
01-17-08 Note: ALL PROCEEDINGS STAYED AS THE PARTIES HAVE NOT COMPLIED
WITH THE ADR STATUTE. ATTY. ZENGER AND STEVENSON NOTIFIED BY
PHONE OF THE STAY. ADR INFORMATION FAXED TO MR. ZENGER
04-14-08 Filed: Request for Scheduling Conference
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04-17- 08 Note: file sent to in-court clerk for scheduling.
06-13- 08 Filed order: NOTICE OF STAY "(NON-COMPLIANCE ADR REQUIREMENT)
Judge SCOTT M HADLEY
Signed June 13, 2008
06-18-08 Note: ATTY. SMITH NOTIFIED BY PHONE THAT A STATEMENT OF ADR
WILL NEED TO BE SUBMITTED. ONCE THAT IS ACCOMPLISHED, A NEW
NOTICE TO SUBMIT ON HIS MO FOR S.J. WILL HAVE TO BE SUBMITTED
W/REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENTS.
06-25- -08 Filed: Notice to Submit and Request for Oral Arguments
06-25- -08 Filed: Statement of Deferral of ADR Program
07-01- -08 Note: file sent to incourt clerk/SMK
07-03'-08 Note: FILE TO SMH
07-10'-08 Notice - NOTICE for Case 060901846 ID 10280871
ORAL ARGUEMENTS is scheduled.
Date: 08/26/2008
Time: 03:00 p.m.
Location: 2nd Floor Southwest
Second District Court
2525 Grant Avenue
Ogden, UT 84401
Before Judge: SCOTT M HADLEY
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment
07-10-08 ORAL ARGUEMENTS scheduled on August 26, !008 at 03:00 PM in 2nd
Floor Southwest with Judge HADLEY.
07-31-08 .Filed return: Notice of Trustee Sale, posted with Weber County
Recorder Ogden UT
Party Served 3RINSBURG STATE BANK,
Service Type Personal
Service Date July 29, 2008
07-31-08 Filed return: Notice of Trustees Sale
Party Served PRINSBURG STATE BANK,
Service Type Personal
Service Date July 29, 2008
08-26-08 Minute Entry - Minutes for ORAL ARGUMENT
Judge:
SCOTT M HADLEY
vennaw
Clerk:
PRESENT
Plaintiff'£ Attorney(s): BRAD C SMITH
Defendant'£ Attorney(s): BLAKE D MILLER
JOEL T ZENGER
Video
Tape Count: 3 :47Tape Numbei
2D 082608

HEARING
COUNT: 3:00
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Summary Judgment and Defendants' Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment.
Attorney Brad Smith is present representing the Plaintiff.
Attorneys Blake Miller and Joel Zenger are
present representing Defendants Roland Abundon, Lindsay Acwood,
Donald Baker, and Jeffrey Gold. Counsel indicate that have
stipulated to withdraw the motion as it relates to Mr. gold,
however. Attorney Smith addresses the Court
and argues the merits of the motions.
COUNT: 4:05
Attorney Miller addresses the Court and argues the merits of the
morions.
COUNT: 4:23
Attorney Smith provides rebuttal argument.
COUNT': 4 : 3 0
Attorney Miller responds.
COUNT: 4:34
The Court takes the matter under advisement. Written memorandum
decision will issue.
11-04-08 Filed order: RULING DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT, GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, AND GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO AMEND THE ANSWER
- Judge SCOTT M HADLEY
Signed October 27, 2 008
01-14-09 Filed: Request for Sheduiing Conference
01-14-09 Filed: Amended Answer to Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
ROLAND E ABUNDO
LINDSAY T ATWOOD
DONALD W BAKER
JEFFREY GOLD
01-28-09 Note: Request for Scheduling Conference/file sent to incourt
clerk for scheduling.
01-30-09 Notice - NOTICE for Case 060901846 ID 11889659
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE is scheduled.
Date: 02/23/2009
Time: 08:30 a.m.
Location: 3rd Floor Southw€>st
Second District Court
2 525 Grant Avenue
Ogden, UT 84401
Before Judge: SCOTT M HADLEY
These matters will be discussed: trial dates, discovery completion
dates, jury or non-jury trial, trial length, dates for dispositive
motions, dates for exchange of witness lists, nature and complexity
of case, final pretrial date and settlement status.
Counsel or parties are requested to be in their respective offices
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at the time set for the telephone conference.
initiate the conference call.

The clerk will
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02-05-09 Notice - NOTICE for Case 060901846 ID 11901531
TELEPHONE SCHEDULING CONF .is scheduled.
Date: 02/23/2009
Time: 08:30 a.m.
Location: 3rd Floor Southwest
Second District Court
2525 Grant Avenue
Ogden, UT 84401
Before Judge: SCOTT M HADLEY
02-05-09 TELEPHONE SCHEDULING CONF scheduled on February 23, 2009 at
08:30 AM in 3rd Floor Southwest with Judge HADLEY.
02-05-09 Notice - NOTICE for Case 060901846 ID 11901544
TELEPHONE SCHEDULING CONF is scheduled.
Date: 02/23/2009
Time: 08:30 a.m.
Location: 3rd Floor Southwest
Second District Court
2 52 5 Gran^ Avenue
Ogden, UT 84401
Before Judge: SCOTT M HADLEY
These matters will be discussed: trial dates, discovery completion
dates, jury or non-jury trial, trial length, dates for dispositive
motions, dates for exchange of witness lists, nature and complexity
of case, final.pretrial date and settlement status.
02-19-09 Notice - NOTICE for Case 060901846 ID 11931804
TELEPHONE SCHEDULING CONF.
Date: 02/26/2009
Time: 08:30 a.m.
Location: 3rd Floor Southwest
Second District Court
2 52 5 Grant: Avenue
Ogden, UT 84401
Before Judge: SCOTT M HADLEY
The reason for the change is Correct calendar
These matters will be discussed: trial dates, discovery completion
dates, jury or non-jury trial, trial length, dates for dispositive
motions, dates for exchange of witness lists, nature and complexity
of case, final pretrial date and settlement status.
Counsel or parties are requested to be in their respective offices
• at the time set for the telephone conference. The clerk will
initiate the conference call.
02-19-09 TELEPHONE SCHEDULING CONF scheduled on February 26, 2009 at
08:30 AM in 3rd Floor Southwest with Judge HADLEY.
02-26-09 Minute Entry - Minutes for TELEPHONE SCHEDULING CONF
Judge:
SCOTT M HADLEY
Clerk:
marykd
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PRESENT
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): BRAD C SMITH
Defendant's' Attorney(s) : BLAKE D MILLER
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JOEL T ZENGER
Video
Tape Number:

3D022 6 09

Taue Count: 8:41/8:55

HEARING
Time set for Telephone Scheduling Conference. Brad Smith
appears on behalf of Plaintiff, Joel Zenger and Blake
Miller appear on behalf of defendants. The case has not
been negotiated. A bench trial is set for 5/27-28/09 at
8:30 a.m. with a final Telephone Pretrial Conference on
5/12/09 at 3:00 p.m. Parries stipulate to mediate the case
by 5/1/09. Witness list and trial exhibits are to be
by 5/6/09. Counsel indicate to the Court that all discovery
has been completed. Neither party expect any further
motions to be filed. Trial briefs are to be submitted to the
Court by 5/20/09. The Court will prepare ,a Scheduling
Order for today's hearing.
02-27-09 TELEPHONE PRETRIAL CONF scheduled on May 12, 2009 at 03:00 PM
in 3rd Floor Southwest with Judge HADLEY.
02-27-09 TRIAL MANAGEMENT CONF scheduled on May 27, 2009 at 08:30 AM in
3rd Floor Southwest with Judge HADLEY.
02-27-09 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on May 27, 2009 at 09:00 AM in 3rd Floor
Southwest with Judge HADLEY.
02-27-09 BENCH TRIAL scheduled on May 28, 2009 at 09:00 AM in 3rd Floor
Southwest with Judge HADLEY.
02-27-09 Filed order: SCHEDULING ORDER
Judge SCOTT M HADLEY
Signed February 26, 2 009
03-25-09 Filed: Notice of Mediation
04-15-09 Filed: Certificate of Compliance Re: Mediation Order
05-12-09 Minute Entry - Minutes for TELEPHONE PRETRIAL CONFERENC
Judge:
SCOTT M HADLEY'
Clerk:
marykd
PRESENT
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): BRAD C SMITH
Defendant's Attorney(s): BLAKE T) MILLER
JOEL T ZENGER
Video
Tape Number:
3D51209
Tape Count: 2:38/2:41

HEARING
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Time set for Telephone Pretrial Conference. Attorneys
Blake Miller and Joel Zenger appear by telephone.
Attorney Brad Smith is present in che courcroom. Counsel
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indicate to the Court that Plaintiff is filing an appeal on
the Court's ruling on their Motion for Summary Judgment.
Counsel stipulate to strike the trial date of 5/27-28/09
pending the outcome of the appeal. Attorney fees may be
requested by affidavit along with proposed Findings of
Fact and Conclusion of Law from each side. Mr. Smith is
to prepare the appropriate orders for today's hearing.
05-27-09 TRIAL MANAGEMENT CONF Cancelled.
Reason: Case continued
05-27-09 BENCH TRIAL Cancelled.
Reason: Case continued
12-07-09 Note: received Stipulated Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law
12-08-09 Note: sent Stipulated Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
to SMH
12-09-09 Note: Stipulated Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law sent
to case manager for entry
12-11-09 Filed order: Stipulated Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Judge SCOTT M HADLEY
Signed December 08, 2 009
04-01-10 Filed: Attorney Fee Affidavit of James E. Magleby
04-01-10 Filed: Attorney Fee Affidavit of Joel T. Zenger and Memorandum
of Costs
05-26-10•Filed: Request to Submit for Decision on Attorney Fee
Affidavits
06-02-10 Note: sent Request to Submit for Decision on Attorney Fee
Affidavit to SMK
06-18-10 Filed order: Memorandum Decision on Attorney Fee Affidavits
Judge SCOTT M HADLEY
Signed June 17, 2010
07-26-10 Note: received Judgment
07-26-10 Filed: Notice to Submit
07-27-10 Note hold til 7/29
08-04-10 Note sent Judgment, Notice to Submit to SMH
08-11-10 Note Order to judgment desk for entry
08-17-10 Judgment Entered - Amount $61089.86
08-17-10 Filed judgment: Judgment
Judge SCOTT M HADLEY
Signed August 11, 2 010
08-17-10 Case Disposition is Judgment
Disposition Judge is SCOTT M HADLEY
08-19-10 Fee Account created
Total Due:
1.50
08-19-10 Fee Account created
Total Due:
4.00
08-19-10 CERTIFIED COPIES
Payment Received:
1.50
4.00
08-19-10 CERTIFICATION
Payment Received:
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08-2 0-10
08-23-10
08-23-10
08-23-10

Note: received Final Judgment and Order
Filed: Notice of Bond for Costs of Appeal
Filed: Notice of Appeal
Note: spoke to Mr. Zengers secretary to let her know that the
judgment on this case has already been entered. She instructed
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08-26-10
08-26-10
08-30-10
09-01-10
09-01-10
09-02-10
09-02-10
09-03-10
09-03-10
09-03-10

09-03-10

09-21-10
09-24-10
09-24-10
09-24-10
09-24-10
09-27-10
09-28-10
10-21-10
10-21-10
10-21-10

that the Final Judgment and Order they submitted be returned to
them. Returned above document.
Bond Account created
Total Due:
3 00.00
Bond Posted
Payment Received:
300.00
Note: Mail Payment;
Note: Certified copy of Notice of Appeal mailed to the Court of
Appeals via interoffice mail. Tracking code #55500099970
Filed: Stipulated Motion for Entry of Amended Final Judgment
and Order
Note: received Amended Final Judgment and Order
Note: sent Amended Final Judgment and Order, Stipulated Motion
for Entry of Amended Final Judgment and Order to SMH
Note: Order to judgment desk for entry
Filed: Letter from Supreme Court of Utah to Brad C. Smith
Filed: Letter from Supreme Court regarding Order Pursuant to
rule 42(a)
Filed order: Amended Final Judgment and Order
Judge SCOTT M HADLEY
Signed September 02, 2010
Judgment #1 Modified $ 61089.86
Creditor: ALPINE VISION INC
Creditor: KNIGHTON OPTICAL INC
Debtor:
PRINSBURG STATE BANK
Creditor: BLAKE D MILLER
Creditor: DONALD W BAKER
Creditor: JEFFREY GOLD
Creditor: LINDSAY T ATWOOD
Creditor: ROBERT THURSTON
Creditor: ROLAND E ABUNDO
61,089.86 Attorney Fees
0.00 Other
61,089.86 Judgment Grand Total
Filed: Utah Court of Appeal - letter to Mr. Smith advised that
this case has been assigned to the Court of Appeals.
Fee Account created
Total Due:
1.00
Fee Account created
Total Due:
4.00
CERTIFIED COPIES
Payment Received:
1.00
CERTIFICATION
Payment Received:
4.00
Filed: Amended Notice of Appeal
Note: Certified copy of Amended Notice of Appeal sent to the
Tracking #55500099988.
Court of Appeals via interoffice mad
1.00
Fee Account created
Total Due:
4.00
Fee Account created
Total Due:
CERTIFIED COPIES
Payment Received:
1.00
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Note: Mail Payment;
10-21-10 CERTIFICATION
Payment Received:
^
4.00
10-28-10 Fee Account created
Total Due:
225.00
10-28-10 APPEAL
Payment Received:
225.00
Note: Code Description: APPEAL
11-08-10 Note: Record sent to Utah Court of Appeals on 10/19/2010.
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11-09-10 Filed: Motion for Stay of Enforcement of Judgment Pending
Appeal
Filed by: SMITH, BRAD C
11-10-10 Filed: Letter by Utah Court of Appeals (Record returned record index due by 11/26/10)
11-10-10 Note: Record returned from the Utah Court of Appeals (3
volumes)
11-12-10 Note: Appealed: Case #20100712
11-12-10 Note: Certified copy of Record Index mailed to Utah Court of
Appeals
11-29-10 Filed: Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Stay of
Enforcement of Judgment Pending Appeal
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NOTIFICATION
OF
PRIVATE DISPOSITION OF COLLATERAL

To:

Debtor:
Knighton Optical, Inc.
404 Washington Boulevard
Ogden, UT 84404

i

Jrrom: Secured Party:
Prinsburg State Bank
508 Third Street
Prinsburg, MN 56281 -0038
1
Care of: Scott Larison
Gray Plant Mooty
1010 West St. Germain #600
St. Cloud, MN 56301

Other Interested Parties:
See attached Exhibit A

Description of Collateral:
AH of the personal property of the Debtor
other than inventory and accounts
receivable,
including
the
property
described on Exhibit B attached hereto.

We will sell the Collateral described above privately sometime after August 25,2006.
You are entitled to an accounting of the unpaid indebtedness secured by the property that we intend to
sell at no charge. You may request an accounting by calling us at (320) 252-4414.

PRINSBURG STATE BANK

|
\

T

w

:

-1

'

* % .

?

Scott T. Larison
GRAY PLANT MOOTY
1010 West St. Germain Street, Suite 600
St. Cloud, MN 56301
Attorney for Secured Party

-•••

%z v . -ij •&. W
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EXHIBIT B

ITEM
2DRWR FILEs
4 DRWR FILES
6 - B" FRAME BD W/0 SHELF
8'FRAME DISPLAYS
AIR LINES
ALARMS
AN LUMB LEASE IMP
ASPHALT
AUTO GROOVER
B&L DISPLAYS
B&L LENSOMETERS
BACKUS FURNITURE
BACKUS OFFICE EQUIP
BENCH UO BLCK
BLINDS
BOARDS
BOOKCASE & FILE
BPI 4 TANK TINT
BROGKMAN CARPET
BROOMS
CABINETRY
CABINETS & COUNTERS
CALCULATORS
CAR
CARPET
CASH REG, TABLE, CHR
CASH REGISTERS
CENTRAL CTRL CTR
CHAIRS
CHAIRS AND TOOLS
CHALLENGE SHOP INTST
CNC REBUILD
-GQATING-UNIT
COBURN EDGER
COMPRESSORS
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
COPIERS
CTRL CTR
DELIVERY CAR
DELTA COMP SOFTWARE
DESKS & CHAIRS
DESK CONF. RM
DISPENSING TABLES
DISPLAYS
DISPLAY BOARDS
DISPLAY MATERIAL
DISPLAY MIRRORS

ITEM
DRAWER INSERTS
DREMELS
DRILL, SAW
DRYWALL
DUAL DRIVE
DW
DYE TANKS
EASEL
EDGERS
EDGER WHEELS
EDGER, CUTTERS
ELEC ENCLOSURE ASSY
ELECTRIC/CON
ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL IMP
EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT TABLES
ESSILOR PUPILOMETERS
EXAMJbANE
FAX CANON SF 2114
FAX DEX 625-two
FAX MACHINES
FAX PHONES
FILE CABS
FILE CABINETS
FILE TRAYS
FILES AND DESKS
FIRE FILE AND SAFE
FISHER PRICE
FLDNG CHAIRS & TABLE
FLOOR MATS
FOLDING TABLES
-F0RMIGA-G0UN-TER-TQSFRAME BD W/SHELF
FRAME WARMERS
FREE STD DISPLAYS
FURN AND FIXTURES
FURNITURE
GERBER
GRADIENT.MACHINE
GRINDING WHEEL
HAND EDGERS
HAND TOOLS
HAND TRUCK
HBACK CHAIRS
HIGH STOOLS
HOT FINGERS
HUMPHREYS
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ITEM
HVACs
HVAC SYSTEM
IBM PC
ID FALL SIGN
ID FALLS PHONE
J & E PICTURE
JR MILL DtSP TABLES
JRMILL CABINETS
KEY CABINET
KIOSKs
KIOSK S&S
L/H IMPMTS CAB
L/H IMPMTS ELECT.
L/H IMPMTS TILE
L70 BLOCK MARK
L/O BLOCKER
LAB COMPUTER
LAB EQUIPMENT
LADDERS
LAP BLANKS
LAPCUTTER
LAPOMETER
LAPS, RACK, CHILLER
LENS DISPLAYS
LENSOMETERS
LENSOMETER WPCOMPEN
LHIs
LHI-SHOWER AND SHELVES
LIGHT BOX
LIGHTS
LOGO PARIS DISPLAYS
LOHV100 MACHINE
LONG LINK
LONG LINK/PRINTER SD
LOTUS
LOUNGE CHAIRS
MARKETING BOARD
MARKETING FILES
MAS 90 SOFTWARE
MATRIX
MICROWAVES
MIRRORS
MISC COMPUTER HDWR
MISC OFFICE SUPPLIES
MKT COMPUTER
MKT DESK
MKT PRINTER
MNT ENERGY LEASE IMP
MODEMS
MODEMS & PRINERS
MONITORS

ITEM
MOTEK DISPLAYS
MWAVES
NETWORK
NIKON LENSOMETERS
OAKLINE CHAIRS
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Ol - SHOP EQUIP
OPTICAL DESKS
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT '
OPTICAL LANE EQUIPMENT
ORCOLITE
OVERHEAD DOORS
PAINT
PARTITIONS
PHONES
PHONE SYSTEMS
PICTURE
PIN PAD
PLANTS
PLASTIC LAPS
POLISHING .MACHINE
POS MATERIAL
POSTAL MTR
POWER PROTECTOR
POWER SUPPLY
PRINTERS
PRINTER CABLES
PRISM RING UNIT
PROG READER
PTR STAND
PUPILOMETERS
RECEPTION CHAIRS
RECLAIM TANK ALLOY
RECPT CTR/DISPLAYS
REF. WWAVES
REFRIG: MWAVE
REFRIGERATORS
REGULATORS
SAW.RIVER
SCRATCH COATER
SEC. CHAIR
SECURITY SYSTEMS
SHELVES
SHELVING
SHOP EQUIPMENT
SIGNS
SIGNAGES
SILK PLANTS
SMART LAB DRILL
SOFFITS
SOFTWARE
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ITEM
MOP & BUCKET
SOLDER MACHINES
SPACE HTR
SPLASHGUARD
STEAM VACCUM
SUBARU
SULIRIVER
SUN RIVERS
TABLES
TABLE MATERIALS
Tape Drive
TEK POWER COMPUTER
TERMINALS
TILES
TINT TANK
TONOPEN
TOROX
TRACER/PATTERN GEN
TVA/IDEO
UPS
VACUUMS
""VCR's (2), TV (f)
"
VERSALINKS
VERTEXOMETERS
W/A SCANNER
WALL CABINETS
WALL DISPLAY
WALLPAPER
WATT BATTERY
WECO TRACER
WECO WHEELS
WELDEDGER
WELDER
WINDOW COVERINGS
WOOD BOOK CASE
WOOD CAB. DISPLAYS
WOOD TABLE
WORK BENCH
XMASDISLAYS
XMAS TREES
2ET-90
ZET-90EDGERS
ZONS
ZONS & PRINTERS

r*.
•

U

4
*

,-.
*

;
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i.
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ITEM
SOLA PICTURE

fc'
V

i

y
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PROOF OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, do hereby state on oath that I served the foregoing Notification upon the
following parties at the following addresses:
KNIGHTON OPTICAL, INC.
404 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
OGDENUT 84404
NOALL C. KNIGHTON
5279 SOUTH 1035 EAST
SOUTH OGDENUT 84403
DANIEL J. KNIGHTON
5711 SOUTH 3850 WEST
ROYUT 84067
GARY A. KNIGHTON
2384 NORTH 1350 EAST
-NORTH OODENUT 84067
WELLS FARGO N.A.
PO BOX 8203
BOISE ID 83707-2203

UCC DIRECT SERVICES
PO BOX 29071
GLENDALE CA 91209-9071
COMMERCIAL CREDIT COUNSELING
95 ROUTE 17 SOUTH SUITE 310
PARAMUSNJ 07652
UTAH TAX COMMISSION
ATTN: TECHNICAL RESEARCH
210 NORTH 1950 WEST
SALT LAKE CTTYUT 84134
ALPINE VISION INC
404 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
OGDENUT 84404

by placing copies of the same in the U.S. Mail on this 10l day of August, 2006.

C^l._, u^Jth
^

Emily Legatt

Subscribed and sworn before me this
10th day of August, 2006.

C^Iyxu^lM>—>
Notary Public

PAMELA C.GRA VEEN
NOTARY PUBLIC-MINNESOTA
My Commission Expires Jan. 31,2010

1 rvft-i •&•
-.

\d «•. i.v
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EXHIBIT A
LIST OF OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES

NOALL C. KNIGHTON
5279 SOUTH 1035 EAST
SOUTH OGDENUT 84403

UCC DIRECT SERVICES
PO BOX 29071
GLENDALECA 91209-9071

DANIEL J. KNIGHTON
5711 SOUTH 3850 WEST
ROYUT 84067

COMMERCIAL CREDIT
COUNSELING
95 ROUTE 17 SOUTH SUITE 310
PARAMUSNJ 07652

GARY A. KNIGHTON
2384 NORTH 1350 EAST
NORTH OGDENUT 84067
WELLS FARGO N.A.
PO BOX 8203
BOISE ID 83707-2203

.

UTAH TAX COMMISSION
ATTN: TECHNICAL RESEARCH
210 NORTH 1950 WEST
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84134
ALPINE VISION MC
404 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
OGDENUT 84404

GP:1978770 vl
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Defendants' Answer and
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©FY
James E. Magleby (7247)
Christine T. Greenwood (8187)
Sharee 0. Moser (10425)
MAGLEBY & GREENWOOD, P.C.

170 South Main Street, Suite 350
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: 801.359.9000
Facsimile: 801.359.9011
Attorneys for Defendants Roland E. Abundo,
Lindsay T. Atwood, Donald W. Baker,
and Jeffrey Gold
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
PRINSBURG STATE BANK,

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT
and

Plaintiff,
v.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

ROLAND E. ABUNDO, LINDSAY T.
ATWOOD, ROBERT THURSTON,
DONALD W. BAKER, JEFFREY GOLD,
KNIGHTON OPTICAL, INC. AND
ALPINE VISION, INC.

Civil No. 060901846

Defendants.

Honorable Scott M. Hadley

Defendants Roland E. Abundo ("Abundo"), Lindsay T. Atwood ("Atwood"), Donald W.
Baker ("Baker"), and Jeffrey D. Gold ("Gold") (collectively, the "Individual Defendants") by
and through counsel of record MAGLEBY & GREENWOOD, P.C., hereby answer and respond to the
Complaint of Plaintiff Prinsburg State Bank ("Prinsburg") as follows:
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RESPONSE TO ALLEGATIONS ABOUT PARTIES,
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

The Individual Defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to

form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations in this paragraph and therefore deny the
same (hereafter, "Deny for lack of information"). The Individual Defendants also affirmatively
allege that the documents evidencing the "loan that was entered into" by the predecessors in
interest to Prinsburg, if such a loan exists, as well as the documents assigning such interest to
Prinsburg, if such an assignment exists, speak for themselves and are necessary for any
determination of the validity of any guarantees associated with such loan.
2.

Upon information and belief, the Individual Defendants admit this paragraph.

3.

Upon information and belief, the Individual Defendants admit this paragraph.

4.

The Individual Defendants admit that they entered into certain contracts, but lack

sufficient information to know whether they agreed to be subject to the jurisdiction and venue of
the courts of Weber County, State of Utah for the purposes of this lawsuit and therefore deny
same. Plaintiff has not provided copies of the loan contract which allegedly underlies this
complaint, nor has Plaintiff provided documentation of any assignment of that loan contract.
5.

Deny for lack of information.
RESPONSE TO FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

6.

The Individual Defendants admit that First Security Bank loaned money to Alpine

Vision, Inc. in approximately March 1998 and again in July 1999, deny for lack of information
that First Security Bank is "Plaintiff Assignor's predecessor'* in interest. The Individual

2 J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Defendants affirmatively allege that the documents surrounding such loan and assignment of
interest, if any, speak for themselves.
7.

The Individual Defendants admit only that documents attached as exhibits to the

Complaint appear to be titled "commercial guaranties." The Individual Defendants affirmatively
allege that the documents speak for themselves.
8.

The Individual Defendants admit only that the commercial guaranties attached to

the complaint contain the language "now existing or hereinafter incurred." The Individual
Defendants affirmatively allege that the documents speak for themselves, and deny any
obligations sought in the Complaint.
9.

The Individual Defendants admit only that the commercial guaranties attached to

the complaint contain the language, "resort for payment or to proceed directly or at once against
any person including borrower or any other guarantor." The Individual Defendants affirmatively
allege that the documents speak for themselves. The Individual Defendants deny that Plaintiffs
interpretation of the language of the guaranties accurately reflects the nature of the guaranties,
which documents speak for themselves. The Individual Defendants affirmatively allege that the
supposed waivers cited by Plaintiff in Paragraph 9 of the Complaint were qualified with the
language "[e]xcept as prohibited by applicable law," and affirmatively allege that applicable law
expressly limits the waivers given by Guarantors in the guaranties, and that the documents do not
preclude the defenses asserted herein.
10.

The Individual Defendants admit only that the commercial guaranties attached to

the complaint contain the language, "sell, transfer, assign or grant participation in all or any part

3
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of the indebtedness and to assign, transfer this guaranty in whole or in part," and "alter,
compromise, review, extend, accelerate, or otherwise change one or more times the . . . other
terms of indebtedness." The Individual Defendants affirmatively allege that the documents
speak for themselves.
11.

The Individual Defendants admit only that the commercial guaranties attached to

the Complaint state that "Guarantor agrees to pay upon demand all of Lenders costs and
expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees.. ." The Individual Defendants affirmatively
allege that the documents speak for themselves, and deny that Prinsburg is "Lender" as defined
in the guaranties attached to the Complaint, which documents speak for themselves.
12.

Deny for lack of information.

13.

Deny for lack of information the allegations in this paragraph and affirmatively

allege that even if the guaranties were ever enforceable agreements, which the Individual
Defendants deny any unilateral modification made to the guaranties attached to the Complaint
without the permission of the guarantors renders the guaranties attached to the Complaint null
and void, unenforceable, and otherwise non-binding as to the Individual Defendants.
14.

Deny for lack of information.
RESPONSE TO FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:
BREACH OF CONTRACT

15.

The Individual Defendants incorporate the responses to paragraphs 1 -14 by

reference as though fully set forth herein.

4
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16.

The Individual Defendants admit that they entered into contracts with First

Security Bank, N.A., which documents speak for themselves and deny that those contracts have
been assigned to Plaintiff for lack of information.
17.

Insofar as the allegations of this paragraph state conclusions of law, no response is

necessary.
18.

The Individual Defendants admit that they have refused to pay any amount due

and owing by Alpine Vision, Inc. affirmatively allege that the Individual Defendants have no
obligation to pay such amounts, and deny that Plaintiffs calculations of amounts due and owing
by Alpine Vision, Inc. are correct for lack of information.
19.

Insofar as the allegations of this paragraph state conclusions of law, no response is

necessary.
20.

Deny.

21.

Insofar as the allegations of this paragraph state conclusions of law, no response is

necessary. The Individual Defendants deny that Plaintiff is entitled to collect its costs and
attorney fees associated with this action.
In addition to the responses to the specific allegations, the Individual Defendants
separately assert the following additional affirmative defenses to iliefComplaint, and hereby
reserve the right to raise additional defenses as they become known.

5 J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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FIRST DEFENSE
(Failure to State A Claim)
The Complaint fails, in whole or in part, to state a claim upon which relief may be
granted.
SECOND DEFENSE
(Waiver, Estoppel, Laches)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of waiver, estoppel,
and/or lftches.
THIRD DEFENSE
(Causation)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, because any alleged any alleged injury
or damage was caused in whole or in part by the acts, omissions and conduct of Plaintiff.
FOURTH DEFENSE
(Accord And Satisfaction)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of accord and
.- satisfaction.
FIFTH DEFENSE
(Intervening Causation)
To the extent Plaintiff has any claim for damages, which claim is expressly denied, the
Individual Defendants affirmatively assert that such claims are barred because any loss, damage
or injury, as alleged in the Complaint or otherwise, if any, is the direct and proximate result of
intervening or superseding conduct of parties other than the Individual Defendants, thereby
absolving the Individual Defendants from any obligations to indemnify or repay Plaintiff.
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SIXTH D E F E N S E
(Parole Evidence Rule)
P l a i n t i f f s claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the Parole Evidence Rule.
SEVENTH DEFENSE
(Statute of Frauds)
P l a i n t i f f s claims are barred, in whole or in part, b y the Statute of Frauds.
EIGHTH DEFENSE
(Unclean H a n d s )

fe.

P l a i n t i f f s claims are barred, in whole or in part, b y the doctrine of unclean hands.
NINTH DEFENSE
(Acquiescence)
P l a i n t i f f s claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of acquiescence.
TENTH DEFENSE
(Failure to Mitigate D a m a g e s )
P l a i n t i f f s c l a i m s are barred, in whole or in part, by Plaintiffs failure to mitigate
damages.
ELEVENTH DEFENSE
(Privity)
P l a i n t i f f s claims are barred in whole or in part because there is no contractual privity and
any contractual relationship existing between Plaintiff and the Individual Defendants.
TWELFTH DEFENSE
(Failure to Condition Precedent)
P l a i n t i f f s claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the failure of one or m o r e conditions
precedent to any obligation by Defendants.
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THIRTEENTH DEFENSE
(Breach)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or part, by Plaintiffs breach of one or more
obligations to Defendants, including without limitation one or more breaches of the covenant of
good faith and fair dealing.
WHEREFORE, the Individual Defendants respectfully pray for the following relief:
1.

That the Complaint be dismissed with prejudice, with Plaintiff to take nothing

thereby;
2.

That the Individual Defendants be awarded their costs of suit, including

reasonable attorney fees; and
3.

That the Individual Defendants be awarded such other and further relief as the

Court deems just and equitable.
DATED this 9th day of June 2006.
MAGLEBY & GREENWOOD, P.C.

£/v-WO J^^^l^y^
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James E. Magleby
~
\
Christine T. Greenwood
Sharee 0. Moser
Attorneys for Defendants Roland E. Abundo,
Lindsay T. Atwood, Donald W. Baker,
and Jeffrey Gold
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 38, the Individual Defendants demand a trial by
jury on all issues so triable.
DATED this 9th day of June 2006.
MAGLEBY & GREENWOOD, P.C.

James E. Magleby
Christine T. Greenwood
Sharee Q. Moser
Attorneys for Defendants Roland E. Abundo,
Lindsay T. Atwood, Donald W. Baker,
and Jeffrey Gold
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am employed by the law firm of MAGLEBY & GREENWOOD, P.C,
170 South Main Street, Suite 350, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101, and that pursuant to Rule 5(b),
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, a true and correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO
COMPLAINT was delivered to the following this 9th day of June 2006 by:
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[X] Depositing the same in the U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ] Federal Express
[ ] Via Electronic Mail as indicated below
H. Thomas Stevenson
STEVENSON & SMITH, P.C.

3986 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84403
Attorneys for Plaintiff

K&
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Blake. D.Miller (4090)
Joel T. Zenger (8926)
MILLER GUYMON, P.C.

165 Resent Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: 801.363.5600
Facsimile: 801.363.5601
Attorneys for Defendants Roland E. Abundo,
Lindsay T. Atwood, Donald W. Baker,
and Jeffrey Gold
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
PRINSBURG STATE BANK,

AMENDED ANSWER TO
COMPLAINT

Piaintiff,
and
v.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
ROLAND E. ABUNDO, LINDSAY T.
ATWOOD, ROBERT THURSTON,
DONALD W. BAKER, JEFFREY GOLD,
KNIGHTON OPTICAL, INC. AND
ALPINE VISION, INC.
Defendants.

Civil No. 060901846
Honorable Scott M. Hadiey

Defendants Roland E. Abundo ("Abundo"), Lindsay T. Atwood ("Atwood"), Donald W.
Baker ("Baker"), and Jeffrey D. Gold ("Gold") (collectively, the "Individual Defendants"),
hereby answer and respond to the Complaint of Plaintiff Prinsburg State Bank ("Prinsburg") as
follows:
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RESPONSE TO ALLEGATIONS ABOUT PARTIES.
JURISDICTION .AND VENUE
1.

The Individual Defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to

form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations in this paragraph and therefore deny the
same (hereafter, "Deny for lack of information"). The Individual Defendants also affirmatively
allege that the documents evidencing the "loan that was entered into" by the predecessors in
interest to Prinsburg, if such a loan exists, as well as the documents assigning such interest to
Prinsburg, if such an assignment exists, speak for themselves and are necessary for any
determination of the validity of any guarantees associated with such loan.
2.

Upon information and belief, the Individual Defendants admit this paragraph.

3.

Upon information and belief, the Individual Defendants admit this paragraph,

4.

The Individual Defendants admit that they entered into certain contracts, but lack

sufficient information to know whether they agreed to be subject to the jurisdiction and venue of
the courts of Weber County, State of Utah for the purposes of this lawsuit and therefore deny
same. Plaintiff has not provided copies of the loan contract which allegedly underlies this
complaint, nor has Plaintiff provided documentation of any assignment of that loan contract.
5.

Deny for lack of information.
RESPONSE TO FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

6.

The Individual Defendants admit that First Security Bank loaned money to Alpine

Vision, Inc. in approximately March 1998 and again in July 1999, deny for lack of information
that First Security Bank is "Plaintiff Assignor's predecessor" in interest. The Individual
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Defendants affinnatively allege that the documents surrounding such loan and assignment of
interest, if any, speak for themselves.
7.

The Individual Defendants admit only that documents attached as exhibits to the

Complaint appear to be titled "commercial guaranties." The Individual Defendants affinnatively
allege that the documents speak for themselves.
8.

The Individual Defendants admit only that the commercial guaranties attached to

the complaint contain the language "now existing or hereinafter incurred." The Individual
Defendants affinnatively allege that the documents speak for themselves, and deny any
obligations sought in the Complaint.
9.

The Individual Defendants admit only that the commercial guaranties attached to

the complaint contain the language, "resort for payment or to proceed directly or at once against
an}' person including borrower or an)' other guarantor." The Individual Defendants affirmatively
allege that the documents speak for themselves. The Individual Defendants deny that Plaintiffs
interpretation of the language of the guaranties accurately reflects the nature of the guaranties,
which documents speak for themselves. The Individual Defendants affirmatively allege that the
supposed waivers cited by Plaintiff in Paragraph 9 of the Complaint were qualified with the
language "[ejxcept as prohibited by applicable law," and affinnatively allege that applicable law
expressly limits the waivers given by Guarantors in the guaranties, and that the documents do not
preclude the defenses asserted herein.
10.

The Individual Defendants admit only that the commercial guaranties attached to

the complaint contain the language, "sell, transfer, assign or grant participation in all or any part
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of the indebtedness and to assign, transfer this guaranty in whole or in part/' and "alter,
compromise, review, extend, accelerate, or otherwise change one or more times the . . . other
terms of indebtedness." The Individual Defendants affmnatively allege that the documents
speak for themselves.
11.

The Individual Defendants admit only that the commercial guaranties attached to

the Complaint state that "Guarantor agrees to pay upon demand all of Lenders costs and
expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees. . ." The Individual Defendants affirmatively
allege that the documents speak for themselves, and deny that Prinsburg is "Lender" as defined
in the guaranties attached to the Complaint, which documents speak for themselves.
12.

Deny for lack of information.

13.

Deny for lack of information the allegations in this paragraph and affirmatively

allege that even if the guaranties were ever enforceable agreements, which the Individual
Defendants deny any unilateral modification made to the guaranties attached to the Complaint
without the permission of the guarantors renders the guaranties attached to the Complaint null
and void, unenforceable, and otherwise non-binding as to the Individual Defendants.
14.

Deny for lack of information.
RESPONSE TO FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:
BREACH OF CONTRACT

15.

The Individual Defendants incorporate the responses to paragraphs 1-14 by

reference as thoueh fully set forth herein.
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16.

The Individual Defendants admit that they entered into contracts with First

Security Bank, N.A., which documents speak for themselves and deny that those contracts have
been assigned to Plaintiff for lack of information.
17.

Insofar as the allegations of this paragraph state conclusions of law, no response is

necessary.
18.

The Individual Defendants admit that they have refused to pay any amount due

and owing by Alpine Vision, Inc. affirmatively allege that the Individual Defendants have no
obligation to pay such amounts, and deny that Plaintiff's calculations of amounts due and owing
by Alpine Vision, Inc. are connect for lack of information.
19.

Insofar as the allegations of this paragraph state conclusions of law, no response is

necessary.
20.

Deny.

21.

Insofar as the allegations of this paragraph state conclusions of law, no response is

necessary. The Individual Defendants deny that Plaintiff is entitled to collect its costs and
attorney fees associated with this action.
In addition to the responses to the specific allegations, the Individual Defendants
separately assert the following additional affirmative defenses to the Complaint, and hereby
reserve the right to raise additional defenses as they become known.
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FIRST DEFENSE
(Failure to State A Ciaim)
The Complaint fails, in whole or in part, to state a claim upon which relief may be
granted.
SECOND DEFENSE
(Waiver, Estoppel, Laches)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of waiver, estoppel,
and/or laches.
THIRD DEFENSE
(Causation)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, because any alleged any alleged injury
or damage was caused in whole or in part by the acts, omissions and conduct of Plaintiff.
FOURTH DEFENSE
(Accord And Satisfaction)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of accord and
satisfaction.
FIFTH DEFENSE
(Intervening Causation)
To the extent Plaintiff has any claim for damages, which claim is expressly denied, the
Individual Defendants affmnatively assert, that such claims are barred because any loss, damage
or injury, as alleged in the Complaint or otherwise, if any, is the direct and proximate result of
intervening or superseding conduct of parties other than the Individual Defendants, thereby
absolving the Individual Defendants from any obligations to indemnify or repay Plaintiff.
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SIXTH DEFENSE
(Parole Evidence Rule)
Plaintiffs claims are barred in whole or in part by the Parole Evidence Rule.
SEVENTH DEFENSE
(Statute of Frauds)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the Statute of Frauds.
EIGHTH DEFENSE
(Unclean Hands)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of unclean hands.
NINTH DEFENSE
(Acquiescence)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of acquiescence.
TENTH DEFENSE
(Failure to Mitigate Damages)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by Plaintiffs failure to mitigate
damages.
ELEVENTH DEFENSE
(Privity)
Plaintiffs claims are barred in whoie or in part because there is no contractual privity and
any contractual relationship existing between Plaintiff and the Individual Defendants.
TWELFTH DEFENSE
(Failure to Condition Precedent)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the failure of one or more conditions
precedent to any obligation by the Individual Defendants.
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THIRTEENTH DEFENSE
(Breach)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or part, by Plaintiffs breach of one or more
obligations to the Individual Defendants, including without limitation one or more breaches of
the covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE
(Failure to Provide Notice to Secondary Obligors)
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by Plaintiffs failure to provide the
Individual Defendants notice required by Utah Code Ann. § 70A-9A-611.
WHEREFORE, the Individual Defendants respectfully pray for the following relief:
1.

That the Complaint be dismissed with prejudice, with Plaintiff to take nothing

thereby;
2.

That the Individual Defendants be awarded their costs of suit, including

reasonable attorney fees; and
3.

That the Individual Defendants be awarded such other and further relief as the

Court deems just and equitable.
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 38, the Individual Defendants demand a trial by
jury on all issues so triable.
DATED this

day of

, 2007.
MILLER GUYMOR P.C

Blake D. Miller
Joel T. Zenger
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFi C ATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that 1 am employed by the law firm of MILLER GUYMON, P.C, 165 South
Regent Street, Salt Lake City, Utali 84111, and that pursuant to Rule 5(b), Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure, a true and correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED ANSWER TO COMPLAINT
was delivered to the following this

day of

? 2007

[ ]

Hand Delivery

[ ]

Facsimile

[ ]

Depositing the same in the U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

[ ]

Federal Express

by:

[ ] Via Electronic Mail as indicated below7
H. Thomas Stevenson
STEVENSON & SMITH, P.C,

3986 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84403
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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APPENDIX N
Court of Appeals Decision
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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
—-00O00—

Prinsburg State Bank,
Plaintiff and Appellant,

Roland E. Abundo; Lindsay T. Atwood;
Robert Thurston; Donald R. Baker;
Jeffrey Gold; Knighton Optical, Inc.; and
Alpine Vision, Inc.,

OPINION
Case No. 20100712-CA

FILED
(July 29, 2011)
2011 UTApp 239

Defendants and Appellees.

Second District, Ogden Department, 060901846
The Honorable Scott M. Hadley
Attorneys:

Brad C. Smith and Samuel A. Hood, Ogden, for Appellant
Blake D. Miller and Joel T. Zenger, Salt Lake City, for Appellees

Before Judges Davis, Thome, and Roth.
THORNE, Judge:
%1 Prinsburg State Bank (Prinsburg) appeals from the district court's judgment of
dismissal, which was issued upon the stipulation of the parties. We affirm.
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BACKGROUND
f2
In April 2006, Prinsburg sued Robert Thurston; Knighton Optical, Inc.
(Knighton); and Alpine Vision, Inc. (Alpine) over two loan agreements entered into
between Alpine and Prinsburg's predecessor in interest. The lawsuit also named
Roland E. Abundo, Lindsay T. Atwood, Donald R Baker, and Jeffrey Gold (collectively,
the Guarantors), who had each executed a personal guarantee for these loans. AJter it
had initiated the lawsuit, Prinsburg arranged to have certain collateral securing the
loans sold. Prinsburg did not give notice of the sale to the Guarantors, nor did it apply
the profits of the sale to the Alpine loans. Rather, it applied the profits to other debt
owed by Knighton, which had acquired a majority ownership interest in Alpine.
13
When Prinsburg sought to recover the monies due on the loans by filing this
lawsuit, the Guarantors defended on the grounds that Article 9 of the Uniform
Commercial Code applied to Prinsburg's disposal of the collateral and that Article 9
required presale notice to the Guarantors, the application of sale proceeds to the
p a i r e d Jtoans^and-a^^mmer^
—
summary judgment to the Guarantors, ruling that Article 9 applied and required notice,
but reserved the issue of whether the sate was commercially reasonable for trial because
there were unresolved material questions of fact on that issue.
*|4
The parties subsequently submitted a signed dooiineitf e n i i t ^
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. The stipulation stated that Prinsburg and the
Guarantors "stipulate[d] to the following findings of fact and conclusions of law, which
resolve this matter in its entirety in favor of Defendants with the exception of a
determination of the amount of reasonable attorneys fees and costs to be awarded
Defendants as the prevailing party." The parties' stipulation went further than the
district court's summary judgment ruling in that it stated that the sale was not
conducted in a commercially reasonable manner.
*j[5
Expressly relying on the parties' stipulation, the district court proceeded to enter
judgment dismissing all of Prinsburg's claims with prejudice. The judgment stated that
the parties'' prior stipulation had "resolved all outstanding issues except attorneys' fees"
and that 'Tlaintiff s claims against Defendants are hereby dismissed with prejudice for
the reasons set forth in the Court's Memorandum Decision and the Stipulated Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law/' The parties did not stipulate to the judgment itself,
but the judgment was drafted by Prinsburg s counsel. Prinsburg did not seek relief
from the judgment in the district court prior to bringing this timely appeal.

20100712-CA
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ISSUE AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
16
Prinsburg raises multiple issues on appeal, arguing that the guarantees are
enforceable, that Article 9 did not apply to the guarantees, and that the Guarantors
waived their subrogation rights. We do not reach these issues because we determine
that the district court properly entered the judgment pursuant to the parties'
stipulation. See generally John Deere Co.v.A&H Equip., Inc., 876 P2d 880,883 (Utah Ct
App. 1994) (stating that we review a trial court's enforcement of a stipuiaied settlement
agreement only for abuse of discretion}.

ANALYSIS
17
Prinsburg asks us to review questions on appeal that were expressly resolved
against it in the parties' stipulation and the resulting judgment. We determine that
Prinsburg failed to preserve these issues for appeal when it stipulated to their resolution
_and didnot subsequently ask the district courtto-&ml-w^sia^fy-di&ji£^siesitresulting therefrom.
%8
"Generally, a trial court's summary enforcement of a settlement agreement will
not be reversed on appeal unless it is shown that there was an abuse of discretion." Id.
(internal quotation marks omitted). Further, determinations as to the intended scope of
a stipulation or settlement agreement present questions of fact that are appropriately
directed, in the first instance, to the district court. See Davencourt at Pilgrims Landing
Homeowners Ass'n v. Davencourt at Pilgrims Landing, LC, 2009 UT 65, f 73, 221 P.3d 234
('The intent of the parties involves a question of fact and should be dealt with
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110 If Prinsburg believed that the judgment of complete dismissal exceeded the
scope of the parties' agreement, it should have sought relief from the judgment in the
district court on that basis. Such reBef a Juki have been sought pursuant to rule 59 or 60
of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. See Utah R. Civ. P. 59 (allowing motions to alter or
amend a judgment); id. R. 60 (allowing motions for relief from judgment). Prinsburg's
failure to seek such relief renders its current arguments unpreserved for appeal, and we
decline to address them.

111 Prfnshurg stipulated to the complete resolution of this matter and failed to seek
relief from the resulting judgment in the district court. Accordingly, its arguments have
not been preserved for appeal and we do not address them. Affirmed,1

William A. Thome Jr.,. Judge

112

WE CONCUR:

James Z. Davis,
Presiding Judge

Stephen L. Roth, Judge

1

We do not intend our decision to preclude Prinsburg from prospectively seeking
relief from the judgment in the district court, and we express no opinion cm the
availability of such relief.
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